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Abstract

Information-Centric Network (ICN) is a promising developing communication paradigm

focusing on efficient content distribution and retrieval regardless of the content stor-

age location to scale with the projected traffic demand and usage patterns of the

Internet. In-network caching in ICN is pivotal in providing fast, reliable, and scalable

content dissemination and retrieval.

In this thesis, we aim to maximize the caching utilities based on the valuations of

cache contents and cache nodes in ICNs. Most existing ICN caching schemes consider

a consumer-centric perspective only for cache valuation. We embed the producer-

centric caching perspective along with the consumer-centric perspective for optimal

utilization of the inherent caching capability of ICN. This thesis also introduces a

value-based economic caching perspective in ICN.

Our research on value-based caching puts forth the following contributions. First,

we present a comprehensive taxonomy, and second, we perform qualitative and quan-

titative performance analyses of some well-known ICN caching schemes. We identify

the design factors of our research of value-based caching grounded upon the pro-

posed taxonomy and the performance analyses. Third, we propose a novel content

utility value-based dynamic caching scheme for maximizing the aggregated content

utility value of an ICN cache service provider. The proposed caching scheme ensures
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caching diversity and availability of good quality content and demonstrates an ac-

ceptable cache hit ratio while maximizing the aggregated content value. Fourth, we

propose a novel caching model in which content producers valuate and select cache

nodes to cache their contents based on the topological and dynamic attributes of

nodes. Our proposed model enables the content producers to maximize the caching

utility while reducing delay and increasing cache hit ratio. Fifth, we address the

dynamic cache allocation and pricing problem involving multiple content producers

and competing ICN cache service providers. We present frameworks, building on

producer-driven caching and pricing decisions, leveraging reverse auction-based and

utility value-based schemes.

Extensive simulations demonstrate the effectiveness of all our proposed value-

based caching schemes in terms of several research-objective-related and standard

caching performance metrics. Simulation results suggest that value-based caching

can leverage the in-network caching capability of ICN to achieve efficient content

dissemination and retrieval.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet was originally developed as a “network of hosts” to access distributed re-

sources and connect terminals. The underlying protocols of the Internet were designed

to support the exchange of information between well-identified nodes and followed a

mailing paradigm that coupled content with its sender and receiver. Today, the In-

ternet has become a global infrastructure for distributing information to billions of

Internet users and connected devices [28]. According to Cisco Visual Networking In-

dex [28], by 2023, fixed broadband speeds will reach 110.4 Mbps, the total number of

Internet users will be 5.3 billion, and the total number of networked devices will be

29.3 billion globally. Internet usage patterns are becoming increasingly bandwidth-

intensive, and users are primarily interested in fast and reliable information retrieval

rather than identifying the server where the information is stored.

While many have argued about the demise of the current Internet infrastructure,

significant efforts in expanding Content Delivery Networks (CDNs), Mobile Edge

Computing (MEC), cross-layer multicasting, and other overlay protocols have been

aiding Internet scalability [17]. Motivated by these growth projections, the research

community is exploring key requirements for the future Internet [94], building newer
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models for traffic characterization [85], and proposing new architectures to address

them, as the current Internet architecture is struggling to scale with the projected

demand and usage patterns [95].

Information-Centric Network (ICN) has been evolved as a promising candidate

architecture for the future Internet [94, 114]. The primary objective of ICN is to shift

the current host-oriented network model towards a content-centric model by focusing

on highly scalable and efficient information distribution and retrieval. In order to

fulfill future Internet requirements, ICN uses unique names to address and route

content on the network, decouples contents from their locations, deploys in-network

caching for efficient content distribution and retrieval, applies security mechanisms

directly to the content, and provides efficient support for handling mobility [39, 48].

At its core, ICN focuses on efficient content dissemination and retrieval, regardless

of the storage location of content. Thus, content caching schemes play a pivotal role

in providing fast, reliable, and scalable content distribution and retrieval.

1.1 Research Motivation

Caching is a fundamental building block in ICN, tasked with enabling fast, reliable,

and scalable content dissemination. Every network router in ICN can cache named

contents and respond to requests for such contents. Although caching is extensively

investigated in many fields, such as web proxies, ICN caching has emerged as a

new area of research in recent years because of the integration of caching as a key

architectural component; in contrast to the overlay approach in the current Internet

architecture [8, 121].

As an integral part of ICN, content caching has received considerable attention
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from the research community and emerged as a hot research topic in recent years

[2, 60, 61, 69, 116, 128, 130]. While a considerable body of work addresses cache

placement and replacement issues in ICN, little attention is given to assigning value

to the cache content and cache node while designing caching policies in ICN. Caching

highly valued contents and selecting highly valued cache nodes can maximize cache

utilities. Research investigating the maximization of the cache utilities focusing on

value-based caching can play an important role in designing efficient cache decision

policies in ICN.

The main objective of this thesis is to maximize cache utilities based on the value

of the cache contents and the valuation of the cache nodes in ICN. We enhance the

cache utilities in ICN by maximizing the value of cached contents and selecting the

most suited cache nodes based on our assessments or valuations of these cache contents

and cache nodes. This work opens a new research direction for value-based caching

in ICN and introduces an economic perspective based on value-based caching.

1.2 Research Questions and Thesis Contributions

In this thesis, we address the following five research questions regarding our research

of value-based caching in ICN:

1. What are the main classifiers to classify the proposed mainstream caching

schemes in ICN literature that impact functional operations and ensuing per-

formance goals across caching systems?

2. What are the important metrics needed to perform qualitative and quantitative

assessments and compare ICN caching schemes encompassing mainstream and

hybrid approaches under multiple objectives?
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3. What is the effect of the value of content on ICN caching? Can cache service

providers benefit from storing high-valued contents?

4. Can content producers gain higher exposure or access to their contents by prop-

erly valuating and selecting caching nodes?

5. Can we devise an economic incentive model amongst the content consumers,

content producers, and cache service providers in ICN while dynamically allo-

cating cache resources and determining payment mechanisms?

The contributions of this thesis while addressing the above research questions are

summarized as follows:

1. We present a benchmark taxonomy of the existing caching schemes in ICN

literature and elaborate on the choice of classifiers. We provide functional de-

scriptions of the classified ICN caching schemes, noting the strengths and lim-

itations of the schemes, and present summarized comparisons of the schemes.

This contribution addresses the first research question.

2. We present a comprehensive qualitative performance assessment and compari-

son of ICN caching schemes built on four core performance metrics. We devise

and present a quantitative performance assessment to contrast several well-

known caching schemes, including at least one representative scheme under

each classifier in our proposed taxonomy. We build on our insights from these

experiments and correlate our quantitative performance analysis with the qual-

itative analysis to emphasize the impact of their design choices on ICN caching

performance. This contribution handles the second research question.
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3. We propose a novel utility value-based caching scheme for maximizing the ag-

gregated content value of an ICN cache service provider. This novel approach

considers attributes of both the content and its producer to determine the utility

value of content and builds on a dynamic caching algorithm that aims to max-

imize the aggregated utility value to guide cache placement and replacement

decisions. This research contribution tackles the third research question.

4. We propose a novel caching model where content producers aim to valuate and

select cache nodes to optimize caching dynamically. The model is built on a

value-based utility function that considers dynamic and topological attributes

of cache nodes, enabling a dynamic novel caching scheme that aims to maximize

caching utility. This contribution addresses the fourth research question.

5. We address the dynamic cache allocation and pricing problem in ICN while in-

volving multiple content producers and competing ICN cache service providers.

The ICN cache service providers act as the sellers, and the content producers

act as the buyers of the caching resources. We present a framework that builds

on producer-driven caching decisions, proposing a reverse auction-based caching

model and a utility value-based caching model. Both models aim to maximize

the caching gain of content producers by minimizing the caching cost paid to

the competing ICN cache service providers and maximizing the content visibil-

ity. Both of these models also aim to benefit the ICN cache service providers

by caching valuable contents. This contribution addresses the fifth research

question.
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1.3 Thesis Organization

In this chapter, we have defined the research problem, highlighted the motivation,

and listed the contributions of this thesis. The remainder of this thesis is organized

as follows.

Chapter 2 elaborates on the basics of the ICN architectures, main advantages, and

research challenges of ICN in-network caching and presents our proposed benchmark

taxonomy of existing caching schemes in ICN literature in detail.

Chapter 3 presents a qualitative and quantitative performance analysis of several

well-known ICN caching schemes, encompassing cross-scheme performance metrics.

We discuss the design factors of our research on value-based caching in ICN.

Chapter 4 presents our utility value-based caching scheme aimed to maximize

the aggregated content utility value of an ICN cache service provider by considering

attributes of both the content and its producer while guiding cache placement and

replacement decisions.

Chapter 5 presents a producer-driven cache valuation model where content pro-

ducers aim to valuate and select cache nodes for optimized caching decisions dynam-

ically.

Chapter 6 presents our investigation of the dynamic cache allocation and price

determination problem for a caching system consisting of multiple content producers,

ICN cache service providers, and consumers where the multiple competing ICN cache

service providers act as the sellers and the content producers act as the buyers of the

caching resources.

Chapter 7 summarizes our research on value-based caching over ICN. Then we

discuss some of the limitations and future potential research directions of our research.
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Lastly, we present a detailed guide for the researchers in the ICN caching domain,

built on our proposed taxonomy and quantitative and qualitative analyses.



8

Chapter 2

Background and Proposed Taxonomy of Caching

Paradigms

We divide this chapter into two parts. First, we explain the key components of ICN

architecture, the main advantages of ICN in-network caching, investigate the dif-

ferences between traditional web-caching and ICN caching and summarize research

challenges specific to ICN caching. Second, we present our proposed benchmark

taxonomy of the existing caching schemes in ICN literature and provide a thorough

functional description and comparison of the caching schemes under the main classifi-

cations. Furthermore, we summarize the basic strategy of each class in our taxonomy

by illustrating their functional mandates in consistent depictions.
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2.1 ICN Architecture and Key Components

ICN has been researched under multiple aliases; chief among them are content-aware,

content-centric, and data-oriented networking [48]. In contrast to the current host-

centric Internet architecture, where the senders (content providers/ producers/ pub-

lishers/ sources) have control over the data exchanged; in ICN, data is not typi-

cally sent unless the receiver (consumer) requests it. Hence, ICN shifts the Inter-

net’s sender-driven end-to-end communication paradigm to a receiver-driven content-

retrieval paradigm. In ICN, a content provider does not send the content directly to

the receiver. A content provider sends advertisement messages to inform the network

that it has some content to disseminate without a priori knowledge of potential re-

ceivers who may be interested in this content. At the other hand, a receiver declares

its interest in the content without a priori knowledge of potential providers which

have published such content. When a receiver’s interest matches published content,

the network initiates a content delivery path from the sender to the receiver to deliver

the content.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the typical content dissemination and retrieval process in

ICN. A given content publisher P has some content to distribute, and it sends adver-

tisement messages to inform the network that it has content to disseminate. Consumer

C1 declares its interest in some content by sending a subscription message in the net-

work. If C1’s interest matches the published content of P , the network initiates a

content delivery path from P to C1 so that the requested content can be delivered

to C1. While delivering the content to C1, the content is cached at router R4. Later,

when another consumer C2 sends a subscription message for the same content, the

requested content is directly delivered to consumer C2 from the cache router R4, the
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Figure 2.1: Content dissemination and retrieval process in ICN

nearest available copy of the desired content.

2.1.1 Building ICN Architectures

The idea of shifting from a host-centric network design to an information-centric net-

work design was first investigated in the TRIAD project [25]. The TRIAD project

adopted the concept of name-based routing and is considered as a pioneering work in

ICN. Later, Carzaniga et al. described content-based networking and proposed a rout-

ing scheme for content-based networking in their seminal papers [20, 21, 22]. There

are several ongoing ICN research projects, including the Data-Oriented Network Ar-

chitecture (DONA) [71], Publish-Subscribe Internet Routing Paradigm (PSIRP)[73],

Network of Information (NetInf) [29], Named Data Networking (NDN) [63, 129], and

its predecessor Content-Centric Networking (CCN) [62], Scalable and Adaptive In-

ternet Solutions (SAIL) [44], COntent Mediator architecture for content-aware nET-

works (COMET) [46], CONVERGENCE [43], MobilityFirst (MF) [103] and other
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descendants.

Among the above-mentioned ICN research projects, the NDN architecture pro-

posed by Jacobson et al. [62, 63] is the most widely used architecture in ICN literature.

Our proposed schemes are designed and evaluated on the NDN architecture.

The ICN projects are built on a set of key components to realize a more efficient

architecture for content distribution and retrieval, designed to shift the Internet from

a host-centric paradigm to an information-centric paradigm. The key components of

the ICN projects are elaborated upon in the remainder of this section.

2.1.2 ICN Key Components

We establish the common key components of ICN on which ICN caching schemes have

been built to facilitate a clear taxonomy of the caching approaches and the impact of

design choices on cache operation.

1. Naming

Naming content is a pillar component in ICN architectures. Specifically, Named

Data Objects (NDOs) are at the core of addressing and forwarding in ICNs

[5]. All NDOs, including documents, web pages, videos, songs, and photos

should have globally unique names. An NDO is independent of location, storage

method, application, and transportation method; thus, any two copies of an

NDO are equivalent for all purposes. There are three naming schemes in ICN:

flat naming, hierarchical naming, and attribute-based naming [30].

In flat naming, also called self-certifying naming, the content name has two

parts P: L and is associated with Meta-data. The first part of the name P is

the cryptographic hash of the content publisher’s or owner’s public key, and L is
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an arbitrary label assigned by the publisher. Meta-data contains the complete

public key and digital digest signed by the publisher. Self-certifying names are

globally unique, persistent as they lack semantics, easy for integrity checking but

are not user-friendly. Hierarchical names are formed by concatenating multi-

ple hierarchical components where the components can be any descriptor-string

of any length. Hierarchical names are user-friendly and have intrinsic seman-

tics since their components or structures reveal information about the content

itself, such as property, version, but lack strong persistence [5]. Instead of iden-

tifying content by unique names, attribute-based naming identifies content by

attribute-value pairs (AVP). Contents are requested by applying constraints

over the attributes, where the constraints are called ”predicates”. This naming

scheme does not guarantee uniqueness for content names [30].

2. Routing

There are two routing approaches in ICN, either name resolution or name-based

routing. In name resolution, there are two steps for routing content. In the first

step, consumers send request messages to the name resolution system (NRS)

with the name of the desired content, and the NRS resolves the name with a

single or set of addresses of content producers or cache nodes having the desired

content. Consumers send request messages to content producers or cache nodes

in the second step, and the desired content is routed back to the consumers.

In name-based routing, in a single step, the request message for a content is

routed based on the name of the content from the consumer to the content pro-

ducer or to any cache node which can serve the request. Some state information

is stored along the way so that the requested content can be routed back to the
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consumer [8].

3. Caching

At the heart of ICN architectures, caching content plays a pivotal role in the

efficient dissemination and retrieval of content across the heterogeneity of users

and networks. Any network router in ICN can cache content. When a network

router (also called content router or cache router) receives a content request; it

can take one of two actions, either it responds directly if it has the content in its

local cache or it sends a request message to its peers (or the content producer)

and can thereafter cache the content when the request is fulfilled through it.

ICN caching is dubbed universal caching because of three properties: it provides

uniform caching for all contents carried by any protocol, it democratizes content

delivery by caching contents from any content provider, and it provides pervasive

caching as caching in ICN is implemented by all network routers instead of a

few specialized cache nodes (as adopted in CDN or Web caches) [49].

4. Security

In ICN, content can be retrieved from any network router which has cached the

content rather than the originating content server (or producer). The security

model in ICN is not based on the originating content server or producer; instead,

ICN designs have to secure the content itself [123]. Hence, ICN architectures

implement a content-oriented security model where the content is signed by

the content producer so that any network element and consumer can verify the

validity of the content by verifying the signature of the content provider.
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5. Mobility

ICN architectures are based on the basic principle of a publish-subscribe com-

munication model [60]. The strength of this model is rooted in the fact that

publication and subscription operations are decoupled with respect to time and

space [57] which allows ICNs to provide efficient support for mobility. In ICN

architectures, mobile consumers can send new subscriptions for contents after

a handoff occurs. Publisher mobility is more difficult to support as the name

resolution system or routing tables in name-based routing need to be updated

[40].

6. Application Programming Interface

Application Programming Interface (API) is used for requesting and deliver-

ing content. Content producers make named contents available to consumers

by publishing it to the network using the operation called publish or register,

and the consumer requests for the named content using the operation called

subscribe or find or get or interest. Both of these operations (publish and sub-

scribe/get) use the content name as the main parameter [5].

2.2 Caching in ICN

Content caching and distribution are intrinsic ICN capabilities, potentially performed

by all network routers. ICN caching is often named in-network caching and ICNs

are typically considered as networks of caches [18, 30], spanning the following basic

components as illustrated in Figure 2.2:

1. Content publishers are network nodes that publish named content such as
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Figure 2.2: An Information-Centric Network (ICN) and the interplay of consumers,
producers, and cache routers

servers, tablets, sensors, and RFID tags.

2. Cache routers are any network routers in ICN capable of caching content, often

referred to as content routers or cache nodes.

3. Content consumers are network nodes that subscribe to (or request) named

content. Content consumers can be personal computers, servers, smartphones,

and sensors.

2.2.1 Merits of ICN Caching

Inherent ICN in-network caching has several advantageous features, chief among them

are:
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1. Leveraging Quality of Service (QoS) for users

The in-network caching aims to improve network performance through efficient

content dissemination and retrieval. This performance gain is achieved by re-

ducing the delay experienced by users in retrieving content, in an infrastructure

that moves content closer to the consumer’s location.

2. Reducing publisher load

Multiple copies of the same content are available in ICNs since any router can

directly respond to content requests if it has cached the content, and the content

request does not have to traverse to the publisher of the content. Furthermore,

this reduces the criticality of “single point of failure” challenges, both in terms

of security and reliability.

3. Reducing network traffic and congestion

Since any network router can cache content, overall network traffic is reduced as

requests do not need to be routed to the content publisher or a specific surrogate

server, thereby alleviating network congestion.

2.2.2 Traditional Caching versus ICN Caching

Caching is not unique to ICN architectures and has been investigated and imple-

mented into the current Internet paradigm. However, there are fundamental differ-

ences between caching in ICN in contrast to the current Internet, which are summa-

rized in Table 2.1. Most notably, caching has been adopted in CDNs to distribute

request bottlenecks from the main publisher to designated surrogate servers, which

are typically static [9]. On the other hand, web caching is used in the current Internet
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Table 2.1: Comparison Between Traditional Caching and ICN Caching

Factors Traditional Caching ICN Caching

Caching layer Caching occurs at the application
layer as an overlay [48, 60]

Caching occurs at the network
layer, referred to as in-network
caching

Location and
topology

Caching nodes are predefined and
fixed, whether as surrogate servers
in CDNs, or web proxies for web
caching. The cache topology is
usually built as a linear structure
or hierarchical tree structure [9]

Cache nodes in ICN are ubiq-
uitous, and caching points are
neither fixed nor predetermined.
Thus, ICN caching topologies are
often arbitrary

Granularity of
cache content

Mostly macro-caching ap-
proaches, aiming to cache
whole content such as web pages
or entire files [100] with some
exceptions, such as video content,
which is divided into chunks over
HTTP in DASH implementations

Content is divided into pieces,
named content chunks, and are
stored as chunks instead of the
whole content resulting in finer
content granularity. Hence, ICN
adopts a micro-caching approach
[100]

Cache trans-
parency and
redundancy

Traditional caching systems are
application-dependent. Different
copies of the same content have
different names in different do-
mains as web content follows
domain-based naming conventions

In ICN, content has a unique
name, and content caching is
based on this unified and consis-
tent content name. Different ap-
plications can use the same cached
content. Hence, ICN caching is
transparent and independent of
applications

to reduce traffic flow beyond a local network for frequently visited or requested web

contents.

Today, many advancements in Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) are leveraging

computing power at the edge of the network to aid user-centric caching mechanisms.

In these architectures, caching in Cloudlets and Fog-nodes is presenting new oppor-

tunities to leverage responsiveness and bring more popular content towards the edge

[76].
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However, there has been some contention on the merits of caching at the edge

versus the network core, with significant debate on the underlying network tech-

nologies used and the mere potential of rolling out a new networking paradigm to

replace/augment the current Internet. Fayazbaksh et al. have presented a well-cited

study [41] on the benefits of caching at the edge and argued for avoiding inherent

complexity in caching at the core. However, most of their study and conclusions are

built on Least Recently Used (LRU) caching, which is quite dated and improved in

many caching schemes.

More importantly, the argument for building on static allocation of caching, that is

somehow mandated by centralized monitors/controllers, brings significant complexity

and time delay in network operation, that defeats the Internet’s aim in keeping all

network intelligence at the far edge of the network.

In contrasting intrinsic caching paradigms, as envisioned in ICN, versus con-

trolled/mandated caching that is rarely close to real-time is an ongoing research

challenge that requires significant quantification and exploration. There is a sig-

nificant push from the ICN research community to standardize the management of

caching across the hierarchy of network entities to enable a seamless adoption and

operation across heterogeneous networks. While the argument is not settled to either

research areas “camps”, it remains a highly investigated topic that will yield more

insights into the potential gains in adopting inherent caching mechanisms.

2.3 Inherent Challenges in ICN Caching

The design of caching on a network that is centered on content, significantly enhances

the spectrum of design choices. In ICN caching, there are three phases in caching to
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setup, coordinate and manage in-network caching system: designing cache placement

policies, content replacement policies, and modelling the topologies of cache networks

[30, 100].

Cache placement policies face two challenging issues: which content should be

stored in ICN nodes (i.e., what to cache, since the content is the pivotal factor in con-

nections) and which cache nodes of the network should be selected as caching points

(i.e., where to cache, since most nodes inherently hold caching capacity). The most

cited and criticized cache decision policy in ICN literature is Cache Everything Every-

where (CEE) [62], where cache content and cache node are selected indiscriminately

along the content delivery path between content source and consumer.

Many caching schemes adopt policies based on content popularity [36, 51, 67, 78,

90, 112, 127, 131, 133], some follow collaborative approaches [51, 79, 90, 107, 108,

127, 132] while others use topology related metrics [23, 37, 105, 127] for improving

caching performance; all of which are detailed in Section 2.4.

Content replacement policies evict content whenever the cache reaches capacity

and new content arrives to be stored. Least Recently Used (LRU) is the most often

used cache replacement policy in ICN literature, where cache eviction is accomplished

by using a queue such that the item which is queried least recently has to be removed

to make room for a new arriving item [26, 33, 80, 91, 100, 104, 106, 127]. A few

schemes use Least Frequently Used (LFU) cache replacement policy, which discards

contents used less frequently [33, 36, 45, 89]. The performance gains of the LRU and

LFU strategies have been contrasted with detailed modeling in [47].

Analyzing caching network models in ICN presents new challenges since all routers

are cache-equipped. ICNs are thus mostly represented as a large-scale network of
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caches [30]. Although previous studies have considered the network of caches in ICNs

under hierarchical tree-structured networks [36, 45, 80, 100, 104, 133], the topology

of ICN cache networks should no longer be confined to hierarchical trees. Hence,

the high dynamicity of general cache network topologies in ICN obsoletes the fixed

parent-child relationship of cache networks [105], necessitating a transition to larger

arbitrary graphs.

2.4 Proposed Taxonomy of Caching Paradigms in ICN Literature

We hereby present a taxonomy of caching paradigms in ICNs, with two main goals.

First, distinguishing the main factors that impact functional operations and ensuing

performance goals across caching systems. Second, enabling a thorough discussion of

cache design strategies for future models that aim for specific operational goals such

as improving Quality of Experience (QoE) or reducing overall content redundancy.

Our taxonomy is presented in Figure 2.3. We adopt four main classifiers for

mainstream caching schemes: the popularity of cache content, location of the cache

nodes in the network topology, operational collaboration among cache nodes, and

caching decisions based on content delivery paths. We also define the distinguishing

factors of the main classes to categorize the classes into sub-classes. Furthermore, we

demonstrate notable caching schemes under each sub-class to guide early researchers

in this area, elaborated in Section 7.4 in Chapter 7.

2.4.1 Content Popularity-Based Caching Schemes

Caching content based on content popularity is a crucial strategy for improving perfor-

mance in ICN caching schemes [26, 36, 51, 78, 79, 90, 106, 112, 120, 127, 131, 132, 133].
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Figure 2.3: A functional taxonomy of caching paradigms in ICN literature, with no-
table caching schemes listed under each category

Many schemes propose caching strategies based on the popularity of contents and we

classify these schemes as popularity-based caching schemes.

Popularity of a content is highly correlated with the consumer’s requesting fre-

quency for that content. Content popularity is defined by the number of consumer

requests for content, typically during a short time interval. The popularity-based
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scheme constantly compares content request rates to track content popularity dy-

namically. A shorter invocation interval to calculate dynamic content popularity can

incur a higher overhead, but a longer interval is suited only to stable access patterns.

As content popularity varies over time, popularity-based schemes keep only the most

recent records of content request statistics while properly utilizing cache capacity.

The invocation interval for a popularity-based caching scheme can be chosen based

on the total arrival rates of content requests at the edge or access cache routers con-

nected to the requesting consumers, the changing frequency of the content popularity,

and the popularity distribution of the content.

In Figure 2.4, the basic idea of content popularity-based caching schemes is de-

picted. The figure shows the strategy of many popularity-based schemes to cache

most popular content at access or edge routers (R1, R2, R3) near end users and grad-

ually less popular content near the server at intermediate (R4) and core router (R5),

Figure 2.4: Content popularity-based caching schemes – gauging popularity
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aiming to increase cache hit rates and reduce both the delay to retrieve requested

content and publisher load [78, 90, 112].

Figure 2.5 illustrates the caching strategy to cache diverse Internet contents; com-

prised of web pages, files, user-generated content (UGC), and video on demand (VoD)

content. Such caching schemes typically make caching decisions based on content pop-

ularity distributions, traffic patterns, population size and size of content, and consider

a generic two-layer hierarchical cache network [45]. The performance evaluation of

hierarchical caching scheme reveals that caching performance mainly depends on the

content popularity distribution, and suggests caching VoD content at access routers

(R1, R2, R3) near consumers and the remaining three types of contents (web pages, file

sharing and UGC) in the core router (R4). This caching decision is also guided by the

large storage capacity at the core network to achieve an efficient memory-bandwidth

trade-off through caching.

Figure 2.5: Content popularity-based caching schemes –types of content
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In the following, we describe some of the core popularity-based caching schemes.

A collaborative caching and forwarding scheme for CCN, which adopts popularity-

based content ranking, is proposed by Guo et al. in [51]. Content popularity guides

the caching scheme, where content routers measure popularity in a distributed man-

ner. Each router has a new component named Availability Information Base (AIB)

for caching content and forwarding content requests.

To deal with the inconsistent popularity ranking produced by different routers in

an autonomous system (AS) of realistic networks, the authors design a distributed,

self-adaptive algorithm for content store division in the content routers. The proposed

scheme performs better than other schemes, named as hierarchical caching scheme

and local collaborative caching and forwarding schemes, even though it has a high

percentage of popularity inconsistency in terms of average access cost.

Focusing on minimizing inter-ISP traffic and average access latency, Li et al. pro-

pose two popularity-driven dynamic caching schemes for CCN in [78]. As a base-

line, the authors first solve the optimal replica-placement problem and then propose

two popularity-based algorithms, named TopDown and AsympOpt, where the router

makes dynamic caching decisions according to content popularity, measured by the

aggregated request statistics of the sub-tree rooted at that router, and caches the

most popular content near end users. Both schemes achieve performance comparable

with the optimal solution and show superiority compared to popularity-blind caching

schemes such as indiscriminate [62] and uniform probability caching. Moreover, the

proposed schemes show effectiveness, stability and scalability for several important

caching design issues such as network topology, cache size, access pattern and content

popularity.
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Draxler et al. [36] propose three content popularity-based caching strategies for

efficient usage of cache space and avoiding redundant content caching. The proposed

popularity-based caching strategies, named Basic, Adapted and Stacked work in a

hierarchical fashion using a tree-topology based on content popularity. In Basic, the

topmost cache node of a tree stores the most popular items and children cache nodes

store other items in a distributed way according to their popularity, such that the less

popular items are stored down to the lower levels of the tree. In Adapted, among four

levels of a tree topology, the two lowest levels store the most popular items and then

the popular items go to the topmost cache node and after that, on the level below of

the topmost node. The Stacked strategy combines Basic and Adapted and forms a

bundle of cache nodes, where the bundle consists of one node from a higher level in

the tree and all its children nodes. In Stacked inside a bundle, the most popular items

are stored on the topmost cache node and less popular items are distributed among

the children cache nodes in the level below. These bundles are stacked to incorporate

all the levels of the tree hierarchy. The proposed popularity-based schemes perform

better than LRU and LFU policies in terms of cache hit efficiency, mean hop delay and

power consumption while considering an abstract model of network topology only.

The node-content pass probability (NCPP) caching scheme [131] considers content

popularity as well as the node utilization ratio (NUR) for calculating the NCPP values

of cache nodes that are used to make caching decisions. NUR value of a cache node

defines the traffic load distribution characteristics of the network and the frequency

of a cache node to be selected for relaying contents [124]. Requested contents are

ranked based on their popularity values and the NCPP scheme caches the most highly

ranked content (content having highest popularity) at the node having the largest
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NCPP value and the second most highly ranked content (content having the second

highest popularity) at the node having the second-largest NCPP value, and the same

procedure is repeated for the remaining contents.

An in-network video caching policy named StreamCache [79] aims to improve

users’ QoE in terms of average throughput for dynamic adaptive video streaming

over ICN. For better cache utilization and higher throughput, StreamCache caches

those video segments which are frequently requested as caching popular video contents

can increase the probability of cache hits.

StreamCache operates in a distributed way along the cache routers while caching

video contents with different sizes and bit rates and makes caching decisions locally

at each router based on the aggregated video request statistics. In order to cache

frequently requested video contents, the edge cache routers start to collect request

statistics on each round of the caching scheme and makes caching decisions based

on the collected content popularity-based statistics and proceeds to the next round.

Edge routers and intermediate routers calculate the caching utility of video contents

to derive the importance of caching on improving the average throughput using a

utility function where the utility function is designed considering the probability of

requesting a video content, bit rate of the content, average round trip time of video

contents and the length of the video content. StreamCache relies on the summarized

statistics aggregated from the downstream cache routers to calculate the caching

utility and makes greedy choices to make caching decisions to fill the cache spaces

of the routers. The StreamCache popularity-based caching policy performs better

compared to the popularity blind caching scheme CEE [62] and ProbCache [99] in

terms of average throughput.
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PopCache [112] caching scheme allows each router along the data forwarding path

to apply a caching probability to cache content according to the content popularity

distribution to improve data dissemination in ICN. The main motivation of the pro-

posed scheme is the observation that allocating only a few cache spaces to store highly

skewed popular contents and large cache spaces to store contents with flat popularity

distributions produces higher cache hit ratios and reduces server hit rates. PopCache

is built on two principles: (1) routers closer to end users should store the most popular

content, and other routers should store unpopular content, and (2) content should be

cached as distributed as possible across content routers. This scheme performs better

than indiscriminate caching [62] and path capacity-based caching [99], in terms of

expected round-trip time and server hit rate.

A value-based cache replacement policy named Least Valuable First (LVF) pro-

posed by Al-Turjman et al. [7] considers user input to decide the value of content

according to the content’s popularity, delay sensitivity, and age. The demand for a

content is measured by the frequency of requesting that content within a specific geo-

graphical vicinity and operational cycle. The delay sensitivity of content is measured

by the specification of the requesting consumer indicating how long the consumer is

willing to wait for the content. The age of content is measured by its Time-To-Live

(TTL) count either assigned by the publisher or updated by any intermediate node

of a network.

In the LVF approach, the authors devise a novel dynamic utility function that sets

the value of each content based on users’ requests such that the least valuable content

is dropped first while cache eviction occurs. LVF approach outperforms First-in-First-

out (FIFO) and LRU approaches, in terms of the cache hit ratio, time to hit cache
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data, average in-network delay, and publisher load for varying content popularity and

connectivity degree of the network nodes.

A simple, decentralized, and incrementally deployable content caching scheme,

named WAVE [26] dynamically adjusts the number of chunks for caching for efficient

content delivery based on content popularity. In WAVE, an upstream router suggests

the number of chunks to be cached at its downstream router which exponentially

increases as the popularity increases for a content file. WAVE uses the LRU approach

for content replacement. Although the caching unit in WAVE is a chunk, to find a

victim chunk for replacement, WAVE maintains the access history of content on

the file level to reduce control overhead. WAVE performs better than several on-

demand popularity-blind in-network caching schemes, such as indiscriminate caching

[62], UniCache (a content chunk is cached at one router along the data delivery path)

and Fixed probability caching in terms of an average hop count to content delivery,

link stress, inter-ISP (Internet Service Provider) traffic reduction, cache hit ratio and

cache replacement count. WAVE does not consider content having multiple sources,

which is a somewhat common abstraction.

A popularity guided age-based caching scheme is presented by Ming et al. in [90] to

reduce network delay and publisher load by increasing aggregate cache-hit probability.

The scheme dynamically configures content’s age. Content location and popularity

guide the content age following the two rules: the more popular a content replica is

and the closer it is to the network edge, the longer age it has. The age-based scheme

spreads popular content to the network edge longer, which reduces network delay and

publisher load and additionally removes content replication at intermediate network

routers to efficiently utilize network storage. This scheme performs well compared
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with the FIFO and LRU schemes as it requires less access latency and reduces server

load.

The collaborative caching scheme named RPC [133] caches popular video contents

on the edge routers closer to users based on the routers’ position or level in the network

topology. The caching scheme can adapt itself dynamically according to the user’s

request, thus requiring no prior knowledge of video content’s popularity. The cache

routers keep track of the access counts for each content locally and store all the access

counts of all the requested contents as a paired key-value structure (content name;

access count).

In RPC, the caching decision of a content at a cache router depends on three

factors: the access counts of the requested content, which determines the popularity

of content, the topology value of the cache router, and the caching threshold value

of the cache router determined by a specific method. The caching threshold value

of the root router is assumed to be precomputed, and the caching threshold value

of each cache router is calculated considering its topology level and the root cache

router’s threshold value. Content is cached in a cache router either when the access

counts of the content become larger the caching threshold value of the cache router

or there is enough cache space left at the cache router to cache the content. RPC

shows superiority compared to the popularity blind scheme CEE [62] and age-based

popularity caching scheme [90] while reducing server load and latency for small cache

size.

Statistical methods of recording content popularity and ranking contents accord-

ing to the number of historical requests for calculating chunk-level video content

popularity, such as in [79] have limitations especially for video applications. In the
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worst case, the former requested video chunks with a high number of past requests

can be judged as popular and selected to be cached but are no longer required in

the future. So, the cache replacement method named Popularity Prediction Caching

(PPC) [132] predicts the chunk popularity of the video contents of the same stream

using the potential future requests other than the historical requests.

The PPC method uses two processes to predict the future popularity of the

video chunks: Assist-Predict process that uses the request information of neigh-

boring chunks for prediction, and the Self-Predict process based on the historical

requests when there is no reference chunk to assist the prediction process. There are

five system modules in a single cache node to support the PPC scheme. The Re-

quest Handling Module (RHM) records all the incoming requests and maintains the

prediction-benefit entries. The request recorder component in the RHM records the

name, incoming time, and the incoming face of the request. The updater component

in HRM periodically triggers the request recorder component to erase the historical

records of chunks with a request time gap larger than a predefined time threshold

value.

The Popularity Prediction Module (PPM) is the core module to realize the PPC

scheme and accepts two types of inputs: the incoming content name, and the cached

content name and produces the predicted future popularity of the incoming content

and the cached content as outputs. Whenever a video chunk reaches the cache node,

and the cache space is full, the PPM module is visited to make a prediction. On the

other way, the cached contents periodically visit the PPM module to update their

future popularity. The prediction classification component in the PPM module clas-

sifies the input content name into self-predict or assist-predict based on the historical
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request records in the request recorder component. The predicted future popularity

calculated by the PPM works as the Replacement Decision Module (RDM) input.

The cached popularity component in RDM is used to record of the future popular-

ity of cached content, and the incoming popularity component is used to record of

the future popularity of the new incoming content. The RDM compares the least

popular record in the cached popularity with the record in incoming popularity, and

the chunk (either the least popular cached one or the incoming one) having the least

future popularity is evicted. There is also a module named Deletion Handling Mod-

ule (DHM) that notifies an upstream cache node the decrease of future requests of a

chunk from an interface. The PPC shows superiority compared to the FIFO, LRU

and LFU in terms of average cache hit ratio and average delay as it caches the future

most popular video chunks while increasing the system complexity linearly.

To remedy cache utilization challenges, the Chunk Caching Location and Search-

ing scheme (CLS) [80] addresses two objectives: reducing the impact of cache replace-

ment errors and achieving cache exclusivity. Cache replacement error refers to the

eviction of a more popular content to cache less popular content, and cache exclusiv-

ity can be achieved by reducing unnecessary repetitious caching of the same content

at multiple levels in a cache hierarchy. CLS pulls-down and pushes-up content chunks

according to content popularity to meet these objectives.

Whenever a chunk gets a cache hit at a cache router at a certain level, the hit

content chunk is pulled-down to a router in the preceding level (immediately below)

along the content delivery path. If a content chunk becomes more popular, ultimately

CLS brings the content chunk to a leaf router, with each request pulling-down the

chunk one hop closer to the consumer. On the other hand, when a content chunk is
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evicted from a cache router from a certain level, the chunk is pulled-back to the cache

router in the upper level. Thereby, a least popular content chunk can be pushed back

up until it reaches the content server. During the content pull-down and push-up

strategy, a caching trail is created to assist content searching. This content pull-down

and push-up scheme avoids cache replacement errors and achieves cache exclusivity

by ensuring that there is always a copy of a content chunk cached on the path between

a content server and a leaf cache router.

For better utilization of cache space, Intra-domain Cooperative Caching (IDCC)

scheme [64] caches more varied types of popular contents hierarchically in a local AS

by reducing cache redundancy. IDCC uses probabilistic caching depending on inlet

traffic speed, caching time, and capacity, and conducts intra-domain advertisements

for popular contents. Cache routers cooperate in a distributed way and store a number

of hierarchical cached replicas reducing redundancy and caching more popular content

within a local AS. Router load constraints are satisfied for load balancing by storing

multiple replicas of very popular contents at nearby routers. Moreover, IDCC sets

content age and increases the age every time a content is accessed so that more popular

contents can stay at the cache nodes for a longer time and avoid being replaced too

quickly. Although IDCC outperforms CEE [62] and ProbCache [99] in terms of cache

hit ratio, user delay, and cross-AS traffic, it suffers from scalability for highly popular

content, as the number of stored replicas in the AS depends on content popularity.

A generic two-layer hierarchical cache network in [45] caches realistic Internet

traffic consisting of four types of content such as web pages, file sharing, user gen-

erated content (UGC) and video on demand (VoD) content based on the popularity

distributions, traffic shares, population size and size of the contents. For evaluating
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the performance of the proposed cache hierarchy, the Independent Reference Model

(IRM) [117] is adopted to analyze the differences between the characteristics of the

different contents. In the IRM, the probability of a content request depends only on

that content’s popularity, not on the sequence of content requests that came before.

The performance evaluations of the hierarchical cache network demonstrate that web

page, file sharing and UGC roughly behave in the same way requiring larger storage

space and following a Zipf popularity distribution law [13] with a low exponent. VoD

content demonstrates contrasting behavior to other Internet contents, as it requires

less cache space and dominates a larger traffic share. To significantly reduce band-

width and publisher loads, it has been suggested that large cache capacity can be

economically provided in the network core, at the upper-layer caches to cache web

pages, file sharing, and UGC, whereas VoD content should be cached beneficially at

the lower-layer caches near requesting hosts. Additionally, results on cache hit rates

suggest that caching performance crucially depends on content popularity distribu-

tion, and it is important to establish the popularity distribution law of VoD contents,

since these contents do not necessarily follow the Zipf popularity distribution.

An on-path caching strategy named Least Unified Value (LUV)-path [125] caches

new contents with different probabilities to push popular contents to the network edge,

near consumers, to improve in-network storage. In LUV-path, upstream routers near

content providers have a higher probability than downstream routers to cache new

contents. As downstream routers are less likely to cache new contents, they cache

popular contents having greater requesting frequencies near consumers. According to

LUV-path, if content cached at upstream routers gets increased consumer requests,

later resulting in possible cache misses at downstream routers, then they are moved
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downward if they are actually popular. Hence, cache contents in upstream are more

likely to be replaced and are usually less popular. Cache weight is assigned in LUV-

path, reflecting content popularity and cache cost, where cost reflects the distance

between the cache router and the content provider, reflecting the significance of that

cache router. LUV-path is shown to be superior to FIFO and LFU under different

network topologies and cache sizes, while it reduces average content retrieval latency

and network traffic and alleviates pressure on the content provider.

Another probabilistic caching scheme, named Prob-PD [59], uses a dynamic-

content popularity approach to efficiently deal with on-path caching. Prob-PD con-

siders two factors in caching decision: content’s popularity ratio on a cache node and

the distance ratio of the same cache node from the content source. Any content’s

popularity is compared only once against other contents within a considered time

interval (the time between the arrival of the first request for content and satisfac-

tion of the request) to minimize the complexity of calculating up-to-date dynamic

content popularity. Although Prob-PD shows superiority compared to ProbCache

[99], CCE/LCE (Leave copy everywhere) [62], Fixed probability caching, LCD [74],

and Degree centrality scheme [105], attaining higher cache hit rates and lesser cache

replacement rates but depends on the nature of workload such as the total number

of contents because of the method of content popularity calculation.

The Hierarchical Cluster-based Caching (HCC) scheme [127] considers the content

popularity in the edge cluster in a two-layer hierarchical cluster-based cache topology.

The two layers of the hierarchical structure are called the core layer and edge layer,

where the core layer does content routing, and the edge layer does content caching

based on cache router importance value and the dynamic content popularity value in a
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probabilistic way. The cluster head is elected by the other two types of routers, namely

gateway and member router, using the weighted-based clustering algorithm (WCA).

The WCA considers three factors based on different network scenarios and use cases

to determine the cluster head router. The factors are the reciprocal of the neighbor

router degree of a router, the average transmission time to all reachable routers from

a router, and the weighted based number of hops of a router. The final score of a

router is a weighted sum of all three factors, and finally, the WCA elects the cache

router having the smallest overall weight value as a cluster head. The cluster head

router forms the hierarchical cluster with a certain number of cache routers based on

the transmission times required to send messages from the cluster head to the other

routers. The major roles of the cluster head router include assigning node importance

value to the cache router based on the betweenness centrality value and measuring the

content popularity of the requested contents in the edge cluster. Access routers in the

edge cluster are connected to the content requesters and are responsible for counting

and providing the request rate of contents to their elected cluster head. Based on

the content popularity information reported by the access routers, the cluster head

makes a summary of requested content names and their popularity values within the

cluster in descending order while making popularity classes using Zipf-Mandelbrot

power-law distribution [13]. Each requested content belongs to a popularity class

based on its popularity score, and the highest popularity class is named as Class 1,

and the next popularity class is named as class 2, and so forth. The contents lying

in the top percent of popularity classes are considered more popular, the remaining

contents are considered less popular, and these two groups of contents are treated

differently while considered for caching.
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Finally, the cluster head router computes a probability matrix considering the

router importance and content popularity and sends the probabilistic caching deci-

sions to the important cache routers so that the more important routers cache more

popular contents and less popular routers cache the less important contents. The

HCC scheme performs better than the LCE [62] and LCD [74] in terms of average

hop reduction and average router hit while having extra communication overhead.

In order to make optimal caching and routing decisions, the network coding-

based cache management (NCCM) algorithm applies linear network coding (LNC) in

[120]. The collaborating content routers report content request statistics periodically

within a fixed time period to a software-defined networking (SDN)-based controller.

There are two modules in the controller to execute the NCCM scheme: the first one

calculates the popular content set and the second one decides the caching strategy and

content routing based on the network status. When using LNC in ICNs, each content

is firstly, divided into data chunks of fixed size and the LNC-enabled servers generate

the coded data chunks of each content. So, the data chunks cached in the routers

and transmitted in the network are linear combinations of the original data chunks.

The requesting users for contents only need to acquire a sufficient number of coded

data chunks from any set of content routers to recover the original content as different

coded data chunks are linearly independent. To facilitate the popularity prediction of

the contents, each content router (which is an open flow switch) maintains a counter

for retrieving the local content request statistics, sends the request statistics collection

to the controller, and the content popularity is inferred directly from these statistical

information using the measurement module of the controller. Hence, the controller

determines the local popular content request set for each router and the set of popular
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contents for the whole network. Assuming that most traffic in the network belongs

to popular content downloading, the NCCM scheme tries to optimally cache the

coded data chunks of popular contents within a threshold value to minimize both the

network bandwidth cost and cache cost by jointly optimizing caching strategy and

content routing. With unpopular content, the controller or edge content routers route

the content requests to the original servers.

An analytical and simulation-based study is conducted to evaluate the caching

performance of CCN considering several aspects such as content popularity, cache

size, catalog size (number of files and their respective average sizes), network topolo-

gies, single-path and multi-path routing strategies of the content requests to the

cache points and several cache decision and cache replacement policies in [106]. The

simulation results demonstrate that the impact of network topology is quite limited

as the replacement policies almost show indistinguishable performance over all the

topologies. For single-path routing scenario, the considered decision and replacement

policies perform almost the same. Multi-path routing worsens the overall system

performance playing against CCN efficiency, possibly causing pollution of caches as

missing data traveling back to the requester, which causes cache evictions on multiple

caches, offsetting the advantage of reaching a higher number of caches. Finally, cata-

log and popularity settings play crucial roles in becoming the key factors in caching

performance as the network-centric performance metrics such as cache diversity, cache

hit and user-centric metric such as path stretch (number of CCN hops that a data

chunk travels normalized over the path length until the content originator) are greatly

influenced by these factors.

Another analytical model to characterize the performance of chunk-based data
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transfer in CCN is proposed by Giovanna et al. in [18]. The authors develop an

analytical model to capture both the single cache and multi-cache scenarios. The

findings of the analytical framework reveal that the system throughput mainly de-

pends on content popularity, cache size and cache content size. They also show that

content request aggregation can significantly impact the cache miss rate for a given

cache node in CCN.

Table 2.2 highlights the main attributes of the Content popularity-based caching

schemes.

Table 2.2: Overview of Content Popularity-Based Schemes

Caching Schemes Content Popularity-Based

Collaborative forwarding and
caching [51]

Considers consistent (global content popularity) and inconsis-
tent popularity (locality of content requests) to rank contents

Popularity-driven [78] Considers consistent and inconsistent popularity where content
popularity is measured by the aggregated request statistics

StreamCache [79] Considers consistent popularity where popularity is measured
by the aggregated request statistics collected and forwarded by
downward cache routers

NCPP [131] Consistent content popularity along with node utilization ratio
make caching decisions

Efficiency of on-path and off-
path [36]

Considers consistent popularity to efficiently utilize the avail-
able caches

PopCache [112] Cache routers cache probabilistically based on consistent con-
tent popularity

RPC [133] Compares popularity value of content with the caching thresh-
old value of the cache router to take caching decision

HCC [127] Cluster head router considers content popularity value to make
caching decisions in the edge cluster

PPC [132] Future popular video chunks are predicted to take caching de-
cisions dynamically

CLS [80] Considers popularity to push up and pull down content along
content delivery path

Value-based [7] Considers popularity, delay, and age of content to make caching
decisions

Towards on-path [59] Considers popularity and distance from the content source to
the cache node to make caching decisions

Continued on next page
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Table 2.2 – Continued from previous page
Caching Schemes Content Popularity-Based

WAVE [26] Considers locality of content requests to adjust the number of
content chunks to be cached dynamically

Age-based [90] Content popularity is used to guide content age
Impact of traffic [45] Content popularity distribution is considered to characterize

distinct types of contents while considering locality of content
requests

Caching performance of CCN
[106]

Reveals catalog and popularity settings as the key factors in
caching performance of CCN by thorough simulation campaign
considering different popularity settings

Content hierarchical intra-
domain [64]

Content popularity dynamically determines content age and
number of replicas of content while caching content probabilis-
tically within a time interval

Caching from content deliv-
ery path [125]

Considers content popularity to assign cache weights dynam-
ically and avoids bookkeeping of popularity of large sets of
contents

NCCM [120] SDN-based controller calculates content popularity dynami-
cally based on statistical information

2.4.2 Location-Based Caching Schemes

Location-based caching schemes select specific routers in the network as cache nodes

or cache routers, which have higher probabilities of attaining cache hits compared to

the other network routers. Location-based caching strategies are mainly divided into

two categories: topological-based or neighborhood-based.

Topological-based caching schemes consider several standard graph-centrality met-

rics as the allocation criteria of the cache nodes, such as betweenness centrality mea-

sured by the number of times a node lies on the data delivery path between all pairs of

nodes in a network topology or degree centrality (the number of links incident upon a

node) [23, 37, 105, 127]. Several topological-based approaches propose to cache pop-

ular contents at the access network and less popular contents near the core network

or suggest that access and core networks should cache contents based on the types
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of contents [45, 90]. These approaches reduce delay and publisher load by caching

popular contents near end users.

Several approaches propose caching schemes to provide enhanced mobility sup-

port, reduce average content retrieval latency and facilitate efficient caching for dy-

namic network topologies [23, 75, 89, 118, 127]. We name these approaches as

neighborhood-based schemes because the content routers can explore and exchange

nearby cache contents utilizing the neighbor cache spaces. Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7

show topological-based and neighborhood-based caching schemes.

In Figure 2.6, a betweenness centrality-based topological-based scheme [23] is

depicted. In this scheme, the highest betweenness centrality valued cache node (R4)

only caches the content instead of indiscriminate caching at all nodes as it has the

highest probability of getting cache hits along the content delivery paths. Hence,

when a content request is routed from consumer C1 to the server for content A and

Figure 2.6: Topology-based (Betweenness centrality-based) caching scheme
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Figure 2.7: Neighborhood-based caching scheme

the desired content A is routed back to consumer C1, only the node R4 having the

highest betweenness value is selected as a cache node for caching content A.

Figure 2.7 shows the basic idea of neighborhood-based caching schemes, where a

neighborhood of cache routers is selected based on the cache decision policy and the

neighbor cache routers explore and exchange cache information with nearby cache

routers to utilize the neighbor cache spaces. For an example, in Figure 2.7, content

routers R1, R2 and R3 form a neighborhood to make caching decisions by exploring

and exchanging cache information with one another to improve caching performance.

In the following section, we describe several of the core location-based caching

schemes.

1. Topological-Based Schemes

Instead of caching indiscriminately, Chai et al. propose a centrality-based

scheme in [23] to investigate whether caching less can achieve more by only
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caching contents at some specific subset of cache nodes. The authors propose

a betweenness centrality-based scheme that caches contents only at the cache

nodes with higher betweenness values, these having the highest probability of

getting cache hits along the content delivery paths. The authors also propose an

approximation of their betweenness centrality scheme, based on the concept of

ego network betweenness [38] for dynamic network environments. The proposed

schemes perform better than the universal caching scheme [62] with regards to

hop reduction ratio, and server hit reduction ratio.

Betweenness centrality value is also used in [127] to calculate the importance

of cache routers by measuring the rates or the frequencies of the cache router

involved in the shortest path routing in a cluster. Betweenness centrality gives

a high rating to those cache routers that are likely to handle majority of the

traffic and hence selects these routers as important cache routers. To improve

the cache hit ratio, clusters of cache routers are formed in a two-layer hierarchy

consisting of cluster head, gateway, and member routers and the selected cluster

head router collects the information of betweenness centrality value of all routers

and content popularity values of the requested contents and then calculates the

probability matrix of caching as a pair by producing non-zero caching values

where the important routers cache the popular contents and less important

routers cache the less popular contents in a probabilistic way.

Aiming to improve the transmission efficiency of content dissemination, the

node-content pass probability (NCPP) caching scheme [131] uses the topologi-

cal attribute of each cache node such as the node utilization ratio (NUR) and

the content popularity to take caching decision. The importance of a node is
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measured by the concept of NUR that depends on the network topology and

the content routing algorithm. NUR has been defined as an effective metric for

characterizing the traffic load distribution and how frequently a cache node is

chosen to relay content packets in the network while considering user distribu-

tion, server distribution and various content delivery paths [124].

The NCPP value is computed considering both the NUR value of the cache node

and the popularity of content. In case of caching, the contents are ranked based

on their popularities, and the most popular content is cached at the cache node

having the largest NCPP value, the second most popular content is cached at the

cache node having the second-largest NCPP value and the rest of the contents

are cached in the same manner. So, eventually, the most popular content gets

cached at the cache node having the highest NUR value. As the NUR metric

can be used for effective resource allocation in communication networks [124],

a NUR-based resource allocation mechanism is also proposed to allocate the

transmission capacity and the cache capacity to the cache nodes.

The NUR-based resource allocation mechanism allocates resources proportion-

ally to the NUR values to the cache nodes. Hence, the cache nodes with

higher NUR values can have a larger transmission rate and cache size, even-

tually caching more contents, improving the cache hit ratios, and alleviating

the server load. The NCPP scheme performs better than the random caching

scheme by providing a smaller server hit ratio, but highly depends on the num-

ber of contents.

To provide efficient content dissemination, the ICN architecture, named Cache

Aware Target Identification (CATT) [37] focuses on two major components:
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caching and routing. For caching, CATT uses the Topology Aware Caching

mechanism, where content is cached at the cache node having the highest degree

along the data downloading path since a large degree node can be reached from

the other nodes with less latency than a smaller degree node. Compared to

Traffic Aware Caching [23], the proposed scheme performs better and achieves

availability, adaptability, diversity, and robustness.

The caching performance of CCN, emphasizing several graph-related centrality

metrics as allocation criteria of cache space heterogeneously across the network

has been studied in [105]. To allocate or distribute cache space heterogeneously

among the nodes, degree, betweenness, closeness (distance between a node to all

the other nodes), graph (distance from a node to the farthest node), and eccen-

tricity (the maximum distance from a node to all other nodes) centralities for

the cache nodes are considered. Simulation results show that performance gain

by heterogeneity of the cache spaces is very limited compared to homogeneous

allocation and degree centrality is the most robust cache allocation metric for

different network topologies and popularity settings.

To cache a realistic Internet traffic mix, consisting of four main types of contents

such as web pages, file sharing, UGC, and VoD, a two-layer cache hierarchy

is proposed in [45]. The cache hierarchy reduces bandwidth requirements and

server load for CCN. In the simple hierarchical cache network, the lower layer or

first layer of caches near to the requesting end users are located in access routers,

consisting of a large number of similarly sized content stores. The second layer

typically consists of coordinated storage facilities within the network core. The

performance evaluations of the hierarchical cache network suggest that web
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pages, file sharing, and UGC require large cache space and should be cached in

the upper layer near the core network. On the contrary, VoD content requires

less cache space, has high and increasing traffic share, and should be cached

advantageously in the lower layer at access router caches near the end users.

Contents are distributed hierarchically so that the most popular contents are

cached at the access network or network edge near end users, and the least

popular contents are cached near the server in [90]. Content ages are dynami-

cally configured such that the popular contents are spread to the network edge,

reducing network delay and publisher load. Redundant content replications are

removed at the intermediate routers for efficient utilization of network storage.

This age-based hierarchical scheme is shown to be more effective than FIFO

and LRU schemes but is incapable of maintaining highly dynamic contents.

2. Neighborhood-Based Schemes

The Selective Neighbor Caching (SNC) approach in [118] selects an appropri-

ate subset of neighboring proxies that are one hop away from the proxy to

which a mobile is currently connected to for proactively caching information

requests and the corresponding information for enhancing seamless mobility in

ICN architectures. Here, the neighbor corresponds to the mobile’s sequence of

attachment points, not the geographic proximity, and the proxies are consid-

ered as special caches having additional functionalities of handling information

requests on behalf of mobiles and can pre-fetch and cache information, match-

ing a mobile’s requests while the mobile is in handover phase or disconnected

from the network. Aiming at minimizing the target cost function, the authors

propose finding a subset of neighboring proxies, where an individual proxy is
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selected to proactively cache content matching the mobiles’ subscriptions, if this

caching is beneficial in terms of expected average delay and proactive caching

cost.

The cache replacement method named PPC [132] has analyzed and derived the

relationship among the neighboring video chunks in the same video stream from

the viewpoint of video user watching behavior to predict and cache the future

most popular content chunks and evict those with least future popularity while

using neighborhood-based popularity prediction process. Based on the analysis

results, PPC utilizes the known request information of the neighboring video

chunks to predict the popularity of the following incoming video chunks and

this neighborhood-based prediction process is named as Assist-Predict process.

When there is no available neighboring chunk to assist the prediction that can

occur when the first incoming request arrives, or a user fast forwards a video

by skipping part of the video, as an alternative prediction process, Self-Predict

process is used where a video chunk uses its own historical requests to predict the

future popularity. A system model (described earlier) comprising five modules

is built in the cache nodes to support the PPC replacement scheme. Among the

five modules of the cache node, the PPM module executes the neighborhood-

based assist-prediction process or the historical-based self-prediction process to

calculate the predicted future popularity of incoming content and the cached

content.

The two-layer HCC scheme [127] aims to improve in-network caching efficiency

by grouping the network into several autonomous groups named clusters. A

centralized cluster head is nominated for each cluster to make caching decisions
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in a centralized way based on a caching probability matrix. In the two-layer

hierarchical clustering architecture, core layer routers do not cache any content

and only focus on content routing. In the edge layer, routers are dedicated

to cache contents while responding promptly to requesting users. Edge clus-

ter routers provide connectivity to content providers and users and can be of

three types, namely cluster head, gateway and member. Gateway is a border

router between two clusters that can participate in the cluster head election and

forwards content interests and Data packets among different clusters. Member

is the router having the right to vote for the cluster head and cache content

temporarily. A cluster head is the cluster controller elected by other cluster

members based on an algorithm named WCA while considering the neighbor

node degree, average transmission time and a node’s weighted-based hops.

The cluster head node selects the top nodes as the cluster members forming a

cluster based on the rank of transmission time from cluster head to other nodes

through exchanging messages. The cluster head then calculates the importance

of the node inside the formed cluster based on the betweenness centrality of the

node and all the members, and gateways are ranked based on their importance

inside the cluster. A probability matrix combines the node importance and

the content popularity to form a pair indicating a non-zero caching probability

such as more important nodes have a higher probability to cache higher popular

contents, and the less important nodes have a higher probability to cache less

popular contents while having LRU replacement policy.

For infrastructure-less networks having dynamic topologies such as self-organizing,

ad hoc and mobile networks, a selective caching strategy based on the concept
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of ego network betweenness [38] selects higher betweenness-centrality valued

nodes as caching nodes within immediate neighborhoods in [23]. For each node,

the ego-network consists of that node and its immediate neighbors and all links

among those neighbors. The proposed ego network betweenness scheme outper-

forms indiscriminate caching scheme [62] and random caching scheme in terms

of hop reduction ratio and server hit reduction ratio for the network topology

that mimics large-scale real-world Internet topology.

A neighborhood-based cooperative caching strategy for time-shifted TV for

CCN is proposed in [81]. In the proposed policy, cache routers do not cache all

content chunks routed by them, but only a subset following a designed modulo

function-based technique and exchange caching information within their 2 hops

neighbors. This scheme performs better than LRU in terms of increased caching

diversity and reduced cross domain traffic.

Dong et al. propose a caching scheme [34], where the cache router broadcasts

its cached content information within its vicinity and directs content requests

to explore nearby cached copies to avoid the low neighborhood cache utilization

problem. The region of neighborhood is increased sequentially hop-by-hop ba-

sis in the proposed scheme. The authors also develop a rigorous mathematical

model to formulate the caching decision problem as an optimization problem.

To solve the optimization problem, an Independent Allocation algorithm is pro-

posed for providing optimal cache replacement policy while keeping the routers

Content Broadcast (CB) enabled to their neighbors.

For locating or routing to the requested cache contents, Potential Based Rout-

ing (PBR) scheme [37] defines a scalar value named potential value for every
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content provider node and the provider node floods this potential value through

advertisement messages within a limited scope of a neighborhood such as within

a couple of hops. The nodes receiving this message calculate their own poten-

tial values for a content based on the information carried in the advertisement

message under the assumption that the potential value increases in proportion

to the distance. After a potential field is defined within a limited scope of a

neighborhood, whenever a node receives a user request from a requesting host,

it simply forwards the request to one of its neighbor content provider nodes

having the lowest potential value.

The cooperative caching strategy for CCN in [82] is specially designed for large-

scale video stream delivery in an intra-domain environment (an ISP). In the

caching strategy, a small group of cache routers along the nearest neighborhood

exchanges local information to make a caching decision and request routing

based on a hash-based and a directory-based cooperative scheme. A distributed

algorithm is presented for assigning levels to the content routers based on neigh-

borhood and a hash function is used to take cooperative caching decisions among

the small neighborhoods. This proposed strategy outperforms LRU and LFU

schemes in terms of caching diversity and reduced inter-domain traffic revealing

ISP-friendliness for VoD and time-shifted TV within an administrative domain.

However, as the neighborhood or cluster of cooperative content routers grows,

the inter-communication overhead among the caches increases.

The collaborative caching scheme MuNCC [89] aims to utilize neighborhood

caching capacity of content routers to provide better cache utilization to improve

user QoE as well as reduce costs by reducing the need to transit other networks.
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There are two basic building blocks of the neighborhood-based scheme which are

the construction and exchange of Attenuated Bloom Filter and the coordinated

cache eviction. MuNCC employs attenuated Bloom filters (BFs) to aggregate

cache states within a particular level of the neighborhood of each cache router

that allows neighbors’ caches to be utilized to serve content requests with low

latency and overhead. Any content request is directed first to the neighbor

cache routers based on the aggregated cache state information stored as a set

of attenuated BFs to get better cache hit incurring low latency.

In MuNCC, a cache router never caches a content if the content is found in a

neighborhood cache router to reduce content redundancy. A cache router caches

a content if the content request is not satisfied by the neighboring routers and

is forwarded to the content source while using the LFU replacement policy.

A two-layer Content Store (CS) is designed to collaborate the cache eviction

where the primary layer of the CS ensures the availability of advertised contents

among the neighbor routers, and the candidate evicted item is transferred to the

secondary layer of the CS instead of being directly deleted. The effectiveness of

MuNCC has been demonstrated compared against LCD [74], and ProbCache

[99] in terms of cache hit ratio and latency.

A scalable content routing scheme, dubbed SCAN [75] realizes content-aware

networking among neighboring cache routers. In SCAN, the cache router first

performs default IP routing, ensuring the requested content’s reachability and

additionally does scanning to locate the nearby multiple cache copies of the

requested content in its vicinity by looking up its local cache information and

neighbor cache information for efficient content delivery.
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Table 2.3 highlights the main attributes of the Location-based caching schemes.

Table 2.3: Overview of Location-Based Schemes

Caching Schemes Location-Based
Topological Neighborhood

Cache “less for
more” [23]

Betweenness centrality-based
value is used to select the cache
node

Ego network based on immediate
neighborhood of nodes for large dy-
namic network topology

CATT [37] Topology aware caching is used Content provider advertises poten-
tial value of content along its neigh-
bor hops

HCC [127] The importance value of cache
router is determined by the be-
tweenness value of the cache
router

Cluster head, gateway, and the
member cache routers form the edge
cluster as a neighborhood to cache
contents

Age-based [90] Content age is determined by lo-
cation of content router

On sizing CCN con-
tent stores [105]

Heterogeneous cache allocation
based on graph- centrality met-
rics

Caching
performance of
CCN [106]

Considers generalized network
topologies and a standard binary
tree topology

NCPP [131] NUR value selects the cache node
PPC [132] Neighborhood-based prediction is

used to calculate the future popu-
larity of incoming video content and
the cached content

MuNCC [89] Neighbor cache routers collabora-
tively make caching and cache evic-
tion decisions

Time-shifted TV
[81]

Content routers exchange informa-
tion with the closest neighbors

SCAN [75] Content routers exchange content
routing information among neigh-
bors

Proactive caching
[118]

Proactive selective-neighborhood
caching to support enhanced seam-
less mobility

Optimal caching
with content
broadcast [34]

Addresses the low neighborhood
cache utilization problem

Cooperative
Caching [82]

Small group of routers exchange
messages for caching decisions
within an ISP
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2.4.3 Collaboration-Based Caching Schemes

Collaboration among cache nodes can improve caching efficiency where the cache

nodes can cooperate with one another to make caching decisions. Many studies in-

vestigated the effectiveness of collaboration in ICN caching and propose collaboration-

based caching schemes [36, 51, 78, 80, 90, 104]. The main advantage of collaborative

caching is that caching redundancy is reduced, since the same content is not unnec-

essarily copied at multiple cache nodes. Moreover, it improves cache diversity by

ensuring that, huge diverse contents are cached by the cache nodes which ultimately

results in minimized access latency for content retrieval and improved response time

[128]. However, collaborative caching suffers from notable drawbacks, mainly in terms

of communication overhead due to exchange of control messages among cache nodes

necessary for co-operation, and the extra latency occurring for exchanging such con-

trol messages.

Collaboration among caching nodes is typically either explicit or implicit. In case

of explicit collaboration, all caching nodes in an AS or the cache nodes in a neigh-

borhood can exchange their states or summaries of states, in addition to information

on content popularity, content access patterns, and cache network topology. Using

this exchanged information, caching nodes can make caching decisions and control

resource allocation [104]. The main limitations of explicit schemes are the additional

cost incurred for the communication overhead and the complexity of the coordination

algorithms. On the other hand, implicit collaboration remedies the requirement of

exchanging elaborate information among caching nodes and depends on local cache

management policies by exchanging limited information among caching nodes; typi-

cally restrained to the content delivery paths. This happens at the expense of lower
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Figure 2.8: Collaboration-based caching schemes

cache diversity, as such implicit policies cannot fully utilize the cache spaces available

from other neighboring caches [80, 104].

In Figure 2.8, we show the basic concept of explicit and implicit collaboration-

based caching schemes using the same network topology. Figure 2.8 shows that, for the

explicit scheme, cache nodesR1, R2, R3, R4 andR5 exchange caching information with

their 1-hop neighbors beyond the content delivery paths to make caching decisions.

On the other hand, for the same network topology, cache nodes R6, R8 and R10 or

R7, R9 and R10 collaborate by exchanging information in a limited extent along the

content delivery paths only in a hierarchical fashion for the implicit scheme.

1. Explicit Collaboration-Based Schemes

The main objectives of the collaborative forwarding and caching scheme for

CCN in [51], where popularity is ranking-based, are to use global collabora-

tion among routers in an AS for improving caching performance. Additionally,
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the scheme coordinates caching with content request routing to further opti-

mize network performance. Collaboration is guided by the popularity ranking

sequence of content generated by each participating router. The authors intro-

duce a collaborative caching and forwarding table and propose a self-adaptive

dual segment cache design algorithm to deal with the dynamic popularity in-

consistency experienced by the routers. The proposed scheme outperforms the

hierarchical scheme as hierarchical caching only uses the on-route hierarchi-

cal caches instead of utilizing all the available cache spaces from other nearby

routers’ caches.

Location selection and content popularity are jointly considered in a cooperative

model for making caching decisions in the HCC scheme [127]. HCC uses collab-

orative caching approach by allowing devices to exchange information among

a group or a cluster for more effective caching and less redundancy. To man-

age the communication overheads, communication messages are exchanged in a

two-layer hierarchical cluster-based architecture. The core layer routers perform

only content routing and the edge layer routers perform content caching depend-

ing their importance values calculated by the cluster head node in a cluster. In

generally, more important routers cache more popular contents, while less im-

portant routers cache less popular contents, and non-important routers perform

no caching. Cache routers exchange information collaboratively and dynami-

cally to adjust their caching roles and the management of caching and message

exchange is done by clustering. The communication overhead of the HCC occurs

both in the initialization phase and update phase of formation of a hierarchical
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cluster when the cluster head router and other cache routers exchange mes-

sages to form a cluster. Moreover, cluster head also collects the information

of betweenness centrality value of other routers to define the importance value

of the routers as caching candidates and also collects the content popularity

values from the access routers. After the collections, cluster head calculates the

probability matrix to make caching decisions considering the router importance

and the content popularity values. The cluster head also periodically updates

the probability matrix and popularity class list and exchanges these updated

information with the cache routers as the content popularity changes from time

to time. All the important cache routers start to cache contents upon receiving

the probability matrix result from the cluster head.

Three explicit collaboration-based schemes: Basic, Adapted and Stacked in [36]

cache contents according to content popularity and work hierarchically. The

Basic scheme utilizes all cache nodes in the tree to store contents resulting in

a better cache hit efficiency but poor mean hop delay to get cache hit. The

Adapted scheme requires more coordination than the Basic scheme, but offers

the same cache hit efficiency while offering minimum possible mean hop delay

to get cache hit. Stacked scheme requires less coordination than the other two

variants at the expense of increased cache redundancy. All three schemes per-

form better than uncoordinated on-path popularity-based scheme accompanied

with LRU and LFU replacement policies, in terms of cache hit efficiency, mean

hop delay, and power consumption.

An explicit collaboration-based in-network caching scheme guided by traffic

engineering, named TECC, is proposed in [126]. The authors formulate a joint
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optimization problem of content caching and routing, and further decouple the

problem as two sub problems. The network model is a non-structured flat

network where all cache nodes collaborate to fetch content. TECC outperforms

an implicit coordinated hierarchical scheme in terms of average link utilization,

server load reduction and user experienced latency. This is because, in TECC,

explicit coordinated peer nodes largely absorb cache misses.

The caching strategy in [81] aims to handle large video streams with on-demand

access for CCN to minimize cross-domain traffic for ISP. The content routers

minimize the amount of queries which are handled by the origin servers outside

the ISP network for time-shifted TV. In the proposed strategy, a content router

does not cache all the content chunks routed through it, but only a few of those

which can satisfy the designed modulo function with LRU policy. Each content

router collaborates with its neighbors to distribute and search content chunks

by maintaining two new tables: Collaborative Router Table (CRT) and Col-

laborative Content Store (CCS). This proposed scheme outperforms the LRU

policy by achieving increased caching diversity and reduced cross-domain traffic

of an ISP, incurring increased average response time.

The neighborhood-based explicit collaboration-based caching scheme in [34]

minimizes the average content retrieval latency by solving the low neighbor-

hood cache utilization problem. To collaborate with neighbors, instead of re-

maining silent after contents are cached, a content router explicitly advertises

or broadcasts its caching information with its neighbors. The proposed scheme

outperforms other Content Broadcast (CB) enabled policies, such as CB-LRU

and CB-LPFO (Least-Popular-First-Out) in terms of average content retrieval
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latency while incurring communication overhead.

In the SNC approach [118], selected one-hop away neighbor proxies of a proxy to

which currently a mobile is connected to collaboratively take proactive caching

decisions to minimize the mobility costs while ensuring seamless mobility. The

decision of joining a proxy in a subset to proactively cache information requests

and the corresponding information items matching a mobile’s requests is taken

locally by the neighbor proxies based on a designed cost function. The cost

function tells whether the proxy’s joining to the subset of proxies results into

caching gain greater than the caching cost or not. SNC attains better caching

gain comparing with full proactive caching approach where all the one-hop away

neighbors are selected for proactive caching and no proactive caching approach.

For every content router, the SCAN [75] scheme maintains a local content ta-

ble (LCT) consisting of its own cache information and a content routing table

(CRT) consisting of the cache information of neighbor routers. Whenever a

router on the data delivery path gets a content request from a requesting host,

it performs default IP routing to the original server of the requested content

and then scans by looking up its LCT and CRT to search multiple cached

copies of the requested content. In SCAN, content routers exchange content

routing information periodically using their LCTs and CRTs with their neigh-

bor routers. Bloom filters [14] are used for information compression to achieve

scalability. Additionally, information decaying process is used to mitigate the

negative effect of false positive decisions.

A hash-based, and directory-based collaborative caching strategy caches large

video-streams with on demand access to reduce cross-domain traffic in [82].
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Selected content routers based on latency collaborate within a small near-

est neighbor to efficiently cache contents by eliminating caching redundancy

among adjacent routers within a single administrative domain. The coopera-

tive scheme assigns labels to the content routers in a distributed way and uses

a modulo function to determine the caching location of a content. Addition-

ally, the scheme requires two new tables integrated in a content router, named

Cooperative Router Table (CRT) and Cooperative Content Store (CCS) for

request routing. The cooperative scheme improves caching diversity and es-

pecially reduces inter-domain traffic in an intra-domain environment for two

popular applications: VoD and time-shifted TV under realistic network condi-

tions comparing with non-cooperative LRU and LFU schemes.

If more accesses can be done within an AS to retrieve content instead of going

outside, the better caching performance can be achieved by saving cross-AS

traffic. Based on this idea, IDCC [64] uses probabilistic caching based on cache

capacity, caching time and traffic speed and avoids caching unnecessary replicas

of contents by intra-domain cooperation among the cache routers exchanging

content advertisement messages within the AS. Within a local AS, cached con-

tents are advertised throughout the whole AS.

To reduce caching redundancy, cache routers cooperate with one another using

content advertisements guaranteeing that contents are cached only once in the

AS unless any router becomes overloaded caching too many popular contents.

The most popular contents can be replicated more than once by the cooperating

nearby routers for load balancing. IDCC performs better than CEE [62] and

ProbCache [99] in terms of the cache hit ratio, user delay and cross-AS traffic
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unless the popular contents are very concentrated as number of replicas cached

in the AS can be extremely large in this case.

In exploring the impact of varying traffic patterns, a caching mechanism named

MuNCC [89] aims to provide a scalable and efficient collaborative caching strat-

egy. In MuNCC, a cache router can forward content request leveraging explicit

information exchanged with its direct neighbors to assess whether another router

in its neighborhood can satisfy the request from its local cache or not. Attenu-

ated Bloom Filters (BFs) filers are used to aggregate the exchanged cache states

information within the neighborhoods of each cache router and utilizing these

aggregated information, content requests can be served with low latency and

overhead. If a content request cannot be satisfied from the neighborhood of the

requester, then it is forwarded towards the content producer in the normal man-

ner. To collaboratively cache contents and satisfy content requests, the content

store (CS) of the cache router is partitioned in two layers named as primary

cache and secondary cache, additional forwarding states are stored in the Pend-

ing Interest Table (PIT) and the forwarding algorithm is altered in MuNcc. The

primary cache space holds 90% cache space of CS and caches the contents which

are advertised in the cache summaries in the exchanged cache information. A

coordinated cache eviction scheme is also designed to increase cache diversity

and consequently the overall cache-hit ratio while ensuring that evicted con-

tents remain available nearby. In case of cache eviction, if a content needs to

be evicted from the primary cache, instead of being immediately deleted, the

evicted content is transferred to the secondary cache of CS and LFU replace-

ment policy is used when the secondary cache becomes full. MuNCC uses two
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algorithms named Request Handler and Request Helper to collaborate content

caching and request routing within a neighborhood. Request Handler algorithm

is invoked when a content router receives incoming content requests and the Re-

quest Handler algorithm invokes Request Helper algorithm as required to route

the content requests within a particular level of the neighborhood.

To enable cooperation among distributed content routers and make caching and

routing decisions, the cache management framework in [120] collects cooperation

related information such as content request rates and the current cache status

using a SDN-based controller. In the proposed framework, an ICN consisting

of distributed content routers, a controller, and LNC-enabled servers has been

considered. The cooperating content routers monitor content requests from its

end local users and send content request statistics periodically to the central

controller. The controller gathers content request statistics from each content

router and determines the local popular content request set for each content

router and pre-configures the route to these set of contents. The controller pre-

dicts a popular content set from all the gathered statistical information from the

collaborating routers, configures the content routers to cache popular contents

and route content requests and deliver contents.

2. Implicit Collaboration-Based Schemes

An implicit collaboration-based scheme called CLS [80] for CCN aims to improve

network performance by increasing cache exclusivity by caching more diverse

contents in the network. The CLS scheme ensures that there is at most one

single copy of a content chunk cached on the content delivery path between a

content server and a leaf cache router. This single copy of each content chunk is
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pulled down one level towards the leaf router by each request and pushed up one

level towards the server by the cache eviction. The idea behind this pull-down

and push-up is to avoid amplification of cache replacement and achieve cache

exclusivity.

Additionally, a caching trail of content chunk, which stores the chunk caching

history, is built up during the chunk cached up and down, which can direct

the searching policy of that content chunk in the future which eventually re-

duces the server workload and file download time. CLS performs slightly better

than other schemes such as indiscriminate caching [62] and another implicit

collaboration-based caching scheme named Leave Copy Down (LCD) [74] in

terms of average cache hit ratio and server load reduction. The authors jus-

tify the slight supremacy of their scheme because of the considered three-level

test-bed, the performance of CLS should be validated in a larger architecture

setting with many hierarchical levels to prove its supremacy over others.

A simple, transparent and best-effort content caching policy, named Bread-

crumbs is developed in [104] to forward queries to search contents. The pro-

posed approach is best-effort in that, forwarded content requests may or may not

locate the content while being routed among the cache nodes. There is a mini-

mal amount of per-file information regarding content caching history termed as

“breadcrumbs”, which is stored at the cache spaces of the collaborating content

routers.

The proposed query routing policy, named Best Effort CONtent Search (BE-

CONS) uses Breadcrumbs for locating contents. BECONS query routing policy
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needs implicit coordination among the cache nodes along the content deliv-

ery path to forward content queries in a hierarchical infrastructure. Although

Breadcrumbs is an implicit best-effort policy, it performs better by locating

cached contents more frequently and reduces the load on the source more than

the considered two explicit collaboration-based schemes when the cache size

is relatively small. The Breadcrumbs scheme though focuses only on content

searching without considering the cache placement policy.

Although every content router makes caching decisions independently, there

exists implicit collaboration among the content routers in WAVE [26]. This

collaboration exists in a hierarchical manner and avoids inefficient caching situ-

ations, such as redundant caching, resulting in efficient content delivery. WAVE

uses implicit cache coordination so that an upstream content router recommends

caching of a content chunk to its downstream router by marking the chunk when

it is forwarded from the server to the requesting host. If the cache space of the

downstream router is full, or it follows its own caching policy, the recommen-

dation may be not followed, and caching recommendation can be forwarded

further to the downstream routers. WAVE pushes the chunks for caching in

the direction of the incoming requests in a hop-by-hop manner and selects the

victim chunks for replacement using LRU policy. WAVE shows superiority com-

paring with several other uncoordinated caching schemes such as AllCache [62],

and Fixed probability caching [74].

Content age is set in a manner such that, the further a content is from a server,

the longer age it has and the more popular a content is, the longer age it

has by the age-based cooperative caching scheme in [90]. The cache routers
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dynamically set content age in an implicit cooperated manner such that, the

popular contents are spread near to the end users at network edge for longer and

unnecessary caching is eliminated at the intermediate routers. The collaborative

routers replace contents when the age of content expires and the cache space

of a content router becomes full. The implicit coordinated age-based scheme

performs better than the non-coordinated FIFO and LRU approaches in terms

of aggregated network delay, end user delay, and server load reduction.

To efficiently utilize the cache router’s storage capacity, the router position-

based cooperative caching scheme RPC [133] considers the position of routers

as the main caching parameter. The main idea of RPC is to push popular

contents closer to the customers (users or enterprises) and less popular contents

to near the core network to reduce the publisher load and the network delay.

The routers along the content delivery paths collaboratively take the caching

decisions based on the topology values of the routers.

In RPC, the topology level value of a router is calculated by adding 1 to the value

of its immediate upstream router’s topology level. This topology level value and

the root router’s caching threshold value are transmitted from the upstream

routers to the downstream cache routers in a collaborative way along the con-

tent delivery path. This collaboration among the cache routers is light-weight as

this happens only once during the procedure of determining the caching thresh-

old value while reducing overhead. RPC assigns a caching threshold value to

each router based on the position of a router (topology level) and the root

router’s caching threshold value. The root router’s caching threshold is pre-

configured, and caching threshold value of other cache router is calculated by
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the proposed caching threshold decision policy. This caching threshold and the

storage capacity of the cache router determines whether a content should be

cached at a cache router or not.

For minimizing inter-ISP traffic and average access latency, the cache routers

implicitly coordinate to make caching decisions within an ISP in [78]. Content

replica placement problem is formulated as an optimization problem. The pro-

posed dynamic caching strategies for CCN use popularity-based caching, where

caching is coordinated implicitly by sharing caching information hierarchically

to avoid redundant caching, but the routers make caching decisions dynamically

and independently. The popularity-based dynamic strategies are shown to be

effective enough to achieve near optimal performance for small scale networks.

To direct user requests toward a matching content file considering the proximity

and quality of the content file, in the Potential Based Routing (PBR) scheme

[37], the content provider broadcasts the potential values of contents with their

neighborhoods using advertisement messages. Hence, the nodes within the

scope of the neighborhood form a potential field and can route received con-

tent requests to the content providers having minimum potential values in an

implicated collaborative way while ensuring efficient content retrieval along the

content delivery paths.

A caching strategy, dubbed as Least Unified Value (LUV)-path is proposed in

[125] where routers implicitly coordinate in selecting cache contents and assign-

ing value to each cache content along the content delivery path. LUV-path

assigns different caching probabilities between the upstream routers and down-

stream routers to reduce caching redundancy based on the number of hops from
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the requesting client to the cache router and total number of hops from the con-

tent provider to the client along the content delivery path in a coordinated way.

The probability of caching new content gets higher at upstream routers, and

contents which are not cached there get higher chance to be cached at down-

stream routers using accumulated probabilities. To assign weight for cache con-

tent, LUV-path assigns greater value or weight to the downstream routers near

to the client and lesser weight to the upstream routers and considers content

popularity.

For reducing cache redundancy along the content delivery path, the cache

routers in ProbCache [99] collaborate by considering the caching path as a

shared pool of resources to do a fair multiplexing of the resources among all the

incoming request flows. Any cache router on the delivery path caches contents

probabilistically, by considering the remaining cache capability of the caching

path required for other requested contents. This is done by defining two values,

namely the Time Since Inception (TSI) that indicates the hop distance from

the requesting consumer to the cache router and Time Since Birth (TSB) that

indicates hop distance from the content source to the cache router. These two

values define the distance of a cache router from the requesting consumer while

assigning a weight value to the router. Caching decision is made probabilisti-

cally while considering the cache capacity of the delivery path and the weight

value of a cache router in a collaborative way among the on-path cache routers.

The StreamCache [79] popularity-based video caching policy improves users’
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QoE by maximizing average throughput and makes distributed caching deci-

sions without relying on a centralized controller. StreamCache does not in-

cur frequent control information exchanges among the cache routers as video

streaming itself is a delay-sensitive application incurring high-volume and con-

tinuous data transmission. Hence, explicit information exchange among the

cache routers can inevitably interfere with the normal video delivery while de-

grading users’ experience significantly.

On each round of the scheme, edge routers collect the request statistics of the

video contents which reside at the video server at the root of the cache hierarchy

and at the end of each round each cache router makes local decisions about

selecting video contents based on the aggregated video request statistics while

requiring minimal coordination while proceeding to start the next round of the

scheme. The size of records of video requests can become considerably large

after a long run but these records are stored locally on edge routers and never

passed or aggregated with records of other routers over the network directly.

To efficiently utilize cache capacity, at the end of each round, the summarized

versions of statistics tables created by each edge router are delivered along the

forwarding path, as well as its local caching decisions to the parent node. After

parent node receives the summarized statistics and caching decisions from all

its children nodes, it then creates its own tables and passes forward to the

upstream routers. This implicit collaboration procedure of caching continues

until all cache routers finish updating their own local caching decisions based

on the caching utility values, from the edge routers toward the root of routing

topology.
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In capitalizing on hashing techniques, Wang et al present CPHR [121], a cooper-

ative caching scheme where hashing techniques have been used for partitioning

the cache space. Content routers also use hash techniques for caching and

request routing to maximize the overall cache-hit-ratio of an ISP network by

eliminating the content duplications. CPHR partitions the cache space in such

a way that contents originating from the same egress router are assigned in the

same partition and subsequently uses hash function to assign the cache contents

in these cache partitions and request routing to the content. The problem of

assigning partitions to caches has been formulated as an optimization problem

aiming to maximize the overall cache hit ratio and a heuristic algorithm is also

proposed to solve the partition assignment problem.

To collaborate, ingress routers (routers that receive requests from their clients

or other ASes) add a new column to their Forwarding information based (FIB)

table for listing the egress router (router that is connected to the external links)

through which an interest packet for a specific content leaves the domain toward

the content source. Additionally, while request routing, ingress router prefixes

the name of the assigned cache with a content name, giving the content a new

name and adds the name of the cache routers to store the caching location of

the requested content and the name of the egress router for the content in the

interest packet. CPHR significantly outperforms both LRU and LFU policies in

terms of overall hit ratio for P2P file sharing and VoD contents with an added

propagation delay.

The lightweight locally cooperative content caching and request routing policy
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in [108] uses a hash function-based technique. It maintains a controlled distri-

bution of contents within an AS. The hash function maps the content to a local

cache router based on the content ID inside an AS assuming that AS supports

content ID-based caching and routing. The selected “designated router” for a

specific content is the only cache router which caches the content. Hence, a local

simple hash function assigns cache routers with the responsibilities of caching a

certain range of contents for distributing contents in an AS. In case of request

routing to the cached contents, whenever an AS receives a request for a content

ID within its range of cached contents, the request is forwarded through the

responsible cache router. If the request does not get any cache hit, it is for-

warded further towards the next AS. The cooperation between the Autonomous

systems (ASes) is not mandatory in the scheme, but the more ASes express an

interest of caching to cooperate, the better cache spread the caching scheme

can achieve. The proposed caching scheme outperforms CEE [62] and Prob-

Cache [99] in terms of cache storage efficiency (ability to cache unique contents

and avoid duplicate caching), server load reduction, and hop-count to retrieve

requested content.

Table 2.4 highlights the main attributes of the Collaboration-based caching schemes.

Table 2.4: Overview of Collaboration-Based Schemes

Caching Schemes Collaboration Method Collaboration
Model

Efficiency of on and
off-path [36]

Global collaboration in hierarchical way Explicit

SCAN [75] Neighbor routers exchange routing information for
request routing

Explicit

Continued on next page
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Table 2.4 – Continued from previous page
Caching Schemes Collaboration Method Collaboration

Model
Collaborative forward-
ing and caching [51]

Global collaboration, caching coordinated with for-
warding

Explicit

TECC [126] Joint optimization of collaborative caching and traf-
fic engineering

Explicit

Time-shifted TV [81] Neighborhood-based collaboration within a domain Explicit
Proactive caching [118] Proxies exchange information for proactive caching

within the neighborhood
Explicit

Optimal caching with
content broadcast [34]

Addresses low neighborhood cache utilization prob-
lem

Explicit

Cooperative caching
[82]

Neighborhood-based, small group of routers ex-
change control messages to take caching decisions

Explicit

Content hierarchical
intra-domain [64]

Hierarchical collaboration, allows popular contents
to be cached longer

Explicit

MuNCC [89] Neighbor cache routers collaborate to make caching
and eviction decisions by exchanging cache state in-
formation within a certain level of neighborhood

Explicit

HCC [127] The cluster head router periodically exchanges the
probability matrix values and the content popularity
classes with the important cache routers

Explicit

NCCM [120] Content routers periodically send content request
statistics to the SDN-based controller for caching and
routing decisions

Explicit

CLS [80] Hierarchical collaboration, content caching location
and searching scheme

Implicit

Breadcrumbs [104] Hierarchical collaboration, content searching scheme Implicit
CATT [37] Collaboration based on potential value of content Implicit
WAVE [26] Hierarchical collaboration, upper level routers rec-

ommend lower level routers to cache contents
Implicit

Age-based [90] Hierarchical collaboration, upstream and down-
stream routers dynamically configure content age

Implicit

Popularity-driven [78] Hierarchical collaboration, caching decision takes
place from top to bottom

Implicit

Caching from a content
delivery path [125]

Upstream and downstream routers coordinate to as-
sign probability of caching new content

Implicit

CPHR [121] Routers collaborate using cache partitioning and
hash routing

Implicit

StreamCache [79] Downstream routers forward the upstream routers
the summarized versions of content request statistics
tables and local caching decisions to coordinate

Implicit

RPC [133] Topology level values of the cache routers are trans-
mitted from the upstream routers towards the down-
stream routers

Implicit

ProbCache [99] Cache routers collaboratively share the caching re-
sources in a probabilistic way

Implicit

Continued on next page
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Table 2.4 – Continued from previous page
Caching Schemes Collaboration Method Collaboration

Model
Efficient cache avail-
ability [108]

Hash function-based content caching and request
routing

Implicit

Caching performance
of CCN [106]

Caching in uncoordinated and uncooperative fashion Non-
Cooperative

Towards on-path [59] No inter-coordination among cache routers Non-
Cooperative

Hash routing [109] Hash function is computed in a distributed manner Non-
Cooperative

Cache “less for more”
[23]

No inter-coordination among cache routers Non-
Cooperative

Value-based [7] No inter-coordination among cache routers Non-
Cooperative

Impact of traffic [45] No inter-coordination between the two layers of
caches

Non-
Cooperative

PopCache [112] No inter-coordination among cache routers while
making cache decisions based on content popularity

Non-
Cooperative

PPC [132] No inter-coordination among cache routers for pre-
dicting future popularity values of the incoming re-
quested contents and the already cached contents

Non-
Cooperative

NCPP [131] No inter-coordination among the neighbor cache
routers

Non-
Cooperative

2.4.4 Path-Based Caching Schemes

ICN caching schemes can be classified according to the location of cache nodes with

respect to the content delivery path from content producer to consumer. We name

these schemes as Path-based caching schemes. There can be two types of Path-based

caching schemes: on-path or off-path.

In on-path caching, content is cached at intermediate cache nodes along the direct

forwarding path from producer to consumer. Under this approach, content request

is forwarded only to the next cache node lying in the direct path from producer to

consumer. As a result, only the cache nodes along the forwarding path have the

chance to response to the content request using their cached data. However, under
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off-path caching, content can be cached away from the direct path from the content

source to the consumer. It is also possible to forward queries or content requests to

the cache nodes deviating from the direct path and retrieve requested contents [36].

Figure 2.9 depicts the contrast between on-path and off-path-based schemes.

When a content request is generated from consumer C2 for content A, the request

will be forwarded only to the caches along the direct content delivery path between

the consumer C2 and the source for on-path caching. As a result, when the desired

content A is routed back to the consumer C2, the cache nodes along the forwarding

path, i.e., cache routers R1, R2, R3 and R4 have the chance to cache the content and

respond to the content request in future.

In off-path caching, when the content request is routed from the consumer C2 to

the source and the content is routed back to the consumer C2, any router deviating

from the content delivery path and the delivery path between consumer C2 and the

Figure 2.9: Path-based caching schemes
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source, i.e., cache routers R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9 and R10 have the options

of caching the content A and responding to content request in future based on the

caching decision policy.

1. On-Path-Based Schemes

The most cited and criticized caching scheme in ICN literature is the CEE

scheme presented by Jacobson et al. for their proposed ICN architecture named

CCN [62] is an on-path scheme. In CEE, content is cached indiscriminately in

every intermediate node along the content delivery path, from the cache hit

node to the requesting client. This approach was criticized by [23, 80, 99] for its

unnecessary caching redundancy, content eviction and resource consumption.

This indiscriminate universal caching can provide fast content delivery [23] and

is mostly useful for recovery from data packet losses and tackling flash-crowds,

where many consumers request the same content in close succession [48].

Whether caching only at a specific subset of cache nodes in the content delivery

path can achieve better gain than indiscriminate caching, and if it can which are

these cache nodes, and how can these cache nodes be identified are investigated

in [23]. The proposed betweenness centrality-based scheme suggests that, if a

node lies along a high number of content delivery paths, then it is more likely

to get a cache hit. Hence caching only at this type of “important” nodes should

reduce the cache replacement rate. For dynamic topology, the proposed caching

scheme uses ego network betweenness concept [38]. Both betweenness and ego

network betweenness schemes perform better than the indiscriminate caching

scheme [62]; in terms of hop reduction ratio and server hit reduction ratio for

different network topologies.
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The cache node having the higher node utilization ratio (NUR) value along

the content delivery path caches contents considering the content popularity

value in [131]. NUR value is defined by considering user distribution, server

distribution, and various content delivery paths while defining the importance

of a node as a candidate cache node. A node-content pass probability (NCPP)

value is calculated for each of the cache node along the content delivery path

based on its NUR value and the popularity value of the requested content.

Based on this NCPP value, the on-path cache node caches the contents where

the contents are ranked based on their popularity.

The CLS scheme presented by Li et al [80] considers content caching together

with request to cache routing. This scheme ensures that, there is at most one

copy of each content chunk in the content delivery path aiming to provide cache

exclusivity by only caching diverse contents. The key idea of the on-path scheme

is pulling down and pushing up content chuck one level for increased content

requests and cache evictions and searching that chunk using the created caching

history stored along the content delivery path for the push and pull strategy.

CLS outperforms other on-path schemes such as indiscriminate caching [62] and

the LCD scheme [74] when the majority of content requests are for fewer distinct

contents.

The simple, on-path scheme of [104] is a best-effort approach to search requested

contents among the cache nodes which may or may not locate content using the

minimal amount of per file of content routing history. The routing history or

“breadcrumbs” means the most recent direction and time that a file is forwarded

in the past along the content delivery path.
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The content provider selects the node having the highest degree along the data

delivery path as a cache node, while content is routed from content provider

to consumer in Cache Aware Target Identification (CATT) [37]. For locating

cache content, the Potential Based Routing (PBR) approach is proposed. The

key idea of PBR is that all content provider nodes have scalar potential values,

forming a potential field within a scope, and the content request is forwarded

to the provider having the minimum potential value. The scheme outperforms

other on-path and random schemes in terms of average access latency to retrieve

content.

WAVE [26] caches content chunks on the content delivery path in the direction

from which chunk requests come considering the locality of the content requests

and uses LRU policy to determine victim chunk to be replaced. WAVE out-

performs several other on-path schemes such as indiscriminate caching [62],

UniCache, and Fixed probability caching.

The on-path scheme in [90] called Age-based caching, uses content location and

content popularity to configure the content’s age dynamically along content

delivery path following the two rules: 1) the closer a content is to the network

edge near end users, the longer age it gets, by ensuring that contents are pushed

near network edge, 2) the more popular a content is, the longer age it has which

ensures that popular contents have higher priority to be cached by the routers

and cached at network edge.

The router position-based on-path caching scheme RPC [133] determines whether

a video content should be cached in a cache router or not depending on the

position of the content router along the content delivery path. In RPC, the
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root cache router is directly connected to the content publisher, while the edge

routers are directly connected to the users. The scheme caches content ensuring

that the frequently requested contents are cached at the edge routers while elim-

inating the unnecessary content duplication at the cache routers. The on-path

routers keep track of the access counts of the contents locally and calculate the

caching threshold value based on their topology level values (transmitted from

the upstream cache routers to the downstream routers starting from the root

cache router) and the caching threshold value of the root cache router which has

been assumed to be precomputed. The topology level and the caching thresh-

olds have positive correlation, i.e., a higher topology level value of a cache router

always generates a higher caching threshold value for that router. The cache

router compares the access counts of a content with its caching threshold value

before caching and uses LRU scheme for cache replacement. The RPC scheme

performs better than other on-path proposed schemes [62, 90], but does not

mention the method of calculating the root cache router’s threshold value.

A probabilistic caching scheme, named ProbCache, is proposed in [99], with

the objective of eliminating caching redundancy. ProbCache solves the problem

of content placement within the on-path caches from the path caching capa-

bility point of view, where the path is a pool of caching resources from which

ProbCache tries to find optimal ways of distributing contents in these caches.

Content routers aim to probabilistically cache contents to do fair multiplexing

of the path capacity among different content flows per unit of time while achiev-

ing significant reductions in cache evictions and proper utilization of caching

resources. ProbCache performs well in terms of server hit reduction ratio, hop
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reduction ratio, and reduction of cache-evictions compared to other on-path

caching schemes [62, 74], at the expense of increased computational cost.

Two on-path popularity driven caching schemes, named TopDown caching and

AsymOpt in [78] dynamically place the content replicas in the cache routers

along the content delivery path. As guidance, the optimal replica placement

problem is solved first and then based on the solution, the on-path dynamic

caching schemes are developed. In the schemes, cache routers along the path

make caching decisions independently but the caching is implicitly coordinated

among the routers to increase caching diversity while reducing inter-ISP traf-

fic and average access latency. Cache routers cache contents based on the

latest accumulated content requests of their subordinates and cache popular

contents near requesting hosts hierarchically. The popularity driven schemes

demonstrate superiority comparing to several other on-path schemes such as

LCE [62], LCUnip (Leaving copies with uniform probability), LCProb (Leaving

copies with probability) in terms of various network topologies, content access

patterns, content popularities and cache capacities

The distributed video caching policy in [79] makes real time cache placement

decisions in a distributed manner along the content delivery paths to improve

the average throughput of users ultimately enhancing the QoE of users. The

caching scheme assumes that all the requested videos by users have only one

replica that resides in the single server at the top of the content delivery path

and request routing follows the shortest path routing scheme. To make caching

decisions, the caching scheme works in rounds and at each of the round, the
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edge routers collect the request statistics of the video contents. Edge and inter-

mediate routers calculate the caching utility based on the aggregated request

statistics of the contents and these aggregated statistics and the local caching

decisions are forwarded from downstream to upstream cache routers along the

content delivery paths to make caching decisions.

The on-path caching scheme in, PopCache [112], brings the idea that an indi-

vidual ICN cache router can apply a simple probability to cache content more or

less along the content delivery path according to content popularity for improved

data dissemination. An analytical model is developed to evaluate the proba-

bilistic scheme comparing it with other improved data dissemination benchmark

schemes. The proposed probabilistic scheme outperforms other on-path caching

schemes such as indiscriminate caching [62], caching with a certain probability

and probabilistic path capacity-based scheme [99] in terms of expected round-

trip-time and server hit rate for cascading and binary network topologies.

Cache routers cache contents along the content delivery path with different

probabilities in the Least Unified Value (LUV)-path caching strategy [125].

Disparity of caching probabilities is increased along the content delivery path

between upstream and downstream routers and the cache routers near the con-

tent providers (upstream routers) have higher probability to cache new content

than the routers near the content consumers (downstream routers). Addition-

ally, contents get higher caching probability near the consumers if they are not

cached near the provider by means of accumulated probability. A weight value

is composed for each content in a router based on the content popularity com-

bining LFU and LRU strategies in a unified form and a cost for each of the
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cache router considering the distance of the router from the content provider.

In order to fully exploit the built-in caching capability of ICN, the content space

is partitioned and the content name is hashed to content routers to select caching

location and forward request routing along the content delivery path in the col-

laborative caching scheme named CPHR [121] while assuming symmetric paths

for the request routing and content delivery. In CPHR, the content space is

mapped into a hash space, and then contents are partitioned evenly into several

caches in the network according to their corresponding hash values. A content

request is first forwarded to the nearest cache assigned with its corresponding

partition for achieving a cache hit before going outside of the network. While

forwarding the request, the local caching tables of other cache routers along

the content delivery path do not need to be checked. On the way back along

the reverse path to the content requester, the corresponding requested content

coming from its originating server is cached only in the assigned cache router.

Routing content requests to the assigned cache, before routing request to the

content provider, can inevitably result in path stretch that can incur consider-

able extra propagation latency and significant increase in bandwidth consump-

tion of the internal link. CPHR controls this negative impact on performance

by constraining the worst path stretch threshold value during the cache as-

signment process to provide a flexible tuning knob for the network operator to

make a favorable trade-off between the overall cache hit ratio and the incurred

path stretch. It has been demonstrated by simulations that CPHR can signifi-

cantly increase the overall cache hit ratio while having an acceptable increased

of propagation latency.
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To decide whether content should be cached or not along a content delivery path,

the probabilistic algorithm, named Prob-PD [59] aims at achieving reduced

content retrieval latency. For latency reduction, Prob-PD considers the distance

ratio of each cache node and the content source serving content as well as the

content’s popularity ratio observed on the same cache node. The main goal of

Prob-PD is to investigate how the combination of these distance and popularity

factors benefits ICN on-path caching problem. Prob-PD outperforms several

other on-path schemes such as CEE [62], ProbCache [99], Fixed probability

caching, LCD [74], and Degree centrality scheme [105] in terms of cache hit

rates and cache replacement rates but it needs a better way of approximating

content popularity as it depends on the nature of workload.

2. Off-Path-Based Schemes

Five hash routing techniques are devised in [109] aimed at having a viable and

efficient caching approach in a domain-wide ICN deployments without requir-

ing the cache nodes to maintain per-content state information. The proposed

schemes require edge-domain routers and cache nodes to implement a hash func-

tion. The hash function is used by the cache nodes to identify what contents

they can cache, and by edge routers to deal with the content placement to

the relevant cache nodes, and request routing to the desired cache nodes. The

differences among the five proposed techniques exist in the routing and replica-

tion process followed for requests and contents. The hash-based schemes make

use of all available cache spaces within a domain and outperform two on-path

caching schemes [62, 99], in terms of cache hit ratio and inter-domain traffic

loads on the links. The proposed techniques have not considered the increased
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latency occurred by the detouring required to look up the responsible caches

while limiting their applicability’s in small domains.

Hash-routing techniques in [109] improve the caching performance in terms of

cache hits but at the expense of increased latency caused by the travelling of

the extra number of hops to find the cached content in the network. This

incurred latency because of the detouring can be negligible for a small network

but can become remarkable even increasing to the prohibitive levels for a large

size network. In order to deal with the extensive detour delays occurred in [109],

nodal/domain clustering techniques have been investigated in [111] to split the

large domain in clusters to apply hash-routing in the subset of cache nodes of

each cluster instead of the whole network. Hence, the hash-routing techniques of

[109] have been extended in [111] by providing a practical way to bound latency

while making the hash techniques suitable for network topologies of arbitrary

size.

To propose the domain clustering/partitioning techniques, detailed mathemat-

ical analysis have been done to find the evidence of existing trade-off between

the probability of finding a requested content cached within the domain and the

incurred latency for the retrieval of that content. The proposed domain clus-

tering techniques are applied in an offline manner and split the whole network

domain in smaller clusters and consequently each cluster is in the charge of a

separate hash-function which only applies to the specific nodes in that cluster.

The clustering algorithms partitions the domain into clusters based on a hybrid

similarity metric that is comprised of the actual topological latency/distance
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and the pairwise Euclidean distance of the content popularity between two do-

main nodes.

The usage of the Euclidean distance of content popularity transforms the Eu-

clidean space of popularity into a metric space that is combined with the topo-

logical distance of the nodes in the network. Hence, the domain clustering

algorithm forms clusters where the nodes of each cluster are not only in close

proximity to each other, but also consumers with similar request patterns. The

extended clustering technique [111] with the original hash-routing proposal [109]

can reduce the excessive latency due to hash-routing while achieving consider-

able cache hit rates compared to the original hash-routing scheme [109] applied

in the whole domain.

The distributed collaborative forwarding and caching scheme in [51], uses a new

component, named Availability Information Base (AIB) for caching and request

forwarding, based on the popularity ranking sequence of contents, produced by

all the participating cache routers in an AS. A dynamic adaptive content store

division scheme is applied on the cache spaces of the routers for real network

scenarios. The distributed and the dynamic schemes improve content access cost

and cache miss rate than the compared on-path schemes for various network

settings by taking full advantage from peer cache nodes, but unfortunately they

lack feasibility and complexity analysis.

Three off-path caching strategies, Basic, Adapted and Stacked in [36], aim to

efficiently use the cache space by avoiding redundant caching of data items. All

three off-path schemes store contents deviating from the direct path between

content source and consumer in three ways hierarchically considering content
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popularity. The proposed off-path schemes outperform on-path popularity-

based scheme with LRU and LFU policies, in terms of cache-hit efficiency, mean

hop delay to get requested content and power consumption in terms of energy

efficiency for various cache sizes while considering non-realistic network topolo-

gies only.

TECC [126] is an off-path collaborative caching scheme which jointly and consis-

tently provisions content routing and caching capabilities to obtain the benefits

of both for content-centric networks. TECC considers content caching as an in-

herent underlay capability same as underlay routing. The network is modeled as

a flat structure where any node can be the caching parent of any other node and

managed by a single administrative domain. TECC outperforms hierarchical

on-path caching scheme by sending fewer requests to the content servers as the

collaborating off-path peer caches largely absorb cache misses and fetch more

contents within the network increasing caching diversity. TECC improves both

network link utilization and user perceived performance comparing to on-path

scheme.

The SNC [118] off-path caching approach supports enhance seamless mobility

for ICN. SNC is based on proactive caching of information requests and the

corresponding information items to an optimal subset of proxies which are one

hop away from the proxy to which currently a mobile is connected to. Hence,

when a mobile connects to one of these selected proxies in this subset, it can

immediately retrieve the information it could not receive due to its disconnection

from the current proxy. The authors design a target cost function to capture the

trade-off between the average delay for a mobile to retrieve an information item
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and the corresponding caching cost and aim to minimize this function. SNC

performs better than full proactive caching when caching is done proactively at

all neighbor proxies, and no proactive caching approach, without considering the

influence of network topology, information size, and duration of disconnection

period.

SCAN [75] exploits nearby multiple off-path and on-path cache copies of content

to provide efficient scalable content delivery. SCAN addresses the inefficiencies

of conventional IP routing and proposes that every content router cache con-

tents while maintaining local and neighbor routers’ cache information. SCAN

performs both default IP routing to ensure reachability to the requested con-

tent and routing called scanning to efficiently search close and multiple cached

copies of the requested content in the neighboring routers. SCAN is superior

to IP routing in terms of average hop count for content delivery, network traffic

reduction, load reduction on the original server and load balancing among the

links of the network. On the other hand, SCAN neither considers any mech-

anism to select content routers for optimized performance nor investigates the

effects of caching policies.

The collaborative caching scheme in [81], caches and searches content chunks

deviating from the direct content delivery path within a nearest neighborhood

to deal with large video streams with on-demand access for CCN. The scheme

reduces cross-domain traffic becoming ISP-friendly by utilizing nearby cache

resources to increase caching diversity based on a modulo function and performs

better than on-path LRU policy but incurs increased communication overhead.
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To increase cache efficiency in terms of increased content availability and re-

duced content redundancy, the content caching and routing scheme of [108] uses

hash-function. The scheme controls distribution of contents across the network

in order to control the number of redundantly duplicated contents in an AS.

The hash function maps the content to the designated cache routers for caching

across a local AS based on content ID and later performs the request routing

to the cache content when needed. Rather than placing the content in an op-

timal position, the caching scheme spreads the contents sufficiently to retain

the maximum amount of contents in the cache routers. If adequate numbers of

ASes cooperate for caching and request routing, the amount of cache distribu-

tion gets bigger by achieving higher content availability and lower redundancy.

As the hash-based scheme utilizes the cache space efficiently, it performs better

than on-path schemes in terms of cache hit ratio, reduced server hit ratio, cache

eviction ratio since these on-path schemes try to cache contents on the content

delivery paths only. The proposed scheme incurs increased hop count ratio for

content retrieval due to the detour of the content requests deviating from the

content delivery paths.

Adjacent content routers along a small group of nearest neighbor routers use a

hash-based system to take collaborative caching decision and a directory-based

system to forward the request routing for CCN in [82]. To achieve reduced re-

dundant caching, adjacent routers exchange control messages within the neigh-

bor to efficiently cache large video streams within a domain where the routers

are assigned unique labels in a distributed style. Caching gain is improved

comparing with LRU and LFU schemes by increased total caching diversity,
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increased per-video caching diversity, significantly reduced inter-domain traf-

fic within an ISP for VoD and catch-up TV services while causing increased

communication overhead.

To eliminate caching redundancy and fully utilize the cache space within an AS,

the IDCC caching scheme [64] caches content probabilistically by intra-domain

content advertisements and cooperation among the cache routers. IDCC makes

a caching decision considering cache capacity, cache time and traffic speed and

stores contents having different popularities in the AS. Hence, IDCC keeps only

one replica for each cached content using content advertisements among the

cooperated routers and avoids router overloading situation by keeping multiple

replicas of the very popular contents in a hierarchical manner. IDCC shows

superiority to on-path schemes such as CEE [62] and ProbCache [99], but cannot

handle highly skewed popular contents as numbers of replicas become increased

in this situation.

Table 2.5 highlights the main attributes of Path-Based caching schemes.

Table 2.5: Overview of Path-Based Schemes

Caching Schemes Path-Based Caching Model Caching
Locations

Indiscriminate [62] All cache routers cache content indiscriminately On-path
Cache “less for more”
[23]

Higher betweenness centrality-valued nodes are selected
as cache nodes

On-path

Caching from a content
delivery path [125]

Content routers are assigned weight (significance) relat-
ing the distance from the content source

On-path

CPHR [121] Content name is hashed to the cache content router for
caching and request routing

On-path

StreamCache [79] Downstream routers pass the summarized aggregated
video content requests and local caching decisions to the
upstream routers along content delivery path

On-path

Continued on next page
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Table 2.5 – Continued from previous page
Caching Schemes Path-Based Caching Model Caching

Locations
RPC [133] Caching decision is made based on the topology value

of the cache router along the content delivery path
On-path

NCPP [131] Cache node having a NUR value along the path caches
content

On-path

Towards on-path [59] Distance from source to cache node is a decision making
factor to select cache node

On-path

CLS [80] Contents pushed up and pulled down along content de-
livery path

On-path

Breadcrumbs [104] Content routing history is stored at cache routers along
content delivery path

On-path

CATT [37] Node having the largest degree along content delivery
path caches contents

On-path

WAVE [26] Caching suggestion is given by the upper level routers
to the lower level routers

On-path

Age-based [90] Upstream and downstream routers dynamically set con-
tent age

On-path

ProbCache [99] Cache routers probabilistically cache contents for fair
sharing of available cache capacity of a path

On-path

Popularity-driven [78] Cache routers cache content based on the recent aggre-
gated content requests of its subordinates

On-path

PopCache [112] Cache router applies caching probability according to
popularity distribution of content

On-path

TECC [126] Traffic engineering guided collaborative caching on flat
network model

Off-path

Efficiency of on and
off-path [36]

Cache allocation occurs hierarchically according to
popularity-based caching in three ways

Off-path

Time-shifted TV [81] Content routers cache and forward queries based on
neighborhood collaboration

Off-path

Proactive caching [118] Selected one-hop neighbor proxies proactively cache con-
tents

Off-path

Optimal caching with
content broadcast [34]

Content broadcast-based among neighborhoods Off-path

Cooperative caching
[82]

Content routers use hash-based and directory- based co-
operative schemes

Off-path

Content hierarchical
intra-domain [64]

Cache contents are registered to border routers for re-
quest routing and advertised in the whole AS

Off-path

Efficient cache avail-
ability [108]

Content ID is hashed to select cache router and for re-
quest routing to cache content

Off-path

Hash routing [109] Hash function does content placement and request rout-
ing to the cache nodes

Off-path

Efficient hash routing
[111]

Hash routing-based domain clustering technique is used
for cache content placement and request routing

Off-path

Collaborative forward-
ing and caching [51]

Contents are ranked based on popularity for caching Off-path

Continued on next page
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Table 2.5 – Continued from previous page
Caching Schemes Path-Based Caching Model Caching

Locations
SCAN [75] Content routers perform scanning to locate additional

multiple copies of cached contents along with default IP
routing

Off-path

Finally, it is important to note that major ICN caching schemes couple different

operational mandates across caching systems. More importantly, the tabular sum-

mary in Table 2.6 aids ICN caching researchers in establishing the merit of each of

these schemes as a basis for their contribution, based on their adopted functional

approaches.
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Table 2.6: Summarized Taxonomy and Comparison of ICN Caching Schemes

Caching
Schemes

Popularity-
based

Location-based Collaboration-based Path-based

Topology Neighbor-
hood

Explicit Implicit Non-
cooperative

On-path Off-
path

Age-based [90] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Breadcrumbs
[104]

✓ ✓

Cache “less for
more” [23]

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Collaborative
forwarding and
caching [51]

✓ ✓ ✓

CATT [37] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
CLS [80] ✓ ✓
Cooperative
caching [82]

✓ ✓ ✓

Content hierar-
chical Intra do-
main [64]

✓ ✓ ✓

Caching from a
content delivery
path [125]

✓ ✓ ✓

CPHR [121] ✓ ✓
Caching perfor-
mance of CCN
[106]

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Efficiency of on-
path and off-
path [36]

✓ ✓ ✓

Efficient cache
availability [108]

✓ ✓

Continued on next page
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Table 2.6 – Continued from previous page
Caching
Schemes

Popularity-
based

Location-based Collaboration-based Path-based

Topology Neighbor-
hood

Explicit Implicit Non-
cooperative

On-path Off-
path

Efficient hash
routing [111]

✓ ✓

Hash routing
[109]

✓ ✓

HCC [127] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Indiscriminate
[62]

✓ ✓

Impact of traffic
[45]

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

MuNCC [89] ✓ ✓ ✓
NCPP [131] ✓ ✓ ✓
NCCM [120] ✓ ✓ ✓
On sizing CCN
content stores
[105]

✓ ✓ ✓

Optimal
caching with
content
broadcast [34]

✓ ✓ ✓

PPC [132] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
ProbCache [99] ✓ ✓
Proactive
caching [118]

✓ ✓ ✓

Popularity-
driven [78]

✓ ✓ ✓

PopCache [112] ✓ ✓ ✓
RPC [133] ✓ ✓ ✓
SCAN [75] ✓ ✓ ✓

Continued on next page
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Table 2.6 – Continued from previous page
Caching
Schemes

Popularity-
based

Location-based Collaboration-based Path-based

Topology Neighbor-
hood

Explicit Implicit Non-
cooperative

On-path Off-
path

StreamCache
[79]

✓ ✓ ✓

Towards on-
path [59]

✓ ✓ ✓

Time-shifted
TV [81]

✓ ✓ ✓

TECC [126] ✓ ✓
Value-based [7] ✓ ✓ ✓
WAVE [26] ✓ ✓ ✓
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2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we present our proposed taxonomy to encompass the status quo

in ICN caching paradigms, focusing on a comparative approach to enlist the major

developments in caching schemes, and elaborate on the evolution of ICN caching

schemes and their operational mandates. In hindsight, most ICN caching schemes in

the status quo are focusing on content popularity as the major factor in cache deci-

sion policies. Location-based caching schemes such as the centrality-based schemes

work well by selectively choosing cache nodes in the network rather than by indis-

criminate selection yet can suffer from the load balancing problem. Off-path, explicit

collaboration-based caching schemes typically perform better than on-path implicit

collaboration-based schemes because of better utilization of the caching resources yet

require more co-ordination and communication overhead than the on-path schemes

to direct the content requests to the desired cache locations. It is important to note

that ICN caching schemes couple separate functional approaches across the caching

systems to attain their caching objectives.
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Chapter 3

Performance Assessment and Comparison of ICN

Caching Schemes

We divide this chapter into three parts. In the first part, we conduct a thorough qual-

itative performance assessment and compare some well-known ICN caching schemes

in Section 3.1. We identify four performance metrics for conducting this qualitative

analysis of the schemes. In the second part in Section 3.2, we perform a compre-

hensive quantitative performance analysis to analyze the sensitivity of some of the

ICN caching schemes while choosing at least one scheme representing each of our pro-

posed classes of the taxonomy presented in Chapter 2. We correlate our quantitative

performance analysis with the qualitative analysis to provide grounded insights on

the design goals’ impact and reveal the design choices’ hindrances on caching perfor-

mance. In the third part, we address some of the design factors that we consider in

our research of value-based caching grounded upon our proposed taxonomy and the

qualitative and quantitative performance analyses in Section 3.3. We conclude our

chapter in Section 3.4.
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3.1 Qualitative Assessment and Comparison of ICN Caching Schemes

We present a detailed qualitative assessment and comparison of ICN caching schemes,

encompassing mainstream and hybrid approaches under a multiplicity of objectives.

As presented in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 of Chapter 2, many design objectives are in-

herently contradicting, and caching schemes often attempt to meet only a subset of

general ICN caching objectives. Therefore, we have adopted four performance metrics

in our assessment: communication overhead, scalability, availability, and diversity of

caching schemes.

3.1.1 Communication Overhead

We consider the periodic exchange (or broadcast) of cache related information among

the cache routers which are mandated for making caching decisions as additional com-

munication overheads of the caching schemes. We assess the communication overhead

as High, Medium, and Low for our qualitative performance assessment. When in a

caching scheme, the cache related information is exchanged or communicated along

all the cache routers periodically in a global fashion such as within an AS or ISP or

within a neighborhood of cache routers; we consider the communication overhead as

High. When the caching information is exchanged along the content delivery path

only in a hierarchical fashion within a limited number of cache routers, we consider

the communication overhead as Medium. Finally, when a caching scheme does not

exchange any control information or exchanges very little cache related information

among the cache routers, and the routers make caching decision independently, we

consider the communication overhead as Low for the scheme.
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Explicit collaboration-based schemes [51, 64, 75, 89, 118, 127] produce high com-

munication overhead as they periodically exchange content caching related infor-

mation or request routing information globally within an AS (an ISP) or within a

neighborhood to make caching decisions collaboratively. Implicit collaboration-based

schemes [59, 78, 80, 90, 121, 125, 133] have medium communication overhead. These

schemes advertise or flood or exchange content caching or routing related control mes-

sages within a small number of cache routers most of the time hierarchically along

content delivery paths instead of globally for making collaborative caching decisions.

Non-cooperative schemes [59, 105, 106, 109, 111, 112] produce low communication

overhead as for these schemes cache routers make content caching and routing deci-

sions independently without collaborating with one another either exchanging very

little or no control message.

In on-path-based schemes [23, 59, 99, 106, 112, 131], most of the time no in-

formation or very little caching information is exchanged or broadcasted. For on-

path schemes, cache related information is exchanged mostly locally among the cache

routers along content delivery paths only for caching decisions [37, 79, 90, 104, 121].

Hence, they produce low or medium communication overhead. On the other hand,

off-path schemes globally in an administrative domain [51, 64, 126] or within an ex-

tending neighborhood [34, 75, 81, 82] exchange cache related control messages to

coordinate caching decisions while producing high communication overhead.
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3.1.2 Scalability

The factors which can limit the scalability of a caching scheme include network topol-

ogy, cache size, the scope of a caching scheme, number of producers, number of con-

tent requests, types of content, mobility prediction, structure of a cache network, and

popularity distribution of contents.

Explicit collaboration-based schemes and off-path-based schemes are usually ef-

fective within a single administrative domain (an ISP) [51, 64, 82, 111], an extended

neighborhood [75, 89, 118, 127], or only consider abstract network topologies to

show schemes’ effectiveness [36]. Whereas, implicit collaboration-based schemes, non-

cooperative schemes and on-path schemes suffer from other scalability issues such as

they depend on certain pattern of content popularity distributions [26, 79, 80, 112],

aggregated content request statistics collected from downstream cache nodes [79],

network topologies [23, 45, 121, 125], cache size [104, 106], network size [78, 132] and

the number of content requests [59, 131]. These schemes usually demonstrate their

effectiveness only along the content delivery paths [37, 99, 121].

3.1.3 Diversity

By diversity, we mean the number of distinct contents cached in a network [64, 81, 82].

In other words, cache diversity expresses the ratio of the unique contents cached across

all the caches without any repetition over the whole network cache size [106]. Hence,

if a caching scheme reduces or eliminates caching redundancy among the cache routers

for a fixed total cache capacity of a network, the caching diversity is increased.

The more distinct contents can be cached in a network, the more caching diversity

a caching scheme can achieve, and the better caching performance can be attained.
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We assess the metric diversity as High and Low. To measure the diversity of a caching

scheme, we consider several issues such as types of cache content, the popularity of

content, the scope of a caching scheme such as a single administrative domain or AS

(an ISP), or a neighborhood of cache routers or a content delivery path.

The collaboration-based caching schemes can achieve greater caching diversity

than the non-cooperating schemes while reducing caching redundancy as they consider

all the cache routers in an AS (an ISP) or in a neighborhood or in a content deliver

path as a big caching pool to improve caching performance [64, 80, 81, 90, 107, 121,

126]. Because of the cooperation among the cache routers, a single copy of cache

content can be kept within a local AS or a neighborhood or in a path to reduce

caching redundancy. As a result, collaboration-based approaches are capable caching

more diverse contents in the network and achieving better cache diversity and caching

performance than the non-cooperative schemes.

Off-path caching schemes achieve greater caching diversity than on-path schemes

since all cache routers in off-path schemes can cache contents by better utilizing the

caching resources [36, 82, 107, 108, 109]. Additionally, caching schemes can target

to increase caching diversity, reducing caching redundancy while focusing on some

specific issues such as different types of contents [7, 45, 81, 82, 121], the popularity

of contents [112, 125, 131, 132] and caching only at specific cache nodes [23, 37].

3.1.4 Availability

To define the availability of requested content, we consider several issues of the caching

schemes such as the scope of the caching scheme: a single administrative domain or

a neighborhood of cache routers or the content delivery path, types of content, and
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popularity distribution of content. We assess the availability of the caching schemes

as High and Low while considering the issues. The same trend of caching diversity

is also observed in the case of the availability of cache contents. Collaboration-based

and off-path-based schemes achieve better global or local availability of cache contents

because of better utilization of available caching resources attaining improved perfor-

mance than the non-cooperative and on-path schemes [34, 36, 37, 80, 107, 118, 125].

Moreover, caching schemes can aim to achieve greater caching availability consid-

ering several issues such as different content flows, different types of contents, and

popularity distributions of contents [45, 79, 90, 99, 112, 131].

Table 3.1 summarizes our qualitative assessment and comparison of the ICN

caching status quo.
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Table 3.1: Qualitative Comparison of ICN Caching Schemes

Caching
Schemes

Communication
Overhead

Scalability Availability Diversity

Age-Based [90] Medium as upstream and
downstream cache routers ex-
change messages to configure
content age along the content
delivery path collaboratively

Scalable without maintaining
highly dynamic contents since
the cache routers far from the
content server takes relatively
long time to refresh their con-
tents

High availability for
popular contents along
the content delivery
path

High as contents are
distributed based on
their popularities aim-
ing to reduce redun-
dancy

Breadcrumbs
[104]

Medium since cache routers
exchange routing history of
cache content (caching trail)
along the content delivery
path

Not scalable as proposed
scheme is efficient when the
cache size is relatively small

Low as Best Effort con-
tent searching scheme
does not guarantee lo-
cating the content

Low as all cache
routers cache all con-
tents indiscriminately

Cache “Less for
More” [23]

Low as for static topology,
no exchange of information.
Message propagation over-
head is one hop only for dy-
namic topology

Depends on betweenness cen-
trality distribution of the net-
work topology which skews
the load balance

High locally along the
content delivery paths
as contents are cached
at the important cache
nodes having higher
betweenness centrality
values

High locally along
content delivery
paths as the higher
betweenness-valued
nodes only cache con-
tents

Collaborative
forwarding and
caching [51]

High because of periodic ex-
change of cache related infor-
mation within an AS

Efficient for a small single
administrative domain (AS)
only

High intra-domain
availability as cache
routers take full advan-
tage of cache available
from other routers

High within an AS as
the cache routers ex-
plicitly coordinate for
making caching deci-
sions

CATT [37] Medium as content provider
floods potential value of con-
tent among neighbors using
advertising messages along
the content delivery path

Not scalable as PBR can work
within a limited scope only
because of flooding advertise-
ment messages. PBR is scal-
able along with Random walk
algorithm

High availability of
content only locally as
PBR explores multiple
copies of queried con-
tent within a limited
scope such as within
a couple of hops along
content delivery path

High locally along con-
tent delivery path as
node with the largest
degree caches contents

Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 – Continued from previous page
Caching
Schemes

Communication
Overhead

Scalability Availability Diversity

CLS [80] Medium as caching informa-
tion is exchanged along the
content delivery path in a hi-
erarchical fashion

Scalable when the majority
clients require few contents
(Zipf popularity distribution
has highly skewed exponent
value)

High for both popu-
lar and unpopular con-
tents locally along con-
tent delivery paths as
contents are pushed up
one level during evic-
tion and pulled down
one level for increased
requests

High as reduces un-
necessary repetitious
caching at multiple
levels of hierarchical
topology aiming to
ensure a single copy of
each content along the
content delivery path

Cooperative
caching [82]

High as the content routers
exchange control messages
within their closest two hops
neighborhoods

Effective for video stream de-
livery within a single admin-
istrative domain

High availability
of large-scale video
streams with on de-
mand access and
Time-shifted TV
contents among neigh-
borhoods in a single
domain

High diversity for VoD
and time-shifted TV in
a neighborhood as re-
dundancy is eliminated
among adjacent coop-
erative cache routers

Content-
hierarchical
intra-domain
[64]

High as advertisement mes-
sages are exchanged within a
domain for caching decision
and load balancing of routers,
while caching popular con-
tents

Scalable within a small single
domain as long as the popular
contents are not very concen-
trated

High within a domain
as contents of different
popularities are cached

High within a domain
as only single replica
exists for each content
unless the content is
very popular

Caching from a
content delivery
path [125]

Medium as control messages
are communicated among a
small fraction of cache routers

Scalable for different network
topologies and cache sizes
while the topology knowledge
is known in advance

High availability for
popular and unpopu-
lar contents along the
content delivery path
as upstream and down-
stream routers cache
new contents with dif-
ferent probabilities

High diversity along
the content delivery
path as caching redun-
dancy is reduced while
increasing disparity
of caching probability
of content routers for
caching new contents

Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 – Continued from previous page
Caching
Schemes

Communication
Overhead

Scalability Availability Diversity

CPHR [121] Medium as caching infor-
mation is exchanged among
cache routers along the con-
tent delivery paths within an
ISP

Effective within a small sized
ISP for file sharing and VoD
contents only

High for file sharing
contents and VoD con-
tents along the content
delivery paths within a
small network domain

High for file sharing
content and VoD
contents locally along
content delivery paths
within a small network
domain as caching
redundancy is reduced

Efficiency of
on-path and
off-path [36]

High as content popular-
ity information is exchanged
among cache routers globally
in hierarchical way deviat-
ing from the content delivery
paths

Effective within single do-
main while considering ab-
stract network topology only

High availability of
contents having differ-
ent popularity levels as
available cache space
is efficiently utilized to
cache contents based
on their popularity
levels for abstract
network topology only

High for contents
having different popu-
larity levels as caching
redundancy is elimi-
nated by hierarchical
global collaboration
among the cache
routers for abstract
network topology only

Efficient cache
availability [108]

Low within a local AS as hash
function is used but High
when a set of autonomous
systems (ASes) propagate up-
dates about their interests
about caching

Depends on the number of
the cooperating ASes and the
policies among the ASes

High availability of
content locally within
an AS as hash-function
performs controlled
distribution of con-
tents

High diversity of con-
tent locally within an
AS as hash-function
performs controlled
distribution of con-
tents

Efficient hash
routing [111]

Low as hash function is com-
puted in a distributed manner
by edge cache routers

Scalable within a single do-
main as the hash function
is computed in a distributed
manner and applied to the
specific nodes of a specific
cluster or partition of the net-
work

High availability for
distinct contents as the
hash function places
one content once only
within a single domain
or network

High diversity within a
single domain or net-
work as the hash func-
tion places a content
only once in a spe-
cific cluster or parti-
tion based on the clus-
tering approach

Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 – Continued from previous page
Caching
Schemes

Communication
Overhead

Scalability Availability Diversity

Hash routing
[109]

Low as hash function is com-
puted in a distributed manner
by edge routers and caches re-
quire minimal inter-cache co-
ordination for content place-
ment and content request
routing

Not scalable as proposed hash
routing cannot be applied to
the entire amount of traffic of
a large network because the
stretch of the detour path can
become very big

High availability for
distinct contents as
the hash function
places one content
once within a small
network

High diversity within a
small network (an ISP)
as the hash function
places a content only
once preventing redun-
dant content caching

HCC [127] High as communication mes-
sages are exchanged for ini-
tialization and updating a
cluster, for calculating router
importance value, for col-
lecting popularity informa-
tion and forwarding the prob-
ability matrix values and the
popularity class lists among
neighborhoods

Not scalable because of
the periodic exchanges of
messages between the cluster
head routers and all other
cache routers for creating
cluster, calculating node
importance value, collecting
popularity information

High availability for
contents of different
popularity classes lo-
cally along the neigh-
borhood or cluster con-
sisting of the cluster
head router, gateway
routers, and member
cache routers

High diversity for
contents of different
popularity classes
locally along the
neighborhood or clus-
ter consisting of the
cluster head router,
gateway routers, and
member cache routers

Impact of traffic
[45]

Low as no caching informa-
tion is exchanged between the
two layers of caches as the
first and second layer caches
work independently

Effective while considering
the cache network as generic
hierarchical network

High availability for di-
verse Internet contents
such as web, file shar-
ing, UGC, and VoD
along content delivery
paths only

High as the proposed
two-layer caches cache
different types of con-
tent based on con-
tent popularity distri-
bution, content popu-
lation size, and content
size

Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 – Continued from previous page
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Scalability Availability Diversity

LCD [74] Medium as cache suggestion
bit is passed from the cache
hit point towards the request-
ing client along the content
delivery paths

Scalability depends on the
popularity distributions of
the requested contents and
cache size

High availability for
contents having differ-
ent levels of popular-
ity (lower popularity
skewness value) locally
along the content de-
livery paths for small
cache size

High locally along the
content delivery paths
for contents having dif-
ferent levels of popu-
larity (lower popular-
ity skewness value) for
small cache size

MuNCC [89] High within a neighborhood
as content caching and evic-
tion require periodic cache
information exchange among
neighbor cache routers

Scalability depends on the to-
tal number of cached contents
and the size of the formed
neighborhood

High locally around
the neighborhood
as the cache routers
are coordinated to
reply content requests
forwarded from their
neighbor cache routers

High locally among
the neighbor cache
routers because of the
neighborhood-based
caching and collabora-
tive cache eviction

NCPP [131] Low as no cache related infor-
mation is exchanged among
the cache routers

Scalability depends on num-
ber of content requests

High along the content
delivery paths locally
for popular video con-
tents for small num-
bers of content re-
quests

High along the content
delivery paths locally
for popular video con-
tents for small num-
bers of content re-
quests

NCCM [120] High as the content request
rates and the current cache
status are exchanged periodi-
cally among the cache routers
and SDN-based controller

Scalability depends on the
number of popular contents

High along the admin-
istrative domain for
fewer popular contents

Low as the SDN-based
controller caches the
popular contents only
in the distributed
cache routers

Optimal
caching with
content
broadcast [34]

High as cache content infor-
mation is exchanged among
the region of neighbor caches
and the region of neighbor-
hood is increased sequentially
hop-by-hop basis

Scalable only while content
requests from an end user be-
long to contents originated
from the same stub

High locally around
neighborhood as the
cached contents of the
neighbor cache routers
are used to fulfill the
content requests

High locally among
neighbors as neighbors
cache spaces are uti-
lized

Continued on next page
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ProbCache [99] Medium as the cache routers
exchange caching information
along the content delivery
path

Scalable locally considering
content delivery path only

High along content de-
livery path as content
routers probabilisti-
cally cache contents
to fairly multiplex
path caching capacity
among different con-
tent flows

High along content
delivery path as the
cache contents are
distributed proba-
bilistically along the
content delivery path
eliminating caching
redundancy

Proactive
caching [118]

High as the proxies within
the neighborhood exchange
information several times to
take proactive caching deci-
sions for mobile node’s sub-
scriptions when hand-off oc-
curs

Scalable within a neighbor-
hood while assuming tran-
sition probabilities of mo-
bile nodes connecting to the
neighbor proxies are known

High availability of
cache contents for
mobile node’s sub-
scriptions within
selective one-hop
neighbor proxies

High along neighbor-
hood as contents are
cached proactively at
an appropriate sub-
set of neighbor proxies
matching mobile’s sub-
scription

Popularity-
driven [78]

Medium as caching informa-
tion is exchanged among the
cache routers along the con-
tent delivery path in a hierar-
chical way

Not scalable as proposed al-
gorithms achieve near opti-
mal performance for small
scale networks

High availability
within an AS such as
an ISP for popular
web content requests
only

High for web content
requests within an AS
as both consistent and
inconsistent popularity
are considered to mini-
mize redundancy

PopCache [112] Low as only the hop count
information from the server
is needed to be exchanged
among cache routers

Scalable while considering a
certain range of exponent
value of Zipf content popular-
ity distribution only

High locally along con-
tent delivery paths for
contents having differ-
ent popularities

High locally along
content delivery paths
as cache routers cache
probabilistically both
popular and unpop-
ular contents in a
distributed way

Continued on next page
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PPC [132] Low as no caching informa-
tion is exchanged among the
cache routers to predict the
future popularity of the in-
coming video content and the
cached content

Scalability depends on the
number of video chunks pass-
ing through the cache nodes

High availability of
popular video chunks
only within a network
depending on the
number of passing
video chunks through
the cache nodes

High diversity for
popular video chunks
only within a network
depending on the
number of passing
video chunks through
the cache nodes

RPC [133] Medium as the topology level
values are exchanged among
the cache routers from up-
stream towards the down-
stream routers in a hierarchi-
cal way

Scalability depends on the
number of the topology lev-
els of the cache routers and
the popularity pattern of the
video chunks

High availability of
popular video chunks
only locally along the
content delivery paths

High diversity for pop-
ular video chunks only
locally along the con-
tent delivery paths

SCAN [75] High due to the periodic ex-
change of content routing in-
formation among the neigh-
bor content routers

Bloom filters compress con-
tent routing information for
scalability and use proba-
bilistic cache content infor-
mation decaying to mitigate
false positivity

Scanning (proposed
routing scheme) lo-
cates nearby available
additional multiple
copies of the requested
contents in the neigh-
borhood along with
mandatory IP routing
where IP routing guar-
antees reachability to
requested content

Low as content routers
cache all contents in-
discriminately

StreamCache
[79]

Medium as summarized
statistical information and
caching decisions information
are exchanged among the
cache routers

Not scalable as cache alloca-
tion table is aggregated from
child cache node to parent
node along the content deliv-
ery paths

High availability of
contents along the
content delivery paths
locally as it caches
both popular and
unpopular contents
based on the cache
utility function

High diversity of con-
tents along the content
delivery paths only if
the intermediate and
edge cache routers uti-
lize their cache spaces
properly

Continued on next page
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Towards on-
path [59]

Low as no control message is
exchanged among the cache
routers

Not scalable as capable to
handle only few content re-
quests

High availability of
highly skewed popular
contents locally along
the content delivery
paths for only a small
number of contents

Low as caches only
highly skewed popular
contents along content
delivery paths

Time-shifted
TV [81]

High as the cache routers ex-
change content caching and
routing information within
their closest neighborhoods

Effective within a small single
administrative domain (an
ISP)

High availability
of large-scale video
streams with on de-
mand access within a
single administrative
domain

High diversity within a
domain for large-scale
video streams with
on demand access as
cache routers take
collaborative caching
decisions within their
closest neighborhoods
to avoid redundant
content caching

TECC [126] High as the peer nodes ex-
change cache information to
collaborate with one another
to fetch content

Scalable for a single adminis-
trative domain

High within a single
administrative domain
as the peer cache nodes
collaborate with each
other to fulfill content
requests

High within a single
administrative domain
as cache nodes take
caching decisions col-
laboratively to avoid
redundancy

Value-based [7] Low as no information is ex-
changed among caches and
caching decision is taken in-
dependently by cache router

Efficient while considering
random graph topologies
only, not considering realistic
network topology

High for different
types of contents along
the content delivery
paths as considers
several content at-
tributes while cache
replacements

High for different types
of contents along the
content delivery paths

Continued on next page
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WAVE [26] Medium as content caching
suggestion information is ex-
changed among the cache
routers hierarchically along
the content delivery paths

Scalable while considering
popularity counter is associ-
ated with content file, not
with content chunk which is
unrealistic

High availability for
the most popular con-
tents locally along the
content delivery paths

High locally along the
content delivery paths
for popular contents
only as caching redun-
dancy is reduced using
cache suggestion bit in
a hierarchical way
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3.2 Quantitative Assessment and Comparison of ICN Caching Schemes

In this section, we evaluate the performance of several in-network ICN caching schemes

by various simulations. We select one representative caching scheme from each of the

category of our proposed classification system (presented in Section 2.4 in Chapter 2)

for the quantitative performance analysis. We correlate our quantitative analysis with

our qualitative performance analysis and based on our analyses build a progressive

guide for future research directions and development intended for the ICN research

community outlined in Chapter 7, Section 7.4.

3.2.1 Simulation Environment

To evaluate the performances of the caching schemes, we consider the Transit-Stub

network model [15] as our network topology. The reason behind selecting the Transit-

Stub model is that this model follows the standard Internet routing policy [15]. Our

considered Transit-Stub topology has 5 domains and consists of 40 cache routers with

the same cache capacities. Our performance evaluation scenarios consider 75 content

producers and 25 consumers. Total number of contents and content size are scalable

in our simulation and we assume that each producer produces 1000 contents in our

experiments. The producer produces the content, receives the consumer’s content

request, and responds to the requester consumer by the requested content. The cache

router can be the content receiver by requesting content or the content source by

responding to the content request. The consumers request for their desired contents

at a rate of 20 content requests per second. Content popularity value follows the

well-known Zipf -like popularity [13], and the value of Zipf parameter is set at 0.95.

The content requests arrival process follows a Poisson distribution process [70]. We
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have used the most extensively used Least Recently Used (LRU) policy for all the

evaluation scenarios for cache replacement. The ndnSIM tool which is an ns-3 based

simulator for Named Data Networking (NDN), developed at UCLA [3] has been used

for our performance analysis.

3.2.2 Performance Metrics

Two standard caching metrics significantly impact ICN performance and directly

correlate with efficient content dissemination and retrieval in ICNs: Cache Hit Ratio

and Delay. We now detail our experiments with Cache Hit Ratio and Delay and

elaborate on their impact on ICN performance.

1. Cache Hit Ratio: A cache hit means that a requested content can be retrieved

from the cached copy of the content. In contrast, a cache miss occurs when

the content request cannot be satisfied by the cached copy. Consequently, the

content request has to be redirected to the content producer. We measure the

cache hit ratio as the ratio of the total number of contents retrieved from the

caches to the total number of requested contents. A higher cache hit ratio is

desirable for any caching scheme as it reduces the content producer’s load and

the latency or delay to retrieve the requested contents.

2. Delay: We measure the delay as the time difference from when a content

request is sent until the corresponding requested content is received. The delay

is measured in microsecond (µs).
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3.2.3 Simulation Scenarios

As we have already mentioned, to make our performance evaluation complete, we

have taken one representative caching scheme from our proposed taxonomy classes.

We have chosen CEE [62], Prob(p) [74], and the Cache “less for more” [23] scheme

(mentioned as Betw in our performance evaluations scenarios) as the representatives

of the non-cooperative, on-path caching schemes. We have selected CEE since this

is the most cited, compared, and criticized scheme in ICN literature. Prob (p) is a

randomized version of the CEE scheme where each of the cache node from the location

of the cache hit down to the requesting consumer can cache content for storing a

copy of the requested content along the content delivery path. Prob (p) scheme has

been found as an efficient caching scheme if the random caching probability value is

selected appropriately. The Betw scheme presents not only a non-cooperative and on-

path scheme but also a location-based scheme because it caches contents at important

central network locations to utilize the cache capacity efficiently.

ProbCache [99] and LCD [74] schemes have been selected to represent the implicit

collaborative schemes. They can be considered the most cited implicit collaboration

caching schemes for performance comparisons of ICN caching schemes. LCD [74] is

a very well-known web caching scheme. It can avoid the amplification of replacement

errors and provides caching exclusivity by caching different sets of contents at the

multiple levels of the cache hierarchy.

Finally, we have selected the Collaborative forwarding and caching scheme [51]

which we named as CFC in our simulations as a representative of an explicit collaboration-

based, off-path scheme to make a comprehensive performance evaluation while cov-

ering all our proposed categories. All our considered compared caching schemes are
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described in detail in Section 2.4 of Chapter 2.

To do a clear and concise performance analysis, we have considered three sce-

narios for our performance analyses as the following: Scenario 1 evaluates only

the non-cooperative caching schemes, Scenario 2 compares the performances of the

collaboration-based schemes and Scenario 3 compares the performances of non-cooperative,

explicit, and implicit collaboration-based caching schemes, while covering all the con-

sidered caching schemes.

3.2.4 Simulation Results for Different Scenarios

In our results, the x-axis represents the cache size which is defined as a portion or

percentage of the total content size, and the cache size ranges from 1% to 3% of

the total content size, while the y-axis value represents the values of the considered

performance metrics.

1. Scenario 1

In Figure 3.1, the cache hit ratio for all the non-cooperative caching schemes

increase along with the increment of cache size as more contents can be cached at

larger sized caches. The Prob(0.3) scheme expectedly performs the best among

all the non-cooperative schemes as it caches content in a probabilistic way rather

than exhaustively caching every content at every cache as CEE or caching

content only at the centrality located caches as Betw. A smaller probability

value produces a higher cache hit ratio because the cache replacement errors

are reduced if contents are cached with a low probability value.

The betweenness-centrality based Betw scheme performs in a similar way as

CEE because of the topological issue. The caching gain of Betw is correlated
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Figure 3.1: Cache hit ratio of non-cooperative caching schemes

with the topology structure. The topologies exhibiting power law distribution

having fewer nodes with high betweenness values ensure the superior perfor-

mance of the Betw scheme [23]. In contrast, in a hierarchical tree-structured

topology, where the cache nodes have less skewed betweenness centrality distri-

bution, Betw caches content everywhere like CEE scheme.

The delay has expectedly coincided with the cache hit ratio in Figure 3.2. If

the consumer’s requests can be satisfied by the caches resulting in a high cache

hit ratio; the consumers experience less delay to retrieve their contents. As

Prob(0.3) scheme can achieve the largest cache hit ratio among all the non-

cooperative schemes, it takes the smallest time to satisfy the consumer’s request.
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Figure 3.2: Delay of non-cooperative caching schemes

As with the cache hit ratio, CEE and Betw require the same delay for content

retrieval because of the topology structure.

2. Scenario 2

Figure 3.3 compares the performances of the representative collaborative caching

schemes in terms of cache hit ratio. The cache hit ratio increases as the cache

sizes increase for all the schemes because of larger cache capacity.

We can observe that the performance trends of the explicit and implicit col-

laborative schemes in Figure 3.3 match with our qualitative performance anal-

ysis. The explicit collaboration-based, off-path caching scheme CFC generates
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Figure 3.3: Cache hit ratio of collaborative caching schemes

a larger cache hit ratio comparing to the implicit collaboration-based, on-path

caching schemes ProbCache and LCD. This is because CFC can utilize the

caches more efficiently when deviating from the content delivery paths. In con-

trast, ProbCache and LCD utilize the cache spaces collaboratively along the

content delivery paths only. Between the two on-path, implicit collaboration-

based schemes, LCD shows better performance than the ProbCache. The reason

is ProbCache assigns more weights or values to the nodes only near to the con-

sumers along the content delivery paths to be selected as cache nodes while

not fully utilizing the cache resources. LCD caches contents at multiple levels
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of the content delivery paths based on their popularity values satisfying mul-

tiple consumers while pushing the more popular contents sequentially near the

consumers. Hence, cache exclusivity is achieved in LCD while achieving more

cache hits compared to the ProbCache. Moreover, LCD performs better for

low cache capacity. Popular contents closer to consumers get replaced by non

popular-ones for low cache size. But LCD restricts such cache replacement er-

rors near consumers as it requires multiple requests of a content to replace an

already cached popular content.

Figure 3.4 compares the performances of the collaborative schemes in terms of

consumer delay. As the explicit collaboration-based CFC achieves more cache

Figure 3.4: Delay of collaborative caching schemes
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hits than the implicit ProbCache and LCD, consumers experience less latency

or delay to retrieve their requested contents confirming our qualitative analysis.

As ProbCache preferably caches the popular contents near the consumers, it

takes less time for the consumer to get the requested contents compared to

LCD as we have chosen a high skewness value for the popularity distributions

of the contents.

3. Scenario 3

Figure 3.5 demonstrates the overall performance comparisons of all the repre-

sentative caching schemes to show the basic trend of the performances of the

Figure 3.5: Cache hit ratio of non-cooperative and collaborative caching schemes
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schemes in terms of cache hit ratio. Non-cooperative schemes achieve the lowest

cache hit ratio since the cache nodes do not collaborate to make caching de-

cisions for efficient usage of caching resources resulting in unnecessary caching

redundancy.

Collaboration-based schemes achieve more cache hits utilizing the cache re-

sources efficiently but require extra overhead to achieve this efficiency by ex-

changing communication messages. The implicit collaboration-based scheme

achieves a better cache hit ratio than non-cooperative schemes for utilizing the

cache resources in a collaborative way locally along the content delivery paths.

The explicit collaboration-based scheme achieves the maximum cache hit ra-

tio among all schemes by making collaborative caching decisions in a global

way while efficiently utilizing the caching resources and generating increased

communication overheads than the implicit, on-path schemes.

Figure 3.6 depicts the performance comparisons of all the selected schemes

to show the performance trend in terms of delay. We already have seen that

non-cooperative CEE, Prob(0.3), and Betw have fewer cache hits, consequently,

increasing the delay in retrieving contents. Moreover, the explicit collaboration-

based CFC scheme provides the least consumer delay by achieving the maxi-

mum cache hit ratio among all the caching schemes. The implicit collaboration-

based ProbCache and LCD give the consumers a better delay experience than

the non-cooperative CEE and Betw schemes but perform worse than the CFC

because of partial local utilization of cache spaces among the content delivery

paths. Among the implicit collaboration-based schemes, LCD demonstrates

degraded performance as it restrictively caches highly skewed popular contents
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Figure 3.6: Delay of non-cooperative and collaborative caching schemes

maintaining cache exclusivity while incurring more delay to retrieve contents.

3.3 Design Consideration in Value-Based Caching

In this section, we discuss some of the design factors for our research of value-based

caching grounded upon our proposed taxonomy presented in Section 2.4 in Chapter

2 and the qualitative and quantitative performance analyses.

Current ICN caching schemes are re-cycling archaic content and cache node valu-

ation measures while making cache placement and replacement decisions. Most ICN

caching schemes focus on user or consumer-centric attributes for content and cache

node valuation. Content requesting frequencies by the consumers have been mostly
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considered to determine the content value, and LRU has been chiefly adopted for

the low-overhead of implementation for cache replacement in ICN caching. We argue

for encompassing more attributes, along with content popularity for content valua-

tion while designing the caching policies for attaining better caching gain. As more

stakeholders take part in ICN, the ICN caching model needs to adapt to enable a

producer-aware paradigm. In the current ICN caching schemes, content producers

have little control over keeping their contents alive in the network to improve latency

and, thereby, the potential spread of their contents. For cache node valuation, the

producers should take part in valuating and selecting their preferable cache locations

for caching their contents to get higher exposure. So, content and cache node valu-

ation attributes should be selected as consumer-centric and/or producer-centric for

proper utilization of the inherent caching capability of ICN to benefit both the ICN

cache service provider and the content producers.

Future developments in the domain of value-based caching necessitate developing

producer-centric dynamic caching and pricing models where the producers should

be able to keep their contents cached by paying their selected caching nodes cost-

efficiently to facilitate faster content access. Caching nodes inside the cache service

providers should also be able to publicize their measures of connectivity, closeness,

and betweenness to gauge their pricing models to attract valuable (or more profitable)

content from the producers. Ultimately, considering caching from the perspective of

producers and how the producers value topological and monetary factors in caching

networks is an important dimension in the domain of value-based ICN caching evo-

lution.

Along with the producer-centric cache valuation, collaboration among the cache
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nodes and the cache network topology analysis are two other important design factors

in value-based ICN caching. Value-based caching schemes should adopt collaborative

methods for caching decisions to improve caching performance through higher cache

hits, lower delay, and reduced caching redundancy. However, the increased commu-

nication overhead due to the collaboration should be considered for efficient perfor-

mance. Although the topology of ICN cache networks should no longer be limited to

hierarchical trees, many ICN caching schemes have considered the network of caches

in ICNs under hierarchical tree-structured networks. Value-based caching should

consider arbitrary cache network topologies as the high dynamicity of cache network

topologies in ICN obsoletes the fixed parent-child relationship of cache networks.

3.4 Summary

Our comprehensive quantitative and qualitative performance assessments of ICN

caching schemes and the correlation between both analyses present unique insights

into ICN caching primitives and their impact on performance. For example, we

demonstrate how non-cooperative caching schemes typically yield unnecessary cache

redundancy. On the other hand, among non-cooperative schemes, probabilistic caching

scheme shines in performance if the random caching probability value is tuned to min-

imize cache replacement errors. A location-based scheme can perform better than an

exhaustive indiscriminate scheme but this depends on network topology. Off-path,

explicit collaboration-based schemes achieve better caching performance than the

on-path, implicit collaboration-based schemes by producing more cache hits and re-

quiring less latency to retrieve requested contents because of efficient collaborative

usage of caching resources but at the expense of increased communication overhead.
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Caching scheme that caches contents near requesting consumers performs well for

high popularity skewness as the majority of content requests concentrate on a smaller

set of popular contents for high popularity skewness value. We conclude this chapter

by stating some specific design factors that should be taken into consideration in our

research of cache content and cache node valuation.
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Chapter 4

Content Valuation in ICN

A considerable body of research addresses cache placement and replacement issues

in ICN [26, 51, 90]. However, assigning value to the cache content while designing a

caching policy in ICN for efficient cache utilization has been given very little attention.

Research investigating the maximization of the cache utilities by assigning value to

cache contents can play an important role in designing efficient cache decision policies

in ICN.

In this chapter, our research objective is to maximize the cache utilities of an ICN

cache service provider by maximizing the value of its cached contents. We define

the term ICN cache service provider to represent an entity, owning a group of cache

nodes or cache routers that aims to maximize its caching utilities by selecting and

caching the maximum number of valuable contents. We address two central research

questions, first, whether an ICN cache service provider can benefit from storing high-

valued contents, and second, if yes, what would be the attributes for determining the

value of contents? To address these research questions, our contributions from this

chapter are threefold:

1. We define the attributes of content and content producer to determine the
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content value.

2. We propose a novel utility value-based function that determines the value of

content considering our defined attributes.

3. We design, implement and evaluate a novel utility value-based caching scheme,

Max-ContentUtility that makes cache placement and replacement decisions to

maximize the aggregated utility value of the contents to attain maximum ben-

efits.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 overviews se-

lected related literature in ICN caching that focuses on content valuation. Section

4.2 elaborates on our proposed system of value-based caching, describes the design

principles of the proposed utility value-based function that determines content value

and explains the Max-ContentUtility caching algorithm that maximizes the aggre-

gated content utility value while making caching decisions. Section 4.3 consists of

the experiment set-up and performance evaluation results of the Max-ContentUtility

scheme compared to other well-known ICN caching schemes, and we conclude our

chapter with our final discussions in Section 4.4.

4.1 ICN Literature Addressing Content Valuation

Maximizing caching utilities by cache content valuation has been overlooked in ICN

literature. Most of the proposed caching schemes considered only the content popu-

larity for content valuation while designing the cache decision policies [26, 51, 78, 80,

90, 112]. The work in [90] considered the age of content for content valuation, yet

content popularity was used to define the content age. More comprehensive attempts
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were reported in [6, 7] for maximizing the caching utility, where the authors consid-

ered the delay, popularity and age parameters to select the content to be dropped

while making cache replacement decisions only. Nevertheless, these research works

did not consider any producer-centric attribute for content valuation and did not pro-

pose any cache content placement scheme to maximize the caching utilities. Hence,

it is important to research the valuation of cache contents that can play an impor-

tant role in maximizing caching benefits in ICN. In this regard, our research embeds

producer-centric attribute to valuate content, specifies the attributes to valuate the

content, proposes the utility value-based function that determines the content value,

and designs and implements a utility value-based caching algorithm that makes cache

placement and replacement decisions to maximize the caching utilities.

4.2 Content Value-Based Caching System

We propose our content utility value-based caching algorithm Max-ContentUtility,

on the well-known and well-cited ICN architecture in the ICN research community,

named Content-Centric Networking (CCN) [62]. In this section, we describe our

proposed system of maximizing the value of cache contents; we define our utility

value-based caching function; and lastly, we describe our proposed content utility

value-based caching algorithm, that aims to maximize the aggregated content utility

value of an ICN cache service provider while making content caching and replacement

decisions.
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4.2.1 System Model

Our content utility value-based caching system mainly focuses on selecting highly

valuable contents to be cached across all the cache routers inside the ICN cache

service provider so that the aggregated content utility value can be maximized. Our

proposed system consists of three entities: multiple producers, multiple consumers

and a single ICN cache service provider.

Content producers are network nodes that originate, publish and store content,

such as servers, tablets, and sensors. In our system, multiple producers do not pro-

duce the same content. Our assumption matches with the default settings of CCN

architecture, where each producer adds a unique prefix to the names of its produced

contents to distinguish contents. In our system, contents are also tagged with their

producers’ reputation values. Content consumers are network nodes that subscribe to

named contents and can be personal computers, smartphones, servers, sensors, etc.

In our content value-based system, the ICN cache service provider works as a sin-

gle administrative domain aiming to maximize its aggregated content utility value.

It consists of edge routers, intermediate routers and a network manager (NM). The

consumers send their content requests to the edge routers and receive their requested

contents from the edge routers. Consumers have no direct communication with the in-

termediate cache routers. The NM is connected to all cache routers to coordinate the

dynamically shared caching information inside the ICN cache service provider. This

NM stores and supplies the necessary information to the cache routers required to cal-

culate dynamically updated contents’ utility value. Our system uses the shortest-path

routing scheme while generating a single content request forwarding path between

each paired of edge router and producer.
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Figure 4.1: Proposed framework of content value-based caching system: The 2-step
process of cache content selection is highlighted with numbered arrows,
and detailed in 4.2.1

Figure 4.1 depicts the framework of our proposed content value-based caching

system. Suppose a content request is forwarded from consumer C1 to content producer

P1 in step 1. Then, in step 2, producer P1 responds to the content request by sending

the requested content back to the consumer C1 while the requested content is routed

through the cache routers IR2, IR1 and ER1 along the request forwarding path. In

this step, the cache routers take their own caching decisions independently based on
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their calculated utility values of the contents. Suppose among the routers, only the

cache router ER1 caches the content while the requested content is routed back to

the requesting consumer C1. A cache router along the request forwarding path can

work both as a requester and a source of content. In the figure, edge router ER1 is

a requester of the requested content in step 1 while the content request is forwarded

from consumer C1 to the original content producer P1. After the requested content

is cached at the edge router ER1, this edge router works as a source of the requested

content and can respond to a future request for the content. If a content request

gets the requested content in a cache router along the request forwarding path, the

cache routers between the source cache router caching the requested content and the

requesting consumer make caching decisions independently based on their contents’

utility values following the same steps.

4.2.2 Deriving Content Utility Value-Based Caching Function

Unlike most existing works [26, 51, 78, 80, 90, 112], along with content popularity, we

consider two other key attributes of the content and content producer, that can reflect

a much better prediction about content value. Inspired by the research conducted

in sensor networks [12], we categorize our content valuation attributes into: cache

content attributes and content producer attribute.

1. Attributes of Content to Derive Desirability of Content

Our proposed utility function calculates content desirability in terms of content

popularity and by the number of instances or replicas of content existing across

all cache routers as follows.
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We determine the popularity of a content by the consumers’ requesting frequen-

cies for that content. We define the popularity of a given content k at a cache

router j by equation (4.1)

Popk,j =
Rqk,j∑

k∈K
Rqk,j

(4.1)

where Rqk,j is the total number of requests for the content k received by the

cache router j and K is the set of contents to be cached.

Our utility function follows a collaborative approach to determine the number

of content replicas for assessing content availability. We define the replica value

of a content k at a cache router j, denoted as
∑
j∈J

Replicak,j, with respect to the

whole ICN cache service provider consisting of the set of cache routers J , where∑
j∈J

Replicak,j means the total number of instances or replicas of the content k

across the set of cache routers J .

2. Attribute of Content Producer to Derive Quality of Content

The quality of a content producer can significantly influence the value of its

produced content. Therefore, we consider the reputation of a content producer

to determine the quality of its content. The reputation value of a content

producer reflects the producer’s reputation history based on the consumers’

feedback.

In our utility function, we define the reputation value of the producer of content

k as RPk and assume that the reputation values of all content producers are

already computed and known to us. We assign the reputation values in the

interval [0, 1].
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Finally, our content utility value-based caching function determines the utility

value of a content k at cache router j as

CVk,j = λ.Popk,j + β.
1∑

j∈J
Replicak,j

+ γ.RPk (4.2)

where λ, β and γ are tuning parameters and sum up to 1. So, the content

utility value-based caching function determines the content value as a weighted

sum of the normalized attribute values determining the desirability and quality

of content. Assigning the values of the tuning parameters is a design decision

and depending on our designed system, we adjusted or adapted these tuning

parameters.

4.2.3 Max-ContentUtility: Content Utility Value-Based Caching Algo-

rithm

Max-ContentUtility caches and replaces contents to maximize the aggregated content

utility values while reducing the caching redundancy and accommodating as many

diverse and highly reputed contents as possible inside the ICN cache service provider.

Each cache router along the content delivery path makes caching decision inde-

pendently while the requested contents are routed back based on its contents’ utility

value calculated using equation (4.2). The NM (depicted in Figure 4.1) is updated

regarding the number of replicas of the cached contents inside the ICN cache service

provider by the cache routers. The cache routers collect dynamically updated content

replica information requiring to calculate the content utility values from the NM to
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Algorithm 1: Max-ContentUtility

Input : K: Set of Contents, J : Set of Cache Routers, Ck: Set of
Consumers, Pk :Set of Content Producers, RPk :Set of
reputation values

Output : Caching Decision xkj
1 forall k ∈ K do
2 forall j ∈ J do
3 if j has free space then
4 Cache k in j and calculate CVk,j
5 else if

∑
j∈J

Replicak,j = 0 then

6 Drop LUV Cj, cache k in j and calculate CVk,j
7 else
8 Calculate CVk,j
9 if CVk,j > CVLUV C,j then

10 Drop LUV Cj and cache k in j
11 else
12 Do not cache and forward content k
13 end

14 end

15 end

16 end

17 end
18 return xkj
19 end

20 end

make caching decisions. Hence, Max-ContentUtility enables cache routers to coordi-

nate their caching decisions regarding content availability without explicit information

exchange. Because of this coordination, the cache routers can remove caching redun-

dancy by controlling the number of replicas of the cached contents while effectively

utilizing the available cache spaces.

The inputs are initialized in the first iteration in Algorithm 1. The inputs are

the sets of contents K, cache routers J , content producers Pk, k ∈ K, and content
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producers’ reputation values RPk, k ∈ K.

In Algorithm 1, lines 3-4 define the cache placement decision where there is avail-

able space in a cache router to cache the requested content while calculating the

content utility value. Lines 5-17 define the cache placement and replacement de-

cisions where there is no available space in a cache router to cache the requested

content. In this situation, caching decisions are made based on whether or not the

requested content has any replica inside the ICN cache service provider. If there is no

replica of the requested content, the least utility valued cached content (LUV C) in

the cache router is replaced to make space for caching the requested content. How-

ever, if there is at least one replica of the requested content, either the LUV C is

replaced to make space and the requested content is cached if the requested content

can achieve a higher content utility value than the utility value of the LUV C or the

requested content is not cached either if the requested content has less or has equal

content utility value to the LUV C.

The complexity of Max-ContentUtility algorithm is dominated by the sorting of

the cached contents based on their utility values. The complexity for sorting the con-

tents isO(|Kc|. log(|Kc|)) and the complexity of the algorithm isO(|Kr|.|Jp|.|Kc|. log(|Kc|)),

where |Kr| is the total number of requested contents, |Jp| is the total number of on-

path cache nodes through which the requests are routed and |Kc| is the total number

of cached contents in a cache node.

4.3 Performance Assessment

In this section, the performance of the Max-ContentUtility scheme is evaluated under

an environment that mimics a real network scenario. Simulation results show that
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Table 4.1: Default Simulation Parameters

Simulation Parameters Values
Number of Producers 16
Number of Consumers 92
Number of Edge Routers 23
Number of Intermediate Routers 11
Total Number of Contents 16000
Cache Capacity in Percentage 30%
Popularity Skewness Factor α 0.8
Number of Requests per Second 10

Max-ContentUtility achieves the design objective and performs better compared to

other well-known ICN caching schemes for various performance metrics under several

experimental settings.

4.3.1 Simulation Environment

We use the Boston University Representative Internet Topology gEnerator(BRITE)

tool [87] to mimic a realistic network topology and an NS-3 based simulator ndnSIM

[3] for our simulation. Each producer produces 1000 contents and the total con-

tents and the content size are scalable in our simulation. The arrival of content

requests follows a Poisson distribution process and requests are generated accord-

ing to the well-known Zipf content popularity distribution law [13]. We evaluate the

performance of theMax-ContentUtility scheme against the baseline scheme Cache Ev-

erything Everywhere (CEE )[62], the well-performing probabilistic scheme Prob(0.3)

[26] and well-cited probabilistic scheme ProbCache [99]. Table 4.1 lists the default

parameter values of our simulation environment.
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4.3.2 Performance Metrics

We consider two groups of metrics for the performance assessment: research-objective-

related metrics and standard caching metrics. For the research-objective-related met-

rics, we consider Aggregated Content Value and Diversity Ratio and for standard

caching metrics, we consider Delay and Cache Hit Ratio. Both groups of the perfor-

mance metrics are defined below.

1. Aggregated Content Value: We define the aggregated content value as the

total utility value of all the cached contents across all cache routers of the ICN

cache service provider.

2. Diversity Ratio: We define the diversity ratio as the total number of unique

or distinct contents stored or cached across all the cache routers without any

repetition to the total number of cached contents in the entire ICN cache service

provider.

3. Delay: The delay is measured as the time difference from when a content re-

quest is sent until the corresponding requested content is received. We measure

the delay in microsecond (µs). We focus on the delay in retrieving high-reputed

contents only to assess our contribution of considering the quality attribute of

content (reputation value of content producer) for content valuation.

4. Cache Hit Ratio: We define the cache hit ratio as the total number of cache

hits to the total number of requested contents.
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4.3.3 Performance Analysis

We evaluate the effect of cache capacity percentage and popularity skewness param-

eters on the four performance metrics for performance analysis of the schemes. We

consider a 95% confidence interval for the performance analysis.

1. The Impact of Cache Capacity Percentage

Cache capacity percentage is defined as the ratio of the total cache size of all

cache routers over the total content size expressed in percentage. Cache ca-

pacity of the cache router scales with the total content size and it is varied in

our experiments to show the effects of varying cache capacities on the caching

schemes. While varying cache capacity, we consider homogeneous cache alloca-

tion settings for performance analysis.

Figure 4.2 depicts that CEE attains the least aggregated content utility value

among all schemes as it caches contents indiscriminately without considering

any content attribute. Prob(0.3) and ProbCache outperform CEE because

both schemes cache contents in probabilistic ways. Among all schemes, Max-

ContentUtility performs the best for all test cache sizes, while producing the

highest aggregated content utility value. This is because Max-ContentUtility

not only considers popular contents but also considers less popular contents

having scarcity, and contents having high-reputation value while caching. The

performance improvement of Max-ContentUtility significantly increases with

the increment of cache size. Max-ContentUtility achieves significantly greater

utility value compared to Prob(0.3) and ProbCache by 51.39% and 53.46%

for 30% cache capacity. This significant performance improvement of Max-

ContentUtility occurs because, with the increment of the cache capacity, an
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Figure 4.2: Aggregated content utility value for varying cache sizes

increased number of valuable contents are cached resulting in a higher aggre-

gated content utility value. The aggregated utility value of all schemes increases

along with the increment of cache capacity. This is due to the fact that, with

the increment of cache capacity, an increased number of contents are cached

resulting in a higher aggregated content utility value.

Figure 4.3 depicts that CEE produces the least diversity ratio among all caching

schemes as it unnecessarily caches multiple replicas of the same content resulting

in huge caching redundancy. ProbCache and Prob(0.3) achieve a much higher

diversity ratio compared to CEE as ProbCache allocates the available cache

capacity fairly among the different content flows and Prob (0.3) caches content
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Figure 4.3: Diversity ratio for varying cache sizes

in a probabilistic way using a fixed probability value.

Max-ContentUtility achieves the highest diversity ratio among all for all test

cache sizes while having significant performance improvements compared to oth-

ers. This is because, Max-ContentUtility considers popular contents, less popu-

lar scarce contents, and contents having a high-reputation value while caching

to maximize the aggregated content utility value. Moreover, whenever any con-

tent is requested that does not have any cached replica, Max-ContentUtility

caches the content while replacing the least utility valued content. As a result,

Max-ContentUtility prioritizes to cache diverse contents in the whole ICN cache

service provider greatly reducing caching redundancy by limiting the number
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of replicas of cached contents. Figure 4.3 shows that, for 30% cache size, Max-

ContentUtility achieves 50% and 52% higher diversity ratio compared to Prob-

Cache and Prob(0.3). All schemes demonstrate the same trend of producing a

lower diversity ratio with increasing cache size because multiple replicas of the

same content get cached for larger cache sizes. Although the diversity ratio de-

teriorates significantly for all other schemes, Max-ContentUtility demonstrates

stability with the increasing cache sizes thus, ensuring redundancy elimination.

The reason for this steadiness is that Max-ContentUtility enables the cache

routers to limit the number of replicas of cached contents in the entire network

in a coordinated way, even for popular contents and larger cache capacities.

Figure 4.4: Delay for varying cache sizes
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We evaluate the delay required to retrieve high-reputed contents only since our

research focuses on caching good quality contents. Figure 4.4 demonstrates that

CEE incurs the largest delay to access high-reputed content as it caches con-

tents indiscriminately without considering any content attribute. ProbCache

and Prob(0.3) both outperform CEE as Probcache manages cache resources

efficiently by assigning cache weight factors based on the closeness with re-

spect to the content requesting consumer resulting in a reduced number of

hops to retrieve contents and Prob(0.3) considers caching probability value.

Max-ContentUtility not only prioritizes caching popular and unpopular scarce

contents focusing on content desirability but also caches good quality contents

having high reputation values. As a result, Max-ContentUtility incurs the least

delay to access high-reputed contents among all schemes. The delay for all

schemes is reduced with the increment of cache size since the increased avail-

able cache spaces can cache a higher number of contents incurring lower access

delay.

Figure 4.5 depicts that CEE attains the lowest cache hit ratio among all schemes

for ignoring content attributes while taking caching decisions. ProbCache en-

sures fair multiplexing among different content flows while sharing the cache

capacity increasing the probability of cache hits. Prob(0.3) attains a higher

cache hit ratio than CEE but performs worse than ProbCache as fixed prob-

ability value for content caching cannot properly reflect the dynamic content

popularity. Max-ContentUtility produces the highest cache hit ratio among

all, such as producing 44% and 76% more cache hit ratio than ProbCache and

Prob(0.3) for 10% cache size. The significance of performance variances between
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Figure 4.5: Cache hit ratio for varying cache sizes

Max-ContentUtility with ProbCache and Prob(0.3) decreases as the cache size

increases. This is due to the fact that, ProbCache and Prob(0.3) focus on con-

tent popularity while having the opportunity to cache more replicas of the pop-

ular contents along with the increased cache capacities at the expense of having

less diverse and less good quality contents. Even though Max-ContentUtility

considers content popularity, it also caches diverse and good quality contents

while limiting caching redundancies even for large cache capacity resulting in

a reduced cache hit ratio. Therefore, Max-ContentUtility efficiently utilizes

caching resources by ensuring caching diversity and availability of high-quality

contents as well as demonstrates an acceptable cache hit ratio even for larger
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cache sizes.

2. The Impact of Popularity Skewness

We evaluate the performance of the caching schemes by controlling the popular-

ity skewness parameter α in the Zipf popularity distribution where α captures

the degree of concentration of content requests.

Figure 4.6 shows that ProbCache and Prob(0.3) perform better than the CEE

scheme as Prob(0.3) follows a probabilistic way to select content, and Prob-

Cache fairly distributes different contents among caching paths instead of indis-

criminately caching contents as CEE. Max-ContentUtility produces the largest

aggregated content value demonstrating significant performance improvement

Figure 4.6: Aggregated content utility value for varying popularity skewness value
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compared to all other schemes across all skewness values as it considers pop-

ularity, diversity, and quality of contents to achieve the aggregated content

value. The aggregated content utility values of all schemes decrease with the

increment of the popularity skewness value. This is because, users’ requests

concentrate on a smaller set of popular contents for larger values of popular-

ity skewness parameter α. As a result, CEE, ProbCache, and Prob(0.3) cache

multiple replicas of this smaller set of popular contents producing caching redun-

dancy while achieving lower utility value. However, the performance difference

of Max-ContentUtility is insignificant across varying skewness values. Max-

ContentUtility demonstrates stable performance for a specific cache capacity

across all skewness values due to the fact that, even for highly skewed content

requests, it can maintain cache diversity limiting the number of replicas while

maximizing the aggregated content utility value of the cached contents.

Figure 4.7 reveals that, Max-ContentUtility produces the highest diversity ra-

tio while generating significant performance variances compared to all other

schemes across all α values such as 66% and 68% over ProbCache and Prob(0.3)

respectively for α=1. This significant superior performance is attributed to the

fact that, Max-ContentUtility is capable of restricting the number of replicas of

cached contents even when it receives highly skewed content requests.

A similar trend of reducing the diversity ratio because of the increasing α can

be observed for all schemes. This happens when users’ requests concentrate on

a smaller set of popular contents while caching multiple replicas of the highly

skewed popular contents. However, Max-ContentUtility shows robust perfor-

mance against varying α values. This is because, Max-ContentUtility ensures
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Figure 4.7: Diversity ratio for varying popularity skewness value

caching diversity by limiting the number of replicas of cached contents even for

the smaller set of highly popular contents and caching scarce and high-reputed

contents.

With the increment of α value, all schemes tend to incur less delay to access

contents. This is because, for larger α, maximum users’ requests focus only on

small number of highly reputed contents, which generates more cache hits and

eventually incurs less access delay. Figure 4.8 shows that, Max-ContentUtility

incurs the least delay among all schemes across all test cases. This is because,

Max-ContentUtility ensures a well-balanced caching of high-reputed, popular

and diverse contents to maximize aggregated content utility value.
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Figure 4.8: Delay for varying popularity skewness value

Figure 4.9 depicts that Max-ContentUtility generates the highest cache hit ra-

tio among all schemes across all α values. Even for a large α value (α=1)

and a large cache capacity (30% of total contents), Max-ContentUtility outper-

forms ProbCache and Prob(0.3) by 1.68% and 6.35% respectively. Although

the performance improvement of Max-ContentUtility in comparison to Prob-

Cache and Prob(0.3) schemes is not significant as these schemes prioritize to

cache frequently requested contents, Max-ContentUtility is able to produce an

acceptable cache hit ratio while maintaining diversity and caching high-reputed

contents across all α values.
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Figure 4.9: Cache hit ratio for varying popularity skewness value

4.4 Summary

Our proposed Max-ContentUtility scheme fulfills the main research objective of max-

imizing aggregated content utility value of the ICN cache service provider because

of its caching criteria based on content popularity, diversity, and reputation. Max-

ContentUtility demonstrates significant performance superiority and robustness while

removing caching redundancy compared to very well-known caching schemes since it

can strictly limit the number of replicas of cached contents even for very skewed con-

tent popularity distribution having large cache capacity. In addition,Max-ContentUtility

requires the least delay to retrieve high-reputed content as it prioritizes caching high-

quality content. While Max-ContentUtility efficiently utilizes the caching resources
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by ensuring caching diversity and availability of good quality contents, it also demon-

strates an acceptable cache hit ratio even for large cache size and popularity skewness

value.
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Chapter 5

Producer-Driven Cache Node Valuation

Despite substantial developments in cache placement and replacement in ICNs [23, 69,

77, 92, 96, 113], the caching decision problem is often addressed under consumer/content-

driven mechanisms. Fluctuations in request rates and cache capacities typically have

the most impact on where content would be cached. Devising a cache node valuation

and selection scheme where the content producer plays a role in valuating cache nodes

for efficiency (aiming to maximize caching utility) is seldom explored. As ICNs ex-

pand, it is imperative to investigate the impact of producer-driven caching on overall

network performance. Being a key stake-holder and often aware of varying dynam-

ics of request patterns, the producers can leverage their insights and predictions to

improve cache performance. Producers may prefer certain nodes to cache their con-

tents based on favorable factors, such as topological centrality, the closeness of cache

nodes to consumers, and replacement rates of cache nodes. These factors would im-

pact the valuation of caching nodes. Nevertheless, maximizing cache utilization via

dynamic cache valuation is challenging in ICNs, due to inter-dependencies in model

parameters.

In this chapter, our main objective is to investigate the impact of producer-driven
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caching on cache node valuation. Thus, we propose a model where content produc-

ers aim to maximize cache utilization by valuating and selecting cache nodes. This

novel caching model enables producers to consider a set of dynamic and topological

attributes in assessing and selecting cache nodes.

We address two central research questions in this chapter first, whether content

producers can achieve higher exposure for their contents if they drive their valuation

and selection. If so, what attributes have impact on determining the value of caching

nodes? To address these research questions, our contributions in this chapter are:

1. We devise producer-centric caching attributes that build towards a cache-valuation

model.

2. We propose a novel node utility value-based function based on which the content

producers determine the value of cache nodes considering the caching attributes.

3. We propose, implement and evaluate our novel node utility value-based caching

scheme, Max-NodeUtility, that producers utilize to optimize caching decisions

to maximize caching utility.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 overviews some

related research papers on ICN caching addressing the problem of cache node se-

lection. Section 5.2 elaborates on our proposed system of node value-based caching,

describes the design principles of the proposed node value-based utility function based

on which the content producers determine the cache node value, and explains theMax-

NodeUtility caching scheme, which aims to select the most valuable cache nodes to

maximize caching utility. Section 5.3 consists of the performance evaluation results of
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Max-NodeUtility scheme compared to other well-known caching schemes and Section

5.4 concludes the chapter.

5.1 Cache Node Valuation in ICN Literature

For cache node selection, topological-based ICN caching schemes consider several

standard graph-related centrality metrics as the valuation and selection criteria.

These metrics are betweenness centrality defining the number of times a cache node

lies on the content delivery paths between all pairs of nodes in a network topology

[23, 96, 127], or the degree centrality defining the number of links incident upon

a cache node [31]. In [77], the concept of routing betweenness centrality (RBC) is

adopted for cache selection, where the RBC value of a cache node is the expected num-

ber of content interest packets that pass through the node from the content consumer

to the content source. The authors in [65] select cache nodes based on content-based

centrality (CBC), where the CBC value of a cache node is defined as the sum of the

ratio of the number of shortest paths from all consumers to all contents that pass

through the cache node to the total number of shortest paths between all pairs of

consumer and content. Many caching schemes also consider the cache node’s available

cache capacities [19, 92], the maximum number of cache hits [19], and closeness to

the requesting consumers [99, 101] for cache node selection.

Despite significant research efforts that address cache node selection, to the best of

our knowledge, maximizing producer-driven caching has been seldom explored in ICN

literature. Hence, we propose a novel concept of producer-driven cache node valuation

and selection scheme to maximize the caching utilities. In our caching scheme, the

content producers aim to be benefited by getting higher exposure to their contents
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by intelligently selecting cache nodes while taking caching decisions. To alleviate

the load on some specific high centrality-valued well-connected nodes having higher

possibilities of being selected as cache nodes, the content producers consider some

important dynamic attributes of cache nodes as node value determining attributes

along with the topology attributes in our caching system. In our node valuation

scheme, the content producers decide and rank the cache node assessment attributes,

adjust or adapt the weight values of the attributes for optimizing the caching decisions,

and decide the node value assessment and selection methods for maximizing caching

utility.

5.2 Node Value-Based Caching System

Our proposed node value-based caching system and Max-NodeUtility node valuation

and selection scheme work with the well-known CCN architecture [62]. In this section,

first, we describe our producer-centric caching system which maximizes the value of

cache nodes, second we define the utility value-based cache node valuation function

and finally we describe our utility value-based cache node valuation and selection

scheme which aims to select the maximum valuable cache nodes while making caching

decisions.

5.2.1 System Model

Our node utility value-based caching system focuses on selecting the most valuable

cache nodes, from the perspective of content producers, to maximize caching util-

ity. Our proposed system consists of three entities: multiple producers, multiple

consumers and a single ICN cache service provider.
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Content producers are the network nodes that can publish named contents such as

servers, tablets, sensors, RFID tags, etc. Content consumers are network nodes that

subscribe to or request content. An ICN cache service provider works as a coherent

administrative domain consisting of edge routers, intermediate routers, and a network

manager (NM). As any cache router in ICN has caching capability, a cache router can

cache requested content and be the content source while fulfilling consumer requests.

So, the content source can be the content producer or the cache router caching the

requested content.

In our proposed system, the content producers are the decision-making entities

aiming to benefit by selecting the most valuable cache nodes for caching their con-

tents. Content producers decide and rank cache node attributes. An NM collects

caching decision criteria, node valuation, and selection schemes from content produc-

ers. Thus, whenever the NM receives a request for content interest processing, it

carries out the pre-determined assessment and selection steps and reports back the

cache node selection decisions to the content producers or to the cache nodes (caching

the requested content) so that the requested contents are cached at the “best” or most

valuable cache nodes while routed back to the consumers. To remedy security issues

in our system, the NM tracks the dynamic conditions of the network while valuat-

ing and selecting the cache nodes instead of allowing the producers direct access to

network status.

Figure 5.1 shows the framework of our utility value-based cache node valuation

system. Suppose a content request is forwarded from consumer C1 to the content

producer P1 in step 1. In step 2, the producer P1 sends the corresponding content

request processing request to the NM. In step 3, the NM reports back the caching
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Figure 5.1: Proposed framework of node value-based caching system: The 4-step pro-
cess of cache node selection is highlighted with numbered arrows and de-
tailed in 5.2.1

decision to the producer P1 after executing the cache node assessment and selection

scheme and the requested content is cached at the selected cache node, such as at

node IR1, while routed back to the requesting consumer C1 in step 4. A cache node

can work both as a requester and a source of content. In the figure, cache node IR1 is

a requester for the requested content in step 1 when the content request is forwarded

from consumer C1 to the producer P1. After the requested content is cached at the
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cache node IR1, node IR1 works as a source of the requested content and can respond

to a future request for the content. If a content request gets the requested content in a

cache node along the request forwarding path, the NM executes the same assessment

and selection scheme and reports back the caching decision to the source cache node.

5.2.2 Utility Value-Based Cache Node Valuation

In our cache node valuation system, content producers determine the utility value of

a cache node in terms of some dynamic attributes and topological attributes of the

cache node. The utility value-based node valuation function defines the value of the

cache node based on the attributes, chosen by the producers, and the caching scheme

aims to select the most valuable cache nodes based on the node valuation function.

1. Topological Attributes of Cache Node

Centrality of the cache nodes determining the cache nodes’ relative positions

in the network topology effectively measures the importance of the nodes as

candidate caching locations [31, 96]. In our scheme, the content producers

consider the most widely used centrality measures Betweenness [23, 96, 105]

and Degree Centrality [31, 105] values of the cache nodes for node valuation.

Betweenness Centrality (BC) is a useful indicator of node importance in a net-

work topology as caching at important nodes having high BC values increases

contents’ reachability, incurring increased cache hits and reduced content re-

trieval latency. BC value of a cache node j can be defined by equation (5.1)

BCj =
∑

s ̸=j ̸=tϵJ

σs,t(j)

σs,t
(5.1)
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where σs,t is the total number of content delivery paths between the two cache

nodes s and t(s ̸= j ̸= t) and σs,t(j) is the number of content delivery paths

between s and t that pass through cache node j.

Degree Centrality (DC) is based on the concept that having more direct ties

results in being more important in the network topology while maintaining

increased contacts with numerous other cache nodes. DC value of a cache node

j can be defined as

DCj =
degree(j)

(|J | − 1)
(5.2)

where degree(j) is the number of edges incident upon cache node j and |J | is

the total number of cache nodes.

Content producers determine the topological value of a cache node j, defined as

Topj using equation (5.3), where the BC and DC values of cache node j impact

the likelihood of caching at that node.

Topj = (BCj)(DCj) (5.3)

2. Dynamic Attributes of Cache Node

Content producers consider a cache node’s distance to a specific requesting

consumer and the replacement ratio as dynamic attributes for assessing the

utility value of that cache node.

Topological attributes such as BC and DC values are insufficient to determine

cache node value. A well-connected node with a high BC or DC value is not
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necessarily a closer node to the requesting consumer. Caching content closer

to the consumer can increase cache hits and reduce content retrieval delay.

To minimize retrieval delay and maximize cache hits, the content producers

consider the distance of a cache node in terms of the number of hops from the

requesting consumer and aim to cache contents closer to the consumers.

The distance of a cache node j is defined as

Distj(k) =
Hopsksrc,j
HopsCk,ksrc

(5.4)

where Hopsksrc,j defines the number of hops between the content source (can

be a cache node or the content producer) of the candidate content k and the

cache node j and HopsCk,ksrc defines the number of hops between the content

source and the requesting consumer of the content k, Ck. So, equation (5.4)

dynamically calculates the closeness of a potential cache node from the request-

ing consumer to a specific content request and gives higher values to the cache

nodes closer to the requesting consumers.

The replacement ratio of a cache node defines the ratio between the total num-

ber of replaced contents and the total number of received content requests at

that cache node. Cached contents at important central nodes and nodes closer

to the consumers can easily be replaced. So, to prevent the exhaustion of these

important central and near consumer nodes, the content producers aim to re-

strict excessive caching tendency of nodes preventing a large cache replacement

ratio.
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The cache replacement ratio of a cache node j is defined as

CRRj =
TotalRpcj

TotalInterestj
(5.5)

where TotalRpcj is the total number of replaced contents and TotalInterestj

is the total number of content requests at cache node j.

The content producers determine the dynamic attribute value Dynj of a cache

node j using equation (5.6), where the distance of cache node j from the content

source is proportional to caching probability. In contrast, the replacement ratio

of node j is inversely proportional to caching probability.

Dynj = (Distj(k))(1− CRRj) (5.6)

3. Node Utility Value-Based Caching Function

The content producers define the utility value of a cache node j, NVj, by the

utility function defined in equation (5.7), where NVj is a Weighted Sum Value

(WSV) of the topological and dynamic attributes of the cache node j.

NVj = δ(Topj) + η(Dynj) (5.7)

To get the optimal results for node valuation and selection, content producers

adjust or adapt the weight values of the attributes (δ and η) where δ and η sum

up to 1.
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Algorithm 2: Max-NodeUtility

Input : K: Set of Contents, J : Set of Cache Routers, Ck: Set of
Consumers, Pk: Set of Content Producers, Perj: Percentage
of top cache node selection

Output : SN j: Selected cache nodes that will cache k
1 forall k ∈ K do
2 forall j ∈ J do
3 Topj ← (BCj)(DCj)
4 Dynj ← (Distj(k))(1− CRRj)
5 NVj ← δ(Topj) + η(Dynj)

6 end
7 Sj ← Rank nodes j ∈ J based on NVj
8 SN j ← Return top Perj% cache nodes of Sj to cache content k

9 end

5.2.3 Max-NodeUtility: Producer-Driven Cache Node Valuation and Se-

lection Algorithm

Given that our dynamic cache node valuation scheme is producer-driven, content

producers decide and rank the cache decision attributes, adjust the weight values of

the decision attributes, and design the cache node valuation and selection scheme.

The NM collects these producers’ selected decision criteria, attributes, weight values,

node valuation and selection scheme, computes the utility values of the cache nodes

based on the designed scheme, selects the cache nodes based on the selection criteria,

and finally reports back the cache nodes selection decisions to the content producers

or the cache nodes caching the requested contents. Though the content producers

make all caching decisions, the NM executes the cache valuation and selection scheme

to prevent any security or exposure concerns that can be raised if the producers are

allowed to collect the network status for calculating the node values directly. In our

proposed scheme, the NM exchanges caching information with the content producers
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and the cache nodes (caching requested contents) and collects dynamic attribute

values of the cache nodes for cache assessment and selection decisions. So, there

is an implicit collaboration between the NM and the content source for cache node

assessment and selection process.

In the Max-NodeUtility algorithm, the inputs are initialized in the first iteration.

Topj and Dynj of the cache nodes j ∈ J , along the content request forwarding paths

are calculated using equations (5.3) and (5.6) in steps 3 and 4. The node utility value

NVj, j ∈ J of the cache nodes are calculated using equation (5.7) in step 5. In step

7, cache nodes are ranked in descending order based on their utility values. Finally,

in step 8, the top Perj% cache nodes are selected for caching contents.

The complexity of Max-NodeUtility algorithm is dominated by the sorting of the

cache nodes based on their utility values. The complexity for sorting the cache nodes

is O(|Jp|. log(|Jp|)) and the complexity of the algorithm is O(|Kr|.|Jp|. log(|Jp|)),

where |Kr| is the total number of requested contents and |Jp| is the total number of

cache nodes through which the requests are routed.

5.3 Performance Assessment

This section presents a detailed simulation of our Max-NodeUtility scheme, building

on realistic topologies. Simulation results demonstrate the gains of Max-NodeUtility

in leveraging producer-driven caching while contrasting with well-known caching

schemes.
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Table 5.1: Default Simulation Parameters

Simulation Parameters Values
Number of Producers 3
Number of Consumers 92
Number of Edge Routers 23
Number of Intermediate Routers 24
Total Number of Contents 30000
Cache Capacity in Percentage 30%
Popularity Skewness Factor α 1.2
Percentage of Selected Top Cache Nodes 20%

5.3.1 Simulation Environment

We use ndnSIM [3] for our simulation and BRITE tool [87] to mimic a realistic

network topology. Without loss of generality, and to demonstrate the scale of our

proposed scheme, we consider 3 content producers where each producer generates

10000 contents. Content requests arrive following a Poisson distribution process [70],

and requests are generated according to a Zipf popularity-based distribution [13].

The average content request rate follows a uniform distribution where the request

rate is sampled between 20 to 30 requests per second. We evaluate the performance

of the Max-NodeUtility scheme in comparison to the baseline scheme Cache Every-

thing Everywhere (CEE ) [62], well-cited probabilistic scheme ProbCache [99], the

well-performing scheme Leave Copy Down(LCD) [74], and the popular Betweenness

Centrality-based scheme, which we refer to hereafter as Betw [23]. All caching schemes

use a Least Recently Used (LRU ) policy for cache replacements. The default param-

eter values of our simulation environment are listed in Table 5.1.
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5.3.2 Performance Metrics

For performance assessment, as a research-objective-related metric, we consider Node

Utility Value, and as standard caching metrics, we consider Required Hop Ratio and

Cache Hit Ratio. The three performance metrics are defined below.

1. Node Utility Value: The utility value of a cache node quantifies the value

that the cache node brings while selected for caching.

2. Required Hop Ratio: Required hop ratio is the ratio between the hop count

from the requesting consumer to the first cache node where a cache hit occurs

and the length of the content delivery path (in terms of the number of hops

from the requesting consumer to the content producer).

3. Cache Hit Ratio: The cache hit ratio is the ratio between the total number

of cache hits and the total number of requested contents.

5.3.3 Performance Analysis

Our performance analysis presents the effects of varying cache capacity percentages

and popularity skewness values on the performance metrics with 95% confidence

intervals.

Figure 5.2 depicts that CEE attains the least node utility value for lower cache

sizes, because it selects cache nodes indiscriminately, evidently without considering

any node attribute. ProbCache, LCD, and Betw outperform CEE. Specifically, Prob-

Cache increases its caching probability for nodes closer to the requesting consumers,

LCD selects cache nodes near consumers for caching frequently requested contents
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Figure 5.2: Node value for varying cache sizes

and reduces replacement errors, and Betw selects the high BC valued nodes for ef-

ficient caching. For higher cache sizes, the performances of LCD and Betw degrade

because LCD mainly caters to cache exclusivity by reducing replicas, and Betw re-

stricts itself by considering only BC values of nodes, while both schemes fail to utilize

the increased cache capacity efficiently. However, Max-NodeUtility performs the best

among all schemes for all test cache sizes while achieving the highest node utility

value. This is because, Max-NodeUtility selects high-valued cache nodes by consider-

ing the cache node’s distance from the consumers, cache replacement ratio of nodes

and also topological connectivity such as BC and DC values of nodes. Max-NodeUtility

achieves significantly greater utility value than all other schemes, specifically for high
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cache sizes such as outperforming ProbCache by 41% for 30% cache capacity. This

significant performance improvement of Max-NodeUtility occurs because, with the

increment of the cache capacity, an increased number of highly valued cache nodes

are selected for caching resulting in a higher node utility value.

Figure 5.3 illustrates the evaluation of the required hop ratio to present the per-

formance improvement of the caching schemes achieved by lessening the traversed

number of hops to retrieve requested contents. The required hop ratio is incremen-

tally improved for all schemes with the increment of cache size because the increased

available cache spaces can cache a higher number of contents resulting in a reduced

number of required hops to retrieve contents. ProbCache performs better than CEE

Figure 5.3: Required hop ratio for varying cache sizes
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because it considers caching path as a shared pool of resources while ensuring a fair

multiplexing of the resources among all the incoming requests resulting in reduced

number of traversed hops to retrieve contents. Betw performs better than ProbCache

as high BC valued nodes ensure efficient contents retrieval while reducing the number

of hops. Max-NodeUtility outperforms all schemes requiring the least number of hops

to retrieve contents for all cache sizes because it selects valuable cache nodes con-

sidering both cache node’s centrality values and distance from the consumers. The

significance of performance improvement of Max-NodeUtility comparing than other

schemes increments along with the increment of cache size such as it outperforms

ProbCache by 9.8% for 30% cache size as more cache capacity allows selecting more

high-valued cache nodes.

Figure 5.4 depicts that Max-NodeUtility produces the highest cache hit ratio

among all for all cache sizes because it efficiently selects cache nodes considering hop

count, replacement ratio, and topological location of nodes. LCD performs better un-

der a low availability of cache capacity. Usually, popular contents closer to consumers

get replaced by non popular-ones with low cache availability. But LCD avoids such

replacement errors near consumers as LCD requires multiple requests of a content

to replace an already cached popular content. On the other hand, LCD restricts

redundant caching to maintain cache exclusivity which degrades its performance for

the large cache sizes, attaining fewer cache hits while not utilizing the larger cache

spaces. CEE produces the least cache hits among all, but for high cache availability,

its indiscriminate redundant caching attains better cache hits while performing bet-

ter than LCD. Betw and ProbCache perform better than CEE as ProbCache utilizes

cache resources efficiently by fair multiplexing among different content flows, and
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Figure 5.4: Cache hit ratio for varying cache sizes

Betw selects the cache nodes that lie along a high number of content delivery paths

while attaining increased cache hits.

Figure 5.5 shows that Max-NodeUtility produces the largest node utility value

among all schemes demonstrating significant performance improvement compared to

all other schemes across all skewness values because it only selects highly valued cache

nodes while considering the distance of cache nodes in terms of hop count, cache node’s

relative position in the network topology, and replacement ratio of nodes. For exam-

ple, Max-NodeUtility achieves a higher node utility value than ProbCache by 48.19%

for α=1.4. The node utility values of all schemes increase with the increment of the

popularity skewness value. This is because users requests concentrate on a smaller set
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Figure 5.5: Node value for varying popularity skewness value

of popular contents for larger α values. As a result, multiple replicas of this smaller

set of popular contents are redundantly cached achieving an increased hop reduction

ratio and decreased cache replacement ratio while resulting into higher node utility

value. For high skewness value, the performances of LCD and Betw degrade because

LCD behaves conservatively, aiming to maintain cache exclusivity by reducing repe-

titious caching of the highly skewed popular contents and Betw restrictively caches

only at high BC valued nodes.

All schemes tend to require traversing less number of hops to retrieve contents

with the increment of α value. For larger α value, only a small number of con-

tents are requested by the maximum consumers while generating more cache hits and
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Figure 5.6: Required hop ratio for varying popularity skewness value

eventually requiring less number of hops for contents retrieval. Figure 5.6 shows that

Max-NodeUtility requires the least number of hops to traverse among all schemes

across all skewness values, because it considers the node’s hop distance and topologi-

cal location. For high skewness value, LCD cannot perform well because of its design

objective of maintaining strict cache exclusivity by reducing redundant caching, re-

quiring a high number of hops to be traversed to get cache hits even for high skewness

value.

Figure 5.7 reveals that Max-NodeUtility attains the highest cache hit ratio among

all schemes across all α values because it selects highly valued cache nodes. LCD

cannot capture high skewness value because it restricts itself from redundant caching
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Figure 5.7: Cache hit ratio for varying popularity skewness value

of the smaller set of popular contents while producing fewer cache hits. On the other

hand, CEE attains better cache hits than LCD for high skewness values because it

caches multiple replicas of the smaller set of popular contents.

5.4 Summary

Producer-driven caching can introduce many potential gains in future caching tech-

niques. The Max-NodeUtility cache valuation and selection scheme aims to maximize

caching utility by selecting the most valuable cache nodes, factoring in hop distance,

replacement ratio, and topological location of nodes. The superior performance of

Max-NodeUtility compared to some well-performing caching schemes while requiring
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the least number of traversed hops to retrieve contents and achieving the highest

cache hit ratio reveals that producers can get higher exposure by driving the cache

valuation and selection problem.
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Chapter 6

Dynamic Caching and Pricing in Producer-Driven

ICN

Cache nodes in ICN are ubiquitous, and network routers along the content transmis-

sion path can cache named content and respond to content requests [69]. However,

due to the fundamental differences between caching in ICN and the current Inter-

net, the relationships among the network players, including content producers, cache

service providers, and consumers in the ICN caching system, have changed. Conse-

quently, the current pricing policies cannot incentivize ICN cache service providers

to provide caching services [4, 54, 102]. Hence, it is important to investigate new

economic models and pricing policies to incentivize the ICN cache providers while

addressing the dynamic cache allocation and pricing problem.

Dynamic cache allocation and pricing for caching in ICNs is a challenging prob-

lem, especially when multiple content producers and competing ICN cache service

providers are involved. Thus, many existing ICN caching schemes generalize their

frameworks as producer-agnostic architectures while considering a single ICN cache

service provider. Realistically, as ICNs grow, multiple cache providers will compete
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for valuable content that would generate higher cache hits, and the ecosystem will

inevitably become market-driven.

There is a significant body of literature addressing the economic aspects of ICN

caching [4, 10, 11, 27, 35, 42, 50, 54, 55, 93, 97, 102, 110, 115]. These largely consider

cache allocation from the point of view of either the consumer or the caching nodes,

maximizing the QoE for the former, and the utilization of caching resources in the

latter. However, an important player in these dynamics is content producers. They

often aim to disseminate their content to maximize their revenue, and seek to place

it as close as possible to interested users to improve their QoE. To the best of our

knowledge, no previous research has proposed economic incentive models for cache

allocation with the aim of maximizing caching utilities of content producers while

considering multiple content producers and competing ICN cache service providers.

In this chapter, we investigate the dynamic cache allocation and price determina-

tion problem considering a caching system consisting of multiple content producers

who act as buyers and multiple competing ICN cache providers who act as the sellers

of the caching resources. We propose two novel economic incentive schemes: a re-

verse auction-based and a utility value-based. Both schemes aim to maximize caching

benefits of content producers.

Our contributions in this chapter are summarized as follows:

1. We present a reverse auction-based caching system model comprising a dy-

namic cache allocation and pricing scheme, called second-price sealed-bid multi-

attribute reverse auction (SEMRA).

2. We propose a bid value generation mechanism for bidding ICN providers, to

regulate a reverse auction scheme, while considering multiple attributes of the
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requested content and competing cache nodes.

3. We propose a utility value-based caching heuristic named utility value-based

cache allocation and pricing (UCAP) scheme for dynamic cache allocation and

price determination.

4. We design a utility value-based caching function for the content producer in

terms of caching cost and content visibility score for the proposedUCAP scheme.

5. Finally, we analyze and evaluate the performances of our proposed UCAP and

SEMRA schemes contrasting with a cost-based cache allocation and pricing

scheme named CCAP in terms of several performance metrics.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 overviews related

research on economic aspects of ICN caching. Section 6.2 elaborates on the system

models of the proposed dynamic cache allocation and pricing schemes. Section 6.3

describes the system variables of the proposed economic incentive schemes. Section

6.4 details the proposed reverse auction-based caching and pricing scheme. The pro-

posed utility value-based dynamic cache allocation and pricing scheme is described in

Section 6.5. Section 6.6 consists of the details of the performance evaluation results

of the proposed incentive schemes and finally we conclude in Section 6.7.

6.1 Literature Review of Economic Aspects of ICN Caching

Economic aspects of ICN caching can be divided into three different research areas.

Some research proposes economic models or business models for particular types of

services or applications involving the main network players or stakeholders to deploy
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in-network caching [4, 42, 102, 110, 115], others address the issue of cache partition-

ing among the content providers (CPs) using game theory models or utility-based

optimization [10, 27, 55], and lastly, there are those who propose caching and pricing

models for the cache service provider ISPs and the CPs using game-theoretic and

auction-based approaches [11, 35, 50, 54, 93, 97].

Content-based routing, ubiquitous caching and symmetric routing of ICNs neces-

sitate an information-centric business model for in-network cache deployment. One

of the first works on economic incentives in ICN [102] highlighted the unwillingness

of the top level providers to cooperate in the caching process because of not getting

enough revenue as the main caching incentive problem for ICN deployment. Early

research in [4] built a simple engineering economic model to provide a framework for

analyzing the incentives of different network players to deploy in-network caching.

This research showed that networks will fail to deploy the socially optimal number

of caches without some explicit monetary compensations from the content publish-

ers. To regulate the business relationships between the ISPs for deploying the ICN

architecture, a Supply Chain Management (SCM)-based business model is proposed

in [42]. The proposed model has been mentioned as an information-centric business

model which aims to remove the shortcomings of the IP business model that can-

not be adopted in ICNs because there is no incentive for ISPs for content caching.

The evolution of ISP-centric business models with ICN adoption are presented in

[115] for deploying ICN. The potential gains and the economic incentives that can

be achieved by the main network players are investigated based on a local-aware

Named Data Networking (NDN)-based content delivery chain for Online Social Net-

working (OSN) applications. The strategic incentives for adopting ICN overlay in
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Over-The-Top (OTT) services are highlighted in [110] where the specificity of OTTs

is to provide broadband video and audio delivery to Internet users without having

dedicated involvement of their ISP.

The cache contention situation is solved by segmenting the storage of the ISP on

a per-content provider basis in [55] so that each CP receives a portion of the storage

space depending on its storage demand. To compute a fair and rational sharing of

resources between CPs, a cache allocation algorithm and a pricing framework is pro-

posed. A utility-driven cache partitioning approach in [27] allocates cache resources

among multiple CPs by associating a utility with each CP. The utility is a func-

tion that captures the “satisfaction” perceived by each CP for observing the hit rate

for its contents. Another cache partitioning algorithm, Stochastic Dynamic Cache

Partitioning (SDPC) is proposed in [10] which iteratively approximates the optimal

cache allocations for the CPs requiring only the knowledge of aggregated cache miss

intensities with the aim to minimize expected cache miss intensity.

A pricing model has been proposed in [97] to model and analyze the interactions

in price and caching investments among the transit ISPs, access ISPs, and CPs in

ICN interconnection. In [35], the ISP and the CP are motivated to collaborate by

sharing the cache cost and profit where the ISP deploys a cache for a CP if they

share both the deployment cost and the additional profit from caching. To model the

interactions between the ISP and CP, a non-cooperative game theoretic approach is

devised in [54] based on content popularity to jointly determine caching and pricing

strategies in ICN. In [11], a co-operative game theoretic approach is proposed to share

the economic incentives fairly among the major network components.

Although auction mechanism-based economic models have been investigated as
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effective mechanisms for resource management in several research domains [24, 32,

53, 56, 66, 84, 98], the investigation of auction mechanism to incentivize caching nodes

in ICN is rather nascent. Among the few existing works, the BidCache method [50]

allows cache nodes along the content delivery path to compete for selection based

on an auction mechanism, where the bid values depend on the nodes’ characteris-

tics, network topology and traffic. The auction mechanism in the BidCache method

is a simple node selection mechanism along a single content delivery path, without

a payment determination method. Ndikumana et al. [93] have proposed a reverse

auction-based economic incentive mechanism where the auctioneer collects and eval-

uates bid values submitted by competing CPs, and finally selects the winning CP

with the lowest bid value so that the total payment of the ISP for purchasing content

can be minimized. For payment determination, the proposed auction mechanism uses

the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) approach [16] which encourages the ISP and CPs

to be truthful to maximize their benefits when participating in the auction. Though

the proposed reverse auction mechanism is more comprehensive than the BidCache

scheme [50], the auction mechanism does not consider any actual bid value generation

mechanism and the bid values submitted by the competing CPs are generated as ran-

dom numbers. Moreover, this mechanism considers only one ISP providing caching

services which limits the applicability of the proposed mechanism.

None of the above-mentioned economic schemes has proposed an economic incen-

tive model to maximize the utility of the content producer while considering multiple

content producers and competing ICN cache providers. In remedy, we propose two

novel economic incentive models aiming to maximize the content producer’s utilities
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while considering multiple competing ICN cache service providers as sellers who com-

pete to win to cache the requested contents, and multiple content producers as buyers

who purchase caching resources and pay accordingly.

The novelty of our contributions are: (i) Our economic incentive models are

producer-driven mechanisms, that handle the joint caching and pricing problem aim-

ing to maximize the utilities of content producers. (ii) Our system models consider a

more realistic environment with caching system consisting of multiple content produc-

ers, multiple ICN cache service providers, and multiple consumers. (iii) We propose

a bid value and a utility value generation mechanism considering multiple attributes

of contents and cache nodes.

6.2 System Model of Proposed Dynamic Cache Allocation and Pricing

Schemes

We have four system components for both models, depicted in Fig. 6.1 and described

as follow:

1. Content producers are the network nodes that originate, publish, and store

contents, such as servers, tablets, and sensors. Content producers purchase

cache resources for caching their contents. For every received content request,

the content producer buys cache storage from the winning ICN cache service

provider and hence acts as the buyer of the models.

2. We consider an auctioneer who acts as an intermediate agent to conduct the

auction mechanism and determine the winning ICN cache provider and the

payment for the reverse auction model. For utility-based model, we consider

an arbitrator which is a trusted and unbiased entity and acts as a third party
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Figure 6.1: System components of the proposed dynamic cache allocation and pricing
models, highlighting the interaction between content producers and ICN
cache service providers that offer caching spaces

between the content producers and the ICN cache service providers to collect

and compare the caching utility values across the multiple ICN providers to

allocate the cache nodes and determine the payments. The arbitrator and the

auctioneer are connected with the content producers and the ICN cache service

providers.

3. ICN cache service providers consist of access and intermediate cache routers

and a network manager (NM). Cache routers can be both receivers and sources

of content responding to content requests. In the reverse auction, the ICN
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providers act as the bidders or sellers who offer to sell their caching resources

to the content producers by submitting bids through the auctioneer. Because

of the reverse auction mechanism, we consider multiple competing sellers i.e.

bidders ICN providers who compete with each other by submitting bid values

to sell their caching resources to win the auction. For the utility value-based

scheme, the competing ICN providers submit their offered utility values to the

arbitrator to sell their caching resources to the content producers.

4. Consumers are the network nodes which subscribe-to or request contents. In our

models, the consumers forward the content requests to the ICN cache service

providers. Any consumer can send requests to and retrieve contents from any

ICN cache service provider.

6.3 System Variables for Dynamic Caching and Pricing Schemes: Caching

Cost and Visibility Score

Our reverse auction-based and utility value-based schemes consider two variables for

cache allocation and payment determination, caching cost and visibility score.

6.3.1 Caching Cost of Content

Caching cost is the money that the content producers (buyers) have to pay the ICN

cache service providers (sellers) for purchasing cache resources for caching their con-

tents.

Equation (6.1) determines the caching cost CCk,i,j that the producer of content k

has to pay the ICN provider i if its content k is cached by the ICN provider i at the

cache node j.
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CCk,i,j =
1

CVk,i,j
(6.1)

In equation (6.1), CVk,i,j is the value of content k at cache node j belonging to

ICN provider i.

ICN cache service providers want to cache as many contents as they can while

fulfilling consumers’ requests to increase their profits. The ICN providers are eager

to cache the contents locally that have high value for them. To determine caching

costs, ICN providers consider the requested contents differently in terms of their value

as every requested content has different dynamic caching and pricing parameters. The

more valuable a content is, the ICN cache service providers charge lower caching cost

to the content producer to cache the content so that the possibility of content caching

is increased and their profits can be maximized. Hence, the caching cost CCk,i,j

of content k at cache node j belonging to ICN provider i is defined as inversely

proportional to the value of content k, CVk,i,j, at cache node j belonging to ICN

provider i.

The ICN provider i determines the value of content k at node j by the Weighted

Sum Value (WSV) of the content popularity, the number of cached replicas of that

content contained by the ICN provider, and the reputation of the content producer

and is defined by equation (6.2). Here, the content popularity, replica, and reputation

values are normalized. The weight parameters ζ, θ and ω sum up to 1 and are adjusted

according to the designed system.

CVk,i,j = ζ.Popk,i,j + θ.RPk + ω.(1−

∑
j∈J

Replicak,i,j

|Ji|
) (6.2)
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Content popularity Popk,i,j of content k at cache node j belonging to ICN provider

i is determined by equation (6.3), where Rqk,i,j is the total number of requests that

the cache node j receives for the content k and K is the candidate set of contents to

be cached.

Popk,i,j =
Rqk,i,j∑

k∈K
Rqk,i,j

(6.3)

The replica value of content k at cache router j, denoted as
∑
j∈J

Replicak,i,j, is

defined in a collaborative way with respect to the whole ICN cache service provider i

consisting of the set of cache routers J . In equation (6.2),
∑
j∈J

Replicak,i,j means the

total number of instances or replicas of the content k cached across the set of cache

routers J inside ICN cache service provider i and |Ji| means the total number of

cache nodes inside the ICN cache service provider i.

Regarding the reputation value, we assume reputation values of the content pro-

ducers are already computed and known to us. Reputation value of a content producer

Pk is denoted as RPk and assigned a value in the interval [0, 1].

In the dynamic cache allocation model, cache nodes along content delivery paths,

that have available cache capacities, compete to win (cache) the requested contents.

They compete based on their caching costs and visibility scores. The caching cost

charged by an ICN provider i for caching content k, CCk,i is determined by equation

(6.4) as the maximum caching cost among all caching costs charged by the on-path

cache nodes j ∈ J of ICN i which receive the requests for the content k, where

the caching cost of content k at an on-path cache node j is determined by equation

(6.1). In equation (6.4), the set CCk,i,j consists of all the caching costs charged by the

on-path cache nodes j ∈ J that receive the request for content k.
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CCk,i = max
j∈J
{CCk,i,j} (6.4)

6.3.2 Visibility Score of Content Contained by an ICN Cache Service

Provider

The visibility score reflects how much exposure to consumers a content producer can

get for its content when cached by a given ICN cache service provider. The higher

visibility score a cache node has, the higher exposure a content producer gets if its

content is cached at that node. The visibility score of a cache node is determined

based on several static (e.g. topological) and dynamic attributes of the node.

The visibility score of content k at cache node j contained by ICN cache service

provider i is defined by equation (6.5) where the visibility score V Sk,i,j is a Weighted

Sum Value (WSV) of the topological and dynamic attributes of cache node j. The

weight parameters ϕ and ψ sum up to 1 and are adjusted according to the designed

system.

V Sk,i,j = ϕ(Topi,j) + ψ(Dyni,j) (6.5)

The topological value of cache node j belonging to ICN provider i, Topi,j, is

determined by its Betweenness Centrality (BC) [23, 68] and Degree Centrality (DC)

values [31, 105] shown in equation (6.6).

Topi,j = (BCi,j)(DCi,j) (6.6)

Betweenness Centrality (BC) indicates a node’s importance in a network topology

and can be defined by equation (6.7), where σs,t is the total number of content delivery
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paths between cache nodes s and t(s ̸= j ̸= t) and σs,t(i, j) is the number of content

delivery paths between s and t that pass through cache node j inside ICN provider i.

BCi,j =
∑

s ̸=j ̸=tϵJ

σs,t(i, j)

σs,t
(6.7)

Degree Centrality (DC) also indicates a cache node’s importance, and a node

having a high DC value can contact numerous other cache nodes. DC value of cache

node j can be determined by equation (6.8), where degree(i, j) is the number of edges

incident upon the cache node j and |Ji| is the total number of cache nodes inside the

ICN cache service provider i.

DCi,j =
degree(i, j)

(|Ji| − 1)
(6.8)

The dynamic attribute value Dyni,j of cache node j is determined using equation

(6.9), where the distance of cache node j from the producer of content k is propor-

tional, and the replacement ratio of node j is inversely proportional to the dynamic

attribute value of node j.

Dyni,j = (Disti,j(k))(1− CRRi,j) (6.9)

We define the distance of cache node j as

Disti,j(k) =
HopsPk,i,j

HopsPk,Ck

(6.10)

where HopsPk,i,j defines the number of hops between the content producer of the

candidate content k, Pk and the cache node j inside ICN provider i and HopsPk,Ck
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defines the number of hops between the content producer Pk and the requesting

consumer of content k, Ck.

Equation (6.10) dynamically calculates the closeness of a cache node from the

corresponding consumer requesting a specific content and the node closer to the con-

sumer has a higher probability of being selected for caching.

We define the replacement ratio of a cache node as the ratio between the to-

tal number of replaced contents, and the total number of received content requests

at that cache node. Equation (6.11) defines the cache replacement ratio of cache

node j, CRRi,j, where TotalRpci,j is the total number of replaced contents and

TotalInteresti,j is the total number of content requests that have arrived at cache

node j contained in ICN provider i.

CRRi,j =
TotalRpci,j

TotalInteresti,j
(6.11)

The cache replacement ratio of a cache node has an inversely proportional re-

lationship with the selection probability of that node so that the excessive caching

tendencies of the important central and near consumer nodes can be prevented.

Finally, the visibility score provided or offered by the ICN provider i for content

k, V Sk,i, is defined by equation (6.12) as the maximum visibility score offered by

on-path cache nodes j ϵ J which receive the requests for content k of ICN provider i.

The set VSk,i,j consists of all the visibility score values offered by the on-path cache

nodes j ∈ J that receive the request for content k.

V Sk,i = max
j∈J
{VSk,i,j} (6.12)
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6.4 Second-Price Sealed-Bid Reverse Auction-based Caching and Pricing

Scheme

We propose a reverse auction (RA)-based scheme, referred to as Second-price Sealed-

bid Multi-attribute Reverse Auction (SEMRA) to dynamically allocate cache re-

sources and determine payments where we consider multiple content producers and

ICN cache service providers. In the following, we describe SEMRA scheme in detail.

An auction is an economic process that takes bids as inputs to allocate resources

and outputs the decision of winning bidder selection and the resultant price the

winning bidder is required to pay [84, 86, 88]. Auctions are market-based resource

allocation and payment determination mechanisms that are able to effectively serve

as dynamic or time-varying regulators of consumer demand. In reverse auctions, the

participating agents do not want to sell a service as it happens in a forward auction,

rather they want to purchase a service for a time duration according to the SLA.

Agents aim to minimize the amount of money they need to spend to purchase the

service. This leads to inviting multiple competing suppliers that issue lower bids in

order to win the auction and hence revealing the true market value of the service or the

resource being auctioned based on the competing suppliers’ issued bids [84, 86, 98].

In our system, there are multiple ICN cache service providers acting as sellers

(or bidders) who submit bids to sell their cache resources to content producers who

are looking for ICN cache service providers to cache their contents. To dynamically

allocate cache resources and determine payments, our objective is to design a reverse

auction-based model that aims to minimize the content producers’ cost for caching

their contents.

We chose the sealed bid auction mechanism over the open bid for the following
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reasons. Our caching system is dynamic, as caches are allocated for a short period

according to the SLA, and content requests are generated frequently. Thus, processing

the bids dynamically at a high rate based on an open bid auction is not practical

since the bidders can see their rivals’ bids, and revise their bids accordingly [86, 88].

Moreover, the computational overhead for reconsidering bids from the same bidder

can hinder the success of our dynamic cache allocation due to delays. Finally, keeping

the bids sealed guarantees the privacy and independence of the bidders.

6.4.1 Bid Value Generation

Our reverse auction scheme SEMRA is a multi-attribute auction that allows negotia-

tion between the buyer (content producer) and the seller (ICN cache service provider)

regarding monetary attribute such as caching cost, and non-monetary attribute such

as visibility score of the cache node where the content is going to be cached. So,

for SEMRA, the ICN provider has to satisfy the producer’s commitment for both

monetary and non-monetary attributes to win the auction.

In our SEMRA scheme, the Bid value Bidk,i for any bidder i ∈ I for any content

k ∈ K is generated based on two attributes: caching cost (CCk,i) as a monetary

attribute and the visibility score (V Sk,i) as a quality non-monetary attribute.

Caching cost (CCk,i) is the price that the ICN cache service provider i charges a

content producer Pk for caching its content k and this is determined using equation

(6.4).

Visibility score V Sk,i is the value that an ICN cache service provider i offers and

provides the content producer Pk for its content k (determined using equation (6.12))

while cached by the provider.
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So, a Bid value for a content k submitted by a bidder ICN cache service provider

i can be defined as Bidk,i = (V Sk,i, CCk,i).

6.4.2 Operation of SEMRA Scheme

Our sealed-bid reverse auction runs independently for every requested content. In

SEMRA, competing ICN providers have to provide the content producer (buyer) its

required visibility score for its content, and the auctioneer selects the winning ICN

cache service provider that charges the least cost.

Our auction scheme is depicted in Fig. 6.2 where the 6-step auction process is

Figure 6.2: Operation of proposed reverse auction-based cache allocation and pricing
scheme: The 6-step process of selection of winning ICN cache service
provider and its corresponding cache nodes is highlighted with numbered
arrows
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highlighted using numbered arrows and is described as follows:

In step 1, consumer C1 forwards its content request for content k to all ICN cache

service providers that it is connected to, and the request(s) is then forwarded to the

producer of content k, which is producer P1 here.

In step 2, the producer P1 forwards the received requests to the auctioneer stating

its required visibility score for its content k.

In step 3, the auctioneer requests the bid values from the participating ICN cache

service providers (sellers), where the bid value consists of offered visibility score and

charged caching cost.

In step 4, all participating ICN cache service providers submit their bid values,

such that ICN provider i ϵ I, returns its bid value Bidk,i = (V Sk,i, CCk,i) to the

auctioneer, where V Sk,i is the visibility score that the ICN provider i offers producer

P1, and CCk,i is the caching cost that producer P1 has to pay ICN provider i, if its

content k is cached by i.

In step 5, the auctioneer eliminates bids from ICN providers that do not meet

the visibility score requirement determined by the producer. Then, it evaluates all

the remaining bids to determine the winning ICN provider iw ∈ Ic which charges the

minimum caching cost, and informs the producer P1 with the auction result.

Finally in step 6, the requested content gets cached by the winning ICN cache

service provider as depicted in Fig. 6.2, while being forwarded from producer P1 to

the requesting consumer C1, and the producer P1 pays the winning ICN provider iw

based on the payment mechanism of SEMRA.
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6.4.3 Economic Properties of SEMRA Scheme

Our SEMRA scheme is economically robust by satisfying the following propositions

[86, 98].

Proposition 1: Symmetric Bidders: In SEMRA, the valuation strategy for

generating a bid value is the same for every bidder i ∈ I. The Bid value Bidk,i for

any bidder i ϵ I for any content k ∈ K is generated based on the caching cost (CCk,i)

it charges the content producer Pk for caching its content k and the visibility score

(V Sk,i) it provides the producer Pk for its content k.

Proposition 2: Bidder’s Utility: Suppose a bidding ICN provider i ϵ I submits

its bid value Bidk,i for content k ϵ K. The bidder i will be paid the price CC∗
k,i by

the content producer Pk if the bidder i wins the auction. The utility of bidder i for

content k can be defined by equation (6.13), where the utility of bidder i is defined

as the difference between the price the bidder i receives from the producer Pk, CC
∗
k,i,

and its charged caching cost based on its true valuation for content k, which is CCk,i.

BidderUk,i = CC∗
k,i − CCk,i, if bidder i = iw (6.13)

Proposition 3: Individual Rationality: SEMRA scheme is individually ratio-

nal iff BidderUk,i ≥ 0 for every bidder i ∈ I .

Each bidder i ∈ I will participate in the auction mechanism iff its received pay-

ment CC∗
k,i is not less than its true valuation CCk,i for content k i.e., its utility is

non-negative ( CC∗
k,i ≥ CCk,i).

Proposition 4: Truthfulness: SEMRA scheme is truthful iff, for every bidder

ICN provider i ∈ I, submitting its bid value is based on its true valuation (Bidk,i =

(V Sk,i, CCk,i)). Hence, bidding based on true valuation (Bidk,i = (V Sk,i, CCk,i))
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maximizes the utility of every bidder compared to any other bidding value (Bidk,i ̸=

(V Sk,i, CCk,i)) that deviates from the true valuation.

6.4.4 Winner and Price Determination of SEMRA Scheme

In SEMRA, for payment determination, we use the second-price sealed-bid (Vickrey)

mechanism [32, 83, 84, 86, 98, 119]. The second-price reverse auction is mathemati-

cally equivalent to a second-price forward (Vickrey) auction, where the buyer becomes

the seller in the bidding process and there exists one buyer and multiple sellers in the

auction mechanism [72].

We selected the second-price sealed-bid (Vickrey) mechanism for price determi-

nation because to enforce that the dominant strategy is to bid the true valuations

[58, 86]. The second-price sealed-bid mechanism motivates buyers to submit their

bids truthfully because an auction that does not hold the truthfulness property, is

vulnerable to market manipulation and generates poor outcomes. The second-price

sealed-bid mechanism is shown to achieve strategy-proofness, incentive compatibility,

truthfulness, and guarantees to provide an optimal market result [24, 58, 84, 86, 98].

Using the second-price sealed-bid mechanism, SEMRA aims to select the bid val-

ues of the bidders which minimizes the total caching costs i.e. the total payment that

the content producers pay the winning bidders for caching their contents.

The objective of SEMRA is defined by equation (6.14)

min{CCk,i| i ∈ Ic} (6.14)

where the auctioneer aims to select the winning bidder iw for caching content

k from the competing bidders Ic, which charges the content producer Pk the lowest
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caching cost. Here, the set Ic consists of the competing ICN providers whose visibility

scores fulfill the visibility score requirement of the content producer Pk.

According to the second-price payment mechanism, the winning bidder charges the

lowest caching cost among all competing bidders, and in turn, receives a payment from

the content producer equal to the second lowest caching cost among all the caching

costs charged by the competing bidders. This motivates the bidders to submit their

expected prices (charged caching costs) truthfully based on their actual valuations

for their cache resources to increase their gains. The payment of our SEMRA scheme

is defined by equation (6.15).

CC∗
k,iw = min{CCk,i′ | i′ ∈ Ic\iw} (6.15)

In equation (6.15), CC∗
k,iw

is the payment that the winning bidder iw receives

for caching content k which is the second lowest charged caching cost among all

competing bidders Ic.

Truthful bidding behaviors of the bidders in SEMRA improves both the buyer

and the seller gain. On one hand, the content producer (buyer) can purchase its

required caching service from the lowest priced bidder while ensuring the winning

bidder maintains the quality of caching service (visibility score requirement) according

to the commitment. On the other hand, the winning ICN cache service provider

(bidder) receives extra payment or allowance than its original expectation or actual

valuation (charged caching cost) for its resource contribution because of the second-

price payment mechanism, since the winning bidder receives the payment equal to

the second lowest caching cost.
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6.4.5 SEMRA Algorithm

The operation of SEMRA scheme is shown in Algorithm 3. The auctioneer runs this

algorithm based on the received content requests to determine the winning bidder ICN

providers from the multiple competing ICN providers bidding for cache allocation and

the payments that the winning bidders receive for selling their cache resources to the

content producers. In SEMRA, each cached content has a fixed caching time where

the content is evicted when its caching time expires.

The inputs are initialized in the first iteration in Algorithm 3. The inputs are the

sets of: contents K, cache routers J , ICN cache service providers I, content producers

Pk, k ∈ K, content producers’ reputation values RPk, k ∈ K. Percentage of ICN

provider selection, Peri, that defines the visibility score requirement of ICN provider

to compete in the bidding process and the percentage of cache node selection inside

the winning ICN provider iw, PerAiwj, are also included in inputs.

Lines 4 to 14 calculate the bid values of all ICN cache service providers based

on their visibility scores and caching cost values for the requested content k. The

required visibility score for bidding content k is determined based on the producer’s

requirement in line 16, where the top Peri% visibility score offering ICN cache service

providers, Ic, are selected to compete in the auction mechanism. The set VSk,i holds

the offered visibility scores of all bid submitting ICN providers i ∈ I for content k.

Algorithm 3 determines the winning bidder of the auction and the payment to

the winner at lines 18 to 21. The minimum priced bidder from all competing bidders

i ∈ Ic is selected as the winning bidder iw in line 18, where CCk,i,i∈Ic holds the charged

caching cost values of all competing ICN bidders. After iw is selected, its on-path

cache nodes are selected in lines 19 and 20 for caching content k. In line 20, the
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Algorithm 3: Operation of SEMRA

Input : K: Set of Contents, J : Set of Cache Routers, I: Set of ICN
Cache Service Providers, Pk : Set of Content Producers,
RPk : Set of reputation values, Peri: Percentage of top ICN
provider selection, PerAiwj: Percentage of top cache node
selection

Output : Winning ICN provider iw, NAiw: Nodes of iw that will cache
k, CC∗

k,iw
: Price paid to winning ICN provider iw

1 forall k ∈ K do
2 forall i ∈ I do
3 forall j ∈ J do
4 if j has cache space then
5 Calculate V Sk,i,j

6 VSk,i,j ← VSk,i,j ∪ V Sk,i,j

7 Calculate CCk,i,j

8 CCk,i,j ← CCk,i,j ∪ CCk,i,j

9 end

10 end
11 V Sk,i ← maxj∈J (VSk,i,j)
12 CCk,i ← maxj∈J (CCk,i,j)
13 VSk,i ← VSk,i ∪ V Sk,i

14 CCk,i ← CCk,i ∪ CCk,i

15 end
16 Ic ← Select top Peri% ICN i from VSk,i,i∈I
17 forall i ∈ Ic do
18 iw ← mini∈Ic{CCk,i}
19 WVSk,i,j ← Sort(VSk,i,j,i=iw,j∈J )
20 NAiw ← Top PerAiwj% of WVSk,i,j

21 CC∗
k,iw
← mini′∈Ic\iw{CCk,i′}

22 end

23 end

top PerAiwj% on-path cache nodes of winning ICN provider iw are selected based

on their visibility score values for caching content k, where the visibility scores are

stored in VSk,i,j,i=iw,j∈J .

The payment to the winning bidder iw for content k, CC∗
k,iw

is determined in line
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21 using the second-price payment mechanism. The winning bidder charges the lowest

caching cost among all competing bidders i.e., mini∈Ic{CCk,i}, but receives the pay-

ment assigned by the second-price mechanism that is the second lowest caching cost

among the set of caching costs i.e., mini′∈Ic\iw{CCk,i′}. This second-price mechanism

ensures the truthfulness of the ICN providers and maintains the economic stability

between the bidders (ICN cache service providers) and the buyer (content producer).

The complexity of SEMRA algorithm is dominated by the sorting of the ICN

cache service providers for winner selection and the cache nodes inside the winning

ICN cache service provider for cache node selection. The complexity for sorting the

ICN cache service providers is O(|I|. log(|I|)) and the complexity for sorting the

cache nodes is O(|Jp,iw |. log(|Jp,iw |)), where |I| is the total number of participat-

ing ICN cache service providers and |Jp,iw | is the total number of on-path cache

nodes inside the winning ICN cache service provider iw through which the content

requests are routed. So, the complexity of the algorithm is O(|Kr,p|.(|I|. log(|I|) +

|Jp,iw |. log(|Jp,iw |))), where |Kr,p| is the total number of requested contents forwarded

to the content producers.

6.5 Utility Value-based Dynamic Cache Allocation and Pricing Scheme

The dynamics of producer-driven caching can consider many competing design at-

tributes to increase caching gain. In SEMRA, content producers ensure the quality

of attained cache services in terms of non-monetary attributes (visibility scores of

cached contents) before considering their monetary gain. Moreover, by adopting the

second-price (Vickrey) payment mechanism, producers sacrifice their monetary gain

to encourage truthful competition of the ICN bidders and maintain economic stability
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between the buyer (content producer) and the sellers (ICN cache service providers).

However, in certain scenarios, producers may prefer to adapt their priorities to

consider monetary and non-monetary attributes while making cache allocation deci-

sions. Producers may want to ensure both their monetary and non-monetary gain

while selecting and paying the winning ICN provider assuming that the competing

environment is truthful.

In this section, we explore a novel utility-driven caching and pricing model. We

present a utility value-based cache allocation and pricing heuristic named UCAP to

dynamically allocate cache resources of ICN cache service providers, and determine

the payments that ICN providers receive for their caching services. UCAP is suited for

scenarios where all ICN cache service providers are assumed to be truthful while the

competing environment is a non-hostile environment. We consider multiple content

producers and competing ICN cache service providers, as detailed below.

6.5.1 Utility Value-based Function for UCAP Scheme

Our UCAP model aims to minimize the caching costs that producers pay ICN cache

service providers for using caching resources while maximizing the visibility of their

contents when cached by the winner ICN cache service providers.

The caching utility function of a content producer is determined by a Weighted

Sum Value (WSV) of the caching cost it pays to the ICN cache service provider, and

the visibility score it is offered by the ICN provider. This utility function thus consists

of two variables, caching cost and visibility score of content, as explained in Section

6.3.

We define the caching utility of a content producer Pk when its content k is cached
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at cache node j by ICN provider i as:

PkUk,i,j = ρ(
1

CCk,i,j

) + τ(V Sk,i,j) (6.16)

where CCk,i,j and V Sk,i,j are determined using equation (6.1) and equation (6.5),

respectively. Thus, the caching utility of content producer Pk, for its content k,

defined as PkUk,i,j, has an inversely proportional relationship with the caching cost

CCk,i,j it pays for purchasing the cache space from an ICN cache service provider

i, and a proportional relationship with the visibility score V Sk,i,j it attains for its

content k from ICN provider i.

The offered utility value of an ICN provider i for content k, PkUk,i is determined

as the maximum utility value among all on-path cache nodes’ utility values of ICN

provider i, through which the request for content k arrives. PkUk,i is defined by

equation (6.17), where the set PkUk,i,j consists of the utility values of all on-path

cache nodes j ∈ J of ICN provider i for content k.

PkUk,i = max
j∈J

(PkUk,i,j) (6.17)

6.5.2 Winner and Price Determination of UCAP Scheme

The objective of UCAP is to select the winning ICN cache service provider which

provides the maximum utility value to the content producer among all competing

ICN cache service providers. The objective of UCAP is defined by equation (6.18)

max{PkUk,i| i ∈ I} (6.18)

where the arbitrator aims to select the winning ICN provider iw for caching content
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k from the competing ICN providers i ∈ I, which offers the content producer Pk the

maximum utility value among all ICN cache service providers. In equation (6.18),

PkUk,i is the set consisting of offered utility values from all competing ICN providers

i ∈ I for content k.

The winning ICN cache service provider iw receives a payment from the content

producer Pk, CC
∗
k,iw

, equal to its charged caching cost CCk,iw , defined by equation

(6.19).

CC∗
k,iw = CCk,iw (6.19)

6.5.3 Operation of UCAP Scheme

In UCAP, the arbitrator selects the winning ICN cache service provider for every

content request it receives from the content producer, as every request has different

caching and pricing parameters. The workflow of the UCAP scheme is depicted in

Fig. 6.3 where the six-step process of cache allocation and payment determination is

highlighted with numbered arrows and described as follows:

In step 1, consumer C1 forwards its request for content k to all ICN cache service

providers, and the request is forwarded to the producer of content k, which is producer

P1 in the figure.

In step 2, producer P1 forwards the received request(s) to the arbitrator while

requesting cache allocation and payment decision for its content k.

In step 3, the arbitrator requests the corresponding utility values from the ICN

cache service providers for content k.
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Figure 6.3: Operation of utility value-based dynamic caching and pricing scheme:
The 6-step process of selecting a winning ICN cache service provider and
its corresponding cache nodes is highlighted with numbered arrows

In step 4, all the competing ICN cache service providers submit their correspond-

ing utility values which they can offer producer P1 for its content k.

In step 5, the arbitrator evaluates all the submitted utility values, selects the

winning ICN provider, depicted as ICN provider 1 in Fig. 6.3, that provides the

maximum utility value. The arbitrator then informs the producer P1 of the cache

allocation decision.

Finally in step 6, the requested content gets cached by the winning ICN cache

service provider 1 while being forwarded from the producer P1 to the consumer C1,

and producer P1 pays the winning ICN provider the charged caching cost.
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6.5.4 UCAP Algorithm

Algorithm 4: Operation of UCAP

Input : K: Set of Contents, J : Set of Cache Routers, I: Set of ICN
Cache Service Providers, Pk : Set of Content Producers,
RPk : Set of reputation values, PerU iwj: Percentage of top
cache node selection

Output : Winning ICN provider iw, NU iw: Nodes of iw that will cache
k, CC∗

k,iw
: Price paid to winning ICN provider iw

1 forall k ∈ K do
2 forall i ∈ I do
3 forall j ∈ J do
4 if j has cache space then
5 Calculate CCk,i,j

6 CCk,i,j ← CCk,i,j ∪ CCk,i,j

7 Calculate PkUk,i,j

8 PkUk,i,j ← PkUk,i,j ∪ PkUk,i,j

9 end

10 end
11 CCk,i ← maxj∈J (CCk,i,j)
12 PkUk,i ← maxj∈J (PkUk,i,j)
13 PkUk,i ← PkUk,i ∪ PkUk,i

14 end
15 iw ← maxi∈I(PkUk,i)
16 WPkUk,i,j ← Sort( PkUk,i,j,i=iw,j∈J )
17 NU iw ← Top PerU iwj% of WPkUk,i,j
18 CC∗

k,iw
← CCk,iw

19 end

The operation of the UCAP scheme is detailed in Algorithm 4. The arbitrator

runs this algorithm based on the received content requests from content producers to

determine the winning ICN providers and the payments ICN providers would receive

from content producers.

In Algorithm 4, the inputs are initialized in the first iteration. The inputs include
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the sets of: contents K, cache routers J , ICN cache service providers I, content pro-

ducers Pk, k ∈ K, content producers’ reputation values RPk, k ∈ K, and percentage

of cache node selection inside the winning ICN provider iw, PerU iwj.

Lines 4 to 13 of Algorithm 4 calculate the caching costs charged by the competing

ICN providers for caching content k and the utility values of all competing ICN

cache service providers offered to content producer Pk for its content k. Algorithm 4

determines the winning ICN cache service provider and the payment for the winning

ICN provider at lines 15 to 18. The maximum utility value providing ICN cache

service provider from all the ICN providers is selected as the winning ICN provider

iw in line 15, where PkUk,i, i ∈ I holds the oferred utility values of all competing

ICN cache service providers. The top PerU iwj% (based on the utility values) on-

path cache nodes of the winning provider iw through which the request for content

k arrives, are selected for caching content k in line 17. For cache replacement, we

consider that each cached content has a fixed caching time where the caching time

is determined by the SLA between the content producers and ICN cache service

providers. A cached content gets evicted when its caching time expires.

The payment to the winning ICN provider is determined in line 18, where the

winning ICN provider iw is paid its charged caching cost CCk,iw , where CCk,iw is the

maximum caching cost among all the caching costs charged by the on-path cache

nodes j ∈ J (calculated on line 11) through which the request for content k is routed

from the requesting consumer to the content producer Pk inside the winning ICN

provider iw.

Same as SEMRA, the complexity of UCAP algorithm is O(|Kr,p|.(|I|. log(|I|) +

|Jp,iw |. log(|Jp,iw |))).
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6.6 Performance Assessment

In this section, we evaluate and analyze the performances of our proposed UCAP,

SEMRA, and a cost-based cache allocation and pricing scheme CCAP in terms of

several performance metrics under various experimental settings.

6.6.1 Simulation Environment

We build our simulation environment over the ndnSIM simulator [3] and use the

BRITE tool [87] to generate network topologies that mimic realistic scenarios. To

demonstrate the scale of our proposed schemes, without loss of generality, we consider

4 content producers where each producer produces 3000 contents. We consider 135

consumers and 5 ICN cache service providers, where each ICN provider consists of

20 cache nodes. Content requests are generated according to Zipf popularity-based

distribution [13]. Content requests arrival follows a Poisson distribution process [70].

The average content request rate follows a uniform distribution where the request

rate is sampled between 1 to 5 requests per second, and the content requests are

broadcasted to all ICN cache service providers. We consider a fixed caching time for

all cached contents that is 2 seconds, and the contents get evicted from the cache

nodes when their caching time expires. The auctioneer and the arbitrator receive the

expected round duration for cache allocation, price determination, and the request

arrival rates as inputs. The tuning of these input parameters is critical and is enabled

in our proposed schemes. A truthful environment is assumed in our simulation. The

default parameter values of our simulation environment are listed in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Default Simulation Parameters

Simulation Parameters Values
Number of Producers 4
Number of Consumers 135
Number of ICN Cache Service Providers 5
Number of Edge Routers 45
Number of Intermediate Routers 55
Total Number of Contents 12000
Cache Capacity in Percentage 30%
Popularity Skewness Factor α 1.2
Percentage of Selected Top Cache Nodes 20%
Percentage of ICN Selection in SEMRA 60%

6.6.2 Compared Schemes

For performance analysis, we compare the performances of our proposed utility value-

based heuristic scheme UCAP, reverse auction-based scheme SEMRA, and a cost-

based cache allocation and pricing scheme named CCAP. In CCAP, the ICN cache

service provider that charges the content producer the minimum caching cost among

all competing ICN providers is selected as the winning ICN cache service provider,

and the producers pay the winner equal to its charged caching cost. So, CCAP

considers caching cost only as a winner selection criteria while ignoring the quality

of availed caching services (in terms of visibility score values offered by the winner

ICN provider). CCAP also considers the caching costs of the cache nodes to select

the nodes inside the winner ICN cache service provider for content caching.

6.6.3 Performance Metrics

For performance assessment, we consider Producer’s Unit Cost as a research-objective-

related metric, and Total Cache Hits and Required Hop Ratio as standard caching
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metrics. The three performance metrics are defined below.

1. Producer’s Unit Cost: Producer’s unit cost is the caching cost that the

content producer pays the winning ICN cache service provider for purchasing

caching resources to cache its every requested content.

2. Total Cache Hits: Total cache hits are the total number of requested contents

retrieved from the cache nodes inside the ICN cache service providers. Content

requests are broadcasted to all ICN cache service providers as we consider mul-

tiple ICN cache service providers for content caching. Hence, a single content

request can generate multiple cache hits. So, instead of considering the cache

hit ratio, we consider the total number of cache hits generated by the schemes

for our performance evaluation.

3. Required Hop Ratio: Required hop ratio is the ratio between the hop count

from the requesting consumer to the first cache node where a cache hit occurs

and the hop count from the requesting consumer to the content producer.

6.6.4 Performance Analysis

To analyze the performances of the proposed schemes, we evaluate the effect of varying

cache capacity percentages and popularity skewness values on the three performance

metrics. We consider homogeneous cache allocation settings while varying cache

capacity percentages. We present the simulation results at a 95% confidence interval

level.

Figure 6.4 illustrates the unit caching cost the content producers pay the winning

ICN cache service providers while the proposed schemes allocate cache nodes and
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Figure 6.4: Producer’s unit caching cost for varying cache sizes

determine caching costs for various cache capacities. As our proposed schemes are

producer-driven while aiming to benefit the producers, the scheme which incurs fewer

caching cost from the producer is considered a better performing scheme.

Figure 6.4 depicts that the caching cost increases with the increment of cache size

for all schemes as a larger cache capacity allows caching many contents resulting in

increased caching cost. CCAP expectedly incurs the least caching cost among all

schemes for all test cache sizes because it selects the minimum-cost ICN cache ser-

vice provider as the winning provider among all ICN providers. Between SEMRA

and UCAP, SEMRA incurs higher caching cost to the content producers compared

to UCAP for two reasons. Firstly, SEMRA ensures the quality of attained cache
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services in terms of non-monetary attributes (visibility scores of cache nodes) be-

fore considering the monetary gain (caching cost) of the content producers. So, even

the minimum-cost ICN bidder can be restricted from participating in the bidding

process if it does not fulfill the visibility score requirement. However, UCAP al-

lows all ICN cache service providers to participate in the competition by submitting

their utility values, consisting of caching cost and visibility score value. Secondly,

to ensure the bidder ICNs’ truthful participation in the bidding and maintain eco-

nomic stability between buyer producers and sellers ICN providers, SEMRA adopts a

second-minimum price payment mechanism by rewarding the winning minimum-cost

ICN bidder among the competitors with the second lowest price. On the contrary,

UCAP pays the winning ICN provider its charged caching cost.

The performance differences among the caching schemes become evident for higher

cache sizes. This is because, with the increment of cache capacity, an increased

number of contents are cached resulting in higher payment differences among the

caching schemes.

Figure 6.5 depicts the total cache hits that the schemes generate across different

cache capacities. The total cache hits of the schemes increase with the increment of

cache size. This is because a large cache size allows caching more contents inside the

ICN providers resulting in a large number of cache hits.

CCAP attains the lowest cache hits among all as it considers only the caching

costs charged by the competing ICN providers while ignoring offered visibility score

values of the cache nodes for winner ICN selection. As both the caching price and

the visibility score value impact the cache hits, the performance of CCAP degrades

by ignoring the visibility score value of the availed cache nodes. SEMRA generates
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Figure 6.5: Total cache hits for varying cache sizes

fewer cache hits compared to UCAP. To select the ICN providers to compete in the

bidding process, SEMRA disregards the producers’ caching costs while checking the

offered visibility score values of the ICN providers. As a result, the minimum-cost

ICN bidders can be disallowed to compete and become winners who could generate

large cache hits by caching the high-valued, that is, the high-popular content, if they

were allowed to compete and be selected as winners. On the contrary, UCAP consid-

ers both the caching costs and the visibility scores of the competing ICN providers

in terms of utility values while allowing all ICNs to compete. Hence, UCAP gets

the opportunity to cache the high-valued contents in the high-visibility score valued

nodes while attaining the largest cache hits among all schemes. The significance of
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performance variances between UCAP with SEMRA and CCAP decreases as the

cache size increases. This is because all schemes can cache more replicas of the few

high-popular contents (considered skewness is 1.2) along with the increased cache

capacities resulting in a high number of cache hits and demonstrating decreased per-

formance variances among themselves.

Figure 6.6 illustrates the performance improvement of the proposed schemes achieved

by reducing the number of traversed hops to retrieve requested contents. Required

hop ratio is improved incrementally with the increment of cache size. The reason

is that high cache capacities can cache a large number of contents generating high

cache hits and consequently requiring less number of hops to retrieve contents. CCAP

Figure 6.6: Required hop ratio for varying cache sizes
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performs the worst among all schemes requiring the maximum number of hops to tra-

verse to get requested contents. This is because CCAP considers only the producer’s

caching cost while ignoring the visibility score values of the ICN provider for cache

allocation. More specifically, CCAP performs the worst for disregarding the hop dis-

tance, replacement ratio, and centrality values of the cache nodes while winning ICN

provider selection. SEMRA performs better than CCAP as it considers the visibility

score values of the ICN cache service providers before allowing them to compete in

the bidding process. SEMRA considers the caching prices only among the bidders

with the required visibility score values, requiring fewer hops than CCAP for content

retrieval. UCAP requires the least number of hops to be traversed to retrieve re-

quested contents among all schemes. This superior performance is attributed to the

fact that UCAP allows all ICN providers to compete while considering their charged

caching prices and offered visibility score values. As a result, UCAP gets the oppor-

tunity to cache the high-valued content across the high-valued cache node, ultimately

generating the highest number of cache hits and requiring the least number of hops

to traverse to get requested contents among all schemes.

Figure 6.7 depicts the unit caching cost the content producers pay the winning

ICN cache service providers for various popularity skewness values. The caching costs

of all schemes increase with the increment of the popularity skewness value because

users’ requests concentrate on a smaller set of popular contents for a large value of

the popularity skewness parameter. As a result, all schemes cache multiple replicas of

this smaller set of popular contents producing caching redundancy. By this redundant

caching of the smaller set of high-skewed contents, ICN providers can achieve lower

aggregated cache content value and, as a result, receive higher unit caching cost from
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Figure 6.7: Producer’s unit caching cost for varying popularity skewness value

the content producers for providing caching services.

Among the three schemes, CCAP incurs the least caching cost for all test skewness

values as it selects the minimum-cost ICN provider as the winning ICN provider for

caching content. SEMRA incurs higher caching cost than UCAP for two reasons: (i)

it restrictively selects the ICN providers to be allowed to compete in the bidding pro-

cess while ensuring visibility score requirement, and (ii) it adopts a second-minimum

payment mechanism to ensure ICN’s truthful participation while sacrificing the mon-

etary gain of producers. The performance differences among the caching schemes

become evident for larger skewness values. That is because, for a low skewness value

(α=0.2, 0.6), content requests are generated for a large number of contents that share
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similar popularity values, that is, content values. It ultimately results in fewer vari-

ations in content values and caching costs. As a result, the performance differences

among the caching schemes in terms of unit caching costs are not evident for low

popularity skewness values.

Figure 6.8 shows that the total cache hits increase with the increment of popularity

skewness value. For high popularity skewness value, only a few highly skewed popular

contents are mostly requested and cached. As a result, a large number of cache hits are

generated. UCAP produces the highest cache hits among all because of considering

both the caching prices and visibility score values while considering offered utility

values from all ICN providers. SEMRA discards the caching price while checking the

Figure 6.8: Total cache hits for varying popularity skewness value
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visibility score constraint that results in a degraded performance in attaining cache

hits. The reason is that the ICN providers can miss the opportunities to cache their

popular content if they cannot meet visibility score constraint. CCAP does not take

into account the visibility score value to select the winner ICN cache service provider

while attaining the minimum cache hits among all schemes.

Figure 6.9 illustrates that along with the increment of the popularity skewness

value; the traversed hops to retrieve requested contents are lessened. High popularity

skewness requires caching a few highly-skewed popular contents that are frequently

requested. As a result, a higher number of cache hits are generated, and consequently,

a lesser number of hops are traversed to get the requested contents. UCAP allows

Figure 6.9: Required hop ratio for varying popularity skewness value
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the minimum-cost ICNs to compete and considers the visibility score values of cache

nodes while considering hop distance, topological location, and replacement ratio

of cache nodes. These two properties of UCAP generate the maximum number of

cache hits and require the least number of hops to be traversed to retrieve requested

contents among all schemes. SEMRA disallows ICNs to compete based on visibility

score constraint checking that lessens its cache hits and results in a higher number of

hops required to traverse for content retrieval compared to UCAP. CCAP requires the

maximum number of traversed hops as it does not consider any cache node attribute

while winning ICN provider selection.

6.7 Summary

This chapter addresses the challenges of dynamic cache allocation and price deter-

mination in ICNs. We propose two producer-driven economic incentive models, a

utility value-based and a reverse auction-based, where both models aim to maxi-

mize the caching benefits of content producers. Our proposed models are built on a

more realistic environment than the existing literature as we consider multiple con-

tent producers and competing ICN cache service providers making the ecosystem

market-driven.

Both UCAP and SEMRA aim to maximize the benefits of the content producer

while minimizing the caching cost that the producer pays and maximizing the visi-

bility scores that the producer achieves. UCAP aims to maximize the utility value of

content producers where the utility value consists of caching cost and visibility score

values. SEMRA considers the offered visibility score value of ICN providers to allow
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them to compete in the bidding first and then the caching cost value among the com-

petitor ICNs. We also consider the caching cost-based CCAP scheme to contrast with

the performances of UCAP and SEMRA. CCAP considers only the caching prices

while ignoring the visibility score values of the availed cache nodes.

Our simulation results demonstrate that UCAP performs the best by incurring

the least caching costs, generating the maximum number of cache hits, and requiring

the least number of hops to be traversed to retrieve requested contents. UCAP is the

best performing scheme in the environment where all ICN cache service providers are

assumed to be truthful while submitting their offered utility values. UCAP cannot

deal with an environment where the ICN providers are untruthful, thus turning the

competing environment hostile. On the contrary, SEMRA is suitable for allocating

caches and determining caching prices in a hostile environment where the bidders

can be untruthful by using a second-price (Vickrey) payment mechanism for reward-

ing the winning bidder. Because of the second-minimum pricing, the bidding ICN

cache service providers are better off truthfully revealing their bid values in SEMRA.

Though the buyer purchases caching resources from the lowest priced competing bid-

der in SEMRA, the winning bidder receives extra payment than its charged caching

cost bringing economic stability between the buyers and sellers. Hence, UCAP is

applicable for an environment where all ICN providers are truthful, whereas SEMRA

should be chosen where the bidding environment can be hostile and the economic

stability between the buyer and seller needs to be maintained.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Research Directions

In this chapter, we summarize our research on value-based caching over ICN. Then,

we discuss some of the limitations of our research and future potential research direc-

tions. Lastly, while many trade-offs in ICN caching are inevitable, we elaborate on

several design factors of ICN caching and present a guide for developing novel caching

schemes, underlining the challenging design conflicts for the ICN research community.

7.1 Thesis Summary

In this thesis, we demonstrate the impact of value-based caching to enhance the

caching utilities in ICN. We aim to improve the caching utilities by maximizing the

value of cache contents and selecting the most valuable cache nodes while designing

efficient caching schemes in ICN. Instead of considering only consumer-centric at-

tributes, we consider consumer and producer-centric attributes for the valuation and

selection of cache content and cache node to properly utilize the inherent caching

capability of ICN. We also propose economic incentive models for dynamic cache

allocation and price determinations based on our research of value-based caching.
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Chapter 1 gives an overview of the research objective, addressed research ques-

tions, and contributions of our thesis. Chapter 2 has two parts. The first part presents

the main components of ICN architecture, the main advantages of in-network caching

in ICN, the differences between traditional web caching and ICN caching and sum-

marizes some ICN caching-specific research challenges. The second part presents our

proposed comprehensive taxonomy of the ICN caching schemes and provides a thor-

ough functional description and comparison of the caching schemes under the main

classifiers of the proposed taxonomy. Content popularity has been identified as the

major classifier for designing caching decision policies among the four classifiers. Lo-

cation of cache nodes in the network topology, collaboration among the cache nodes,

and cache node selection based on the content delivery path have been identified as

the other classifiers in the proposed taxonomy.

Chapter 3 consists of three parts. In the first part, we perform a qualitative

performance analysis and comparison of some well-known ICN caching schemes. We

consider four performance metrics to conduct this qualitative analysis, communication

overhead, scalability, availability, and diversity. In the second part, we perform a

quantitative performance analysis of a few ICN caching schemes where at least one

representative caching scheme has been considered from the proposed classes of the

taxonomy presented in Chapter 2. The quantitative and the qualitative analyses are

correlated to reveal insights into the design choices of the caching schemes. Finally,

in the third part, we discuss some of the design factors we address in our research of

value-based caching grounded upon our proposed taxonomy and the qualitative and

quantitative performance analyses.

In Chapter 4, we focus on maximizing the caching utilities of an ICN cache service
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provider by maximizing the aggregated content value of its cached contents to attain

maximum benefits. We consider the attributes of the content to derive the desirability

of content and the attribute of the content producer to derive the quality of content

while content valuation and selection. We propose a novel utility value-based function

to determine the value of content and design a novel utility value-based caching al-

gorithm, Max-ContentUtility, for making cache placement and replacement decisions.

Max-ContentUtility scheme fulfills the main research objective of maximizing the ag-

gregated caching utility value of the ICN cache service provider while demonstrating

significant performance superiority and robustness compared to some well-known and

well-performing ICN caching schemes.

In Chapter 5, we investigate the impact of producer-driven caching on cache node

valuation and selection. We propose a novel model where content producers aim

to maximize cache utilization by dynamically valuating and selecting cache nodes for

caching their contents. Content producers determine the value of cache nodes in terms

of a set of dynamic and topological attributes of cache nodes using our proposed novel

utility value-based function. We propose a novel utility value-based caching scheme,

Max-NodeUtility, which content producers utilize to optimize their cache valuation

and selection decisions for maximizing caching utility. The performance superiority

of Max-NodeUtility compared to some well-performing caching schemes reveals that

content producers can get higher exposures for their contents by driving the cache

valuation and selection problem.

In Chapter 6, we address the dynamic cache allocation and price determination

problem considering a caching system consisting of multiple content producers acting

as buyers and multiple competing ICN cache providers acting as sellers of the caching
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resources. To solve the cache allocation and pricing problems, we propose two novel

economic incentive schemes: a reverse auction-based scheme, named as SEMRA, and

a utility value-based heuristic scheme, named as UCAP, where both schemes aim

to maximize the caching benefits of content producers. We propose a utility value-

based caching function to calculate utility value of content producer for UCAP and

a bid value generation mechanism to regulate a reverse auction for SEMRA based

on the caching costs and visibility score values of the cache nodes. We also consider

a cost-based cache allocation and pricing scheme, named CCAP, for analyzing and

evaluating the performances of the proposed UCAP and SEMRA schemes. Simulation

results demonstrate that UCAP performs best in a simulation environment where

all ICN cache service providers are assumed to be truthful, thus competing in a

non-hostile environment. On the other hand, though SEMRA does not perform as

good as UCAP, it can handle cache allocation and pricing problems in an untruthful

environment and maintain economic stability between content producers and ICN

cache service providers because of adopting a second-minimum pricing mechanism.

7.2 Limitations

The limitations of our research are the following:

1. Our research of value-based caching hinges on proper adjustment of the weight

values that are used to set the contributions of the considered attributes to

determine the value of cache contents and cache nodes. Assigning these weight

values is a design decision, and these values can be adjusted or adapted depend-

ing on the designed system.

2. To determine content value, we consider the reputation value of the content
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producer, where the reputation value reflects the producer’s reputation history

based on the consumers’ feedback. For content valuation, we assume that the

reputation values of the content producers are already computed and known to

us. Therefore, we do not consider any reputation calculation scheme to calculate

the reputation values.

3. To analyze and evaluate our proposed economic incentive models, UCAP and

SEMRA, we only consider a non-hostile environment where the bidder ICN

cache service providers are assumed to be truthful. To show the performance

superiority and strength of the reverse auction-based SEMRA scheme, the eval-

uating environment should be a hostile environment where the bidders can be

untruthful while reflecting the benefits of adopting the second-minimum pricing

mechanism.

7.3 Future Research Directions

This thesis has presented a novel research direction in value-based caching over ICN.

Our proposals achieve comprehensive improvements on various research-objective-

related and standard-caching metrics. However, there are many research challenges

and opportunities that stem from our research and can be explored to expand ICN

caching capability. Some of these research opportunities are listed as follows.

7.3.1 Proposing a Reputation Calculation Scheme for Content Valuation

In the case of the reputation of the content producer, we assume that every producer

already contains a reputation score based on some reputation computation scheme.

In this regard, an off-the-shelf reputation computation scheme [1, 52, 122] can be used
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to compute the reputation scores of the content producers for content valuation.

7.3.2 Considering a Hostile Environment to Analyze UCAP and SEMRA

To demonstrate the performance superiority of the SEMRA over the UCAP, a hostile

evaluating environment should be considered where the bidder ICN cache service

providers can lie about their bid values to become winners. In this situation, it

should be demonstrated that ICN bidders would not be benefited by lying about

their bid values as SEMRA adopts the second-price payment mechanism. Hence, the

hostile evaluating environment will reveal that SEMRA guarantees the truthfulness

of the bidder ICN cache service providers whereas UCAP cannot handle the ICN

cache service provider’s untruthfulness.

7.3.3 Proposing Revenue Generation and Profit-Sharing Models

In our proposed economic incentive models, UCAP and SEMRA, we consider a

caching cost model based on which the content producers pay the ICN cache ser-

vice providers for caching their contents. The proposed dynamic cache allocation and

pricing models can be extended by proposing a revenue generation model based on

which content consumers will pay the ICN cache service providers for consuming their

cached content. In addition, a profit-sharing model to share the profits between the

ICN cache service providers and the content producers can be proposed. The ICN

cache service providers can pay the content producers an appropriate price for selling

their produced content based on the proposed profit-sharing model.
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7.4 Towards Guided Designs in ICN Caching

The main goal of this section is to guide early researchers in ICN caching; both in un-

derstanding the spectrum of caching paradigms, as well as pointing to specific design

choices that will aid in designing targeted caching schemes. That is, realizing that

there is no silver bullet; each caching scheme must identify a set of performance goals,

and accordingly, employ design choices – in terms of specific functional components

that will be addressed – to reach these goals.

To present these design combinations, Figure 7.1 depicts a guided design plan,

which builds on the taxonomy depicted in Figure 2.4 in Chapter 2. We detail in

the remainder of this section four major design goals (DG) and the potential gain in

choosing a specific combination of operational design factors. These design factors

are also annotated in Figure 7.1 to compare design choices pertinent to different

performance goals. Each design goal is given an acronym and annotated respectively

in the taxonomy in Figure 7.1.

It is important to note that this is not a comprehensive list of caching performance

metrics or design goals but a number of umbrella goals that will allow further fine-

tuning under each direction.

7.4.1 DG1: Access Latency for General Content

One of the most pressing mandates of ICN infrastructures is expediting content dis-

semination and retrieval. Hence, many caching schemes are designed to bring more

popular content closer to potential consumers (at the network edge) to improve delay.

Gauging content popularity by abstracting neighborhoods of nodes into interest

groups while exploiting similar interests can expedite access to common content.
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Figure 7.1: Guiding design factors for ICN caching schemes. Each design goal (DG),
explained in Section 7.4, is addressed with specific design considerations

Explicit collaboration is thus imperative, as exchanging meta-data about content

and projected interest can expedite pre-fetching and coordinate content discovery.

Moreover, exploiting on-path caching reduces access time for contents, as they are on

the original trajectory towards content providers, and reduces search time in on-path
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neighboring nodes.

7.4.2 DG2: Quality of Experience (QoE) for Video Content

Many metrics govern QoE for video, prime among them are perceived throughput

and video quality fluctuation due to variations in requested bitrates (i.e., bitrate os-

cillation), often resulting from bandwidth variations [79]. To leverage QoE over ICNs,

caching schemes need to exploit chunk-level popularity, as it varies considerably over

a video’s duration. In addition, neighborhood-based caching will improve video chunk

availability among peer cache nodes, allowing faster access to popular videos. Cou-

pling this design with explicit collaboration is imperative to maintain video avail-

ability and leverage coordination between caching nodes to smoothen viewing by

ensuring contiguous video chunks are pre-fetched at neighboring caches. Finally, off-

path caching will expand the available cache capacity to store more (popular) video

content closer to the edge to reduce bandwidth load and improve QoE.

7.4.3 DG3: Reducing Content Replicas

This is intrinsically a difficult problem, often due to the naming convention adopted

in the ICN architecture, which might not uniquely assign names to content (e.g., in

attribute-based naming) [30]. However, considering more granular chunks of video

content can increment caching redundancies. Controlled content placement with the

topological views of cache nodes, such as centrality values of nodes, can reduce re-

dundant content caching. More advanced systems for collaborative caching could be

developed to cross-check content for redundancy and identify superfluous replicas in

the network setting. However, off-path caching should be sacrificed to reduce the
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search space and potential intractability of identifying and managing replicas across

the network.

7.4.4 DG4: Reducing Control Overhead

Since scalability is a major concern for the future Internet, therefore, it is impor-

tant to emphasize ICN design factors that will leverage scalability. First, adopting

chunk-level popularity introduces significant overhead in computing and updating

popularity scores for video contents; this outweighs the potential gain in access la-

tency if we only cache more popular chunks closer to requesting consumers. Also,

maintaining neighborhood caching information and virtual cliques of caching nodes

incurs significant overhead, especially as network sizes scale. Adopting decentralized

caching decisions reduces coordination overhead, and allows for low-overhead cache

eviction and replacement schemes, cutting down the messaging and control overhead

of explicitly coordinated caching schemes. Finally, it is more prudent to adopt a

topological-based approach that capitalizes on the inherent trajectories of request

forwarding towards content providers, exploiting on-path caching to reduce the over-

head of content retrieval, larger network traversal, and leaving trails for backtracking

to the original requesting consumer.
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